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SYLVIA 0. MOORE,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.

JAMES B. MOORE,

Defendant-Appellant

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

.21,

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from an award of alimony pendente

lite in an action for separate maintenance. Verified pleadings

were filed and a hearing was had on the plaintiff's motion

for temporary alimony, attorney's fees and other relief, which

resulted in an order granting plaintiff $50 per week temporary

alimony. That ord^r is the subject of this appeal. Appellant

here contends that the Chancellor abused his discretion in making

the award because there was no showing of plaintiff's probable

grounds for bringing the action or her need for financial assistance

while doing so.

The authority for awarding, after a hearing, temporary

alimony emanates in the Separate Maintenance Act of Illinois.

(111. Rev. Stat. 1959, Chap. 68, sec. 22). Pursuant to that

section, the court may make "... such allowance of temporary

alimony, attorney's fees, and suit money as may appear just and

equitable, as in cases of divorce." 111. Rev. Stat. 1959» Chap.

40, sec. l6, dealing with divorce, provides in part " . . .no

order or decree for alimony shall be entered until the court or
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a Master in Chancery or Special Commissioner to whom the court

may refer the cause, shall have determined from the evidence

the condition in life of the parties and their circumstances."

To be entitled to a "just and equitable" award the wife

must show that the action is brought in good faith, that she is

without sufficient means of maintaining her station in life and

that the husband has sufficient means or earning capacity. Harding

v. Harding, 144 111. 588; Grossman v. Grossman, 315 111. App. 345;

Ross v. Ross, 127 111. App. 542.

In the case at bar, the Chancellor had the requisites

clearly before him, and his conduct of the hearing reflects his

understanding of the issues to be considered in awarding temporary

alimony. Disputed evidence was presented to him on the questions

of appellee's good faith or probable cause for bringing the separate

maintenance action and appellee's need for the court's assistance

in obtaining support from her husband during the course of the

litigation.

On th« auestion of good faith in bringing the action,

a consideration of the complaint reveals that it alleges a

valid marriage between the parties, a desertion by the husband

without any just cause or provocation and his continued absence

from the marital home in which appellee now resides. If true,

these allegations form a sufficient basis for a decree of separate

maintenance. Appellant's answer denied the allegations of the

complaint and thus, formed issues. In addition to a consideration

of the pleadings, the Chancellor recived appellee's testimony
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that after being in poor health for some time, she entered a

sanitarium for treatment, and that upon her release, appellant

refused to live with her in the marital home, absenting himself

therefrom up to the date of the hearing. Reception of this

evidence, along with a consideration of the verified pleadings,

comprised a sufficient inquiry into appellee's good faith in

bringing the action to warrant an exercise of the Chancellor's

discretion.

On the question of the financial circumstances of the

respective parties, the Chancellor received appellee's testimony

of extensive stock holdings, yielding approximately $4,000 in

dividends which were then split equally between appellee and

her Mother, pursuant to an agreement known to appellant before

the marriage. She also testified that she received about $3000

from a trust and from royalties on books she had written, but that

both of these sources of income were, due to diminish during the

pendency of the action. Her expenses were placed at a high

figure and included tuition, medical and mortgage payments of

a substantial amount. Appellant estimated that his income for

1958 of $12,000 in salary, bonus income, compensation as secretary

of a cooperative apartment and Naval Reserve pay would total

$14,000 before taxes. He also testified that he was burdened

with substantial expenses. This presentment of detailed income

and expense information on each side placed before the Chancellor

sufficient information for the exercise of his discretion.

Whether temporary alimony should be allowed, and, if so,

how much, are questions resting in the sound Judicial discretion
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of the trial court in view of the conditions and circumstances

of each case, and an abuse of discretion is necessarily subject

to review. Unless, however, there is clearly an abuse of the

discretion, the decree will not ordinarily be disturbed on

appeal. Cooper v. Cooper, 185 111. 163; Bush v. Bush, 316 111.

App. 295.

In this case, the Chancellor was fully apprised of the

dispute as to the facts and the applicable law. We are unable

to say that the award here questioned resulted from an abuse of

the discretion lodged in the Chancellor. We express no opinion

on the propriety of the amount granted as an indication of what

a permanent award, if any, should provide. To decide whether a

permanent award should be granted and its amount are the purposes

of the trial, not of the hearing which ha« been discussed above.

The order is affirmed.

AFFIRMED

.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ., CONCUR.
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NETA MATSON,

Appellant,

v.

BESSIE M. HOLLIDAY,

Appellee.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

MR. JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff brought suit to recover damages for personal

injuries alleged to have been sustained by her in the bathroom

of a rooming house operated by defendant. The complaint alleged

in substance that because of the negligence of defendant in not

properly lighting the bathroom plaintiff slipped and fell therein

on a wet floor due to a leaking pipe or faucet, and was injured.

Trial by jury resulted in a verdict and Judgment for defendant.

Plaintiff's motion for a new trial was overruled. Five days less

than two years after Judgment she filed a petition, ostensibly

under section ?2 of the Civil Practice Act (111. Rev. Stat. 1959,

ch. 110)—although she does not so designate it— to set aside

the verdict and Judgment, and to grant her a new trial. The

trial Judge denied her motion and petition, and plaintiff appeals.

In the trial court she was represented by two or three -different

attorneys; in this court she appears pro se .

Her petition, embracing some forty pages of the abst-r

is argumentative, replete with conclusions and lntemperat

concerning the conduct of the trial and of the attorney?

parties. Although she incorporates in the abstract a "
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of Proceedings at Trial and Hearing on Petition and Affidavit,"

it bears no certification by the Judge and no showing that it was

ever presented to him. Stripped of its verbiage and reduced to

factual statements, the salient charges and allegations may be

summarized as follows: (1) that following the accident defendant,

by her conduct, lulled plaintiff into a false sense of security

by promising to settle the case, and by reason thereof she was

prevented from properly presenting it on trial; (2) that the

attorney who represented plaintiff at the time of the trial was

guilty of negligence and misconduct in failing to advise her

of the date of the trial, in refusing to assist her in procuring

subpoenas to secure the attendance of witnesses, in refusing to

argue the case and to present proper evidence to the Jury, in

Refusing to follow up her complaint to him that only eleven Jurors

signed the verdict, in omitting pertinent medical evidence; (3) that

defendant's attorney was guilty of misconduct in "snarling, raving

and ranting to unduly harass and torment her during the time when

she had no attorney to aid her," and that defendant gave false

and perjured testimony; and (4) that when her doctors testified at

the trial, none of them could be positive as to the particular

matters concerning her injuries because they did not have ample

time to study or obtain the X-rays.

In addition to the foregoing principal grounds alleged in

her petition, plaintiff also charges that a juror signed the

verdict after it was returned and filed, that foreign, irrelevant

and immaterial matters were injected into the trial by defendant's
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of error. Knecht v. Sincox, 376 111. 586. The reviewing court

decides cases on the record rather than on theories of counsel.

Swift & Co. v. Dollahan, 2 111. App. 2d 57^. Likewise, the

record filed in the court of review must present fairly and

intelligently to the appellate court the substance of those

portions of the record on which error is assigned. Eyer v. Read,

3^+5 111. App. 293; Miller v. Green, 3^5 HI- App. 255- Nor is it

the duty of the successful litigant to supply the deficiencies

in the record. People v. N.Y. Cent. RR. , 388 111. 382. The rule

is well settled that the error of fact reviewable under section 72

must be some error unknown to the court when judgment was entered,

as well as one that would have precluded the entry of the judgment

if it had been known at the time. Mitchell v. Eareckson, 250 111.

App. 508; McCord v. Briggs & Turiyaa, 338 111. 158. Fraud as the

basis for vacating a judgment must be committed by one of the

parties on the court; perjury by a witness does not satisfy such

a requirement. People v. Drysch, 311 111. 3^2.

We find nothing of record from which it can be determined

that the trial judge erred in denying plaintiff's motion to set

aside the verdict and judgment under the provisions of section 72.

A considerable portion of plaintiff's petition is devoted to

allegations that she was lulled by defendant into a false sense

of security by promises of settlement. These allegations, if true,

would not constitute ground for relief under section 72. Under

similar circumstances the court, in Chmielewski v. Marich, 350

111. App. 379 ( aff'd 2 I11.2d 568), held that the defendants
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were guilty of "lack of diligence" and not entitled to have

the judgment vacated.

We have heretofore detailed the several particulars

in which plaintiff claims her attorney was negligent in handling

the trial of her case. Section 72 was not intended to relieve

a party of the consequences of his own negligence. Cramer v. 111.

Commercial Men's Ass'n, 260 111. 516; People v. Ogbin, 368 111. 173-

This includes incompetency of counsel. People v. Gleitsman, 396

111. 499. It was held in Greene v. People, 402 111. 224, .and in

Guth v. People, 402 111. 286, that a party may not avail himself

of the provisions of section 72 unless it is made to appear that

"without negligence on his part" the error of fact was not made

to appear to the trial court. With respect to the charge in the

petition that defendant's attorney was guilty of misconduct in

harassing plaintiff, it must be assumed that the conduct of counsel

was seen and observed by the trial Judge and was therefore not an

error of fact, as required by law. People v Bristow, 391 111. 101;

Lineham v. Travelers Ins. Co., 370 111. 157. It is also well settled

that the giving of false or perjured testimony is not one of the

errors of fact which can be reached by a motion under section 72.

Holtzman v. People, 5 HI. App. 2d 120; Hall v. People, 402 111.

478. Plaintiff's petition charges that the doctors called by her

did not support her contentions as to injuries because they were

not adequately prepared in time before trial. These charges are

nothing more than allegations that her own attorney was negligent

in falling to notify her of the trial date. Moreover, no motion
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PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS,

Appellee,

v.

EUGENE J. TOMASZEK,

Appellant.

APPEAL FROM

COUNTY COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

tcM

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant was charged with violation of section 2h of

the Medical Practice Act (111. Rev. Stat. 1957, Ch. 91), in that

he X-rayed, diagnosed and treated a patient as a chiropractor,

when, in fact, he was not licensed as such in the State of Illinois,

A Jury found him guilty, and he was placed on probation. He

appeals from the denial of his motion in arrest of Judgment.

It is stipulated that the criminal information filed

in the case was signed by Charles I. Fleming, as "Judge of the

County Court of Cook County, Illinois," and not by Judge Otto

Kerner, the duly elected County Judge of Cook County, and that

defendant's motion in arrest of Judgment was grounded on the

theory that the information was void because of that fact.

The questions are whether Judge Fleming, an inter-

change county Judge, had Jurisdiction to endorse the information,

and, if so, whether he should have described himself as "Acting

Judge.

"

Defendant argues that the information was void and

invalid from the beginning and, therefore, the Judgment of
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conviction entered upon a void Information Is not merely erroneous

but void for want of Jurisdiction of the subject matter, and may-

be attacked at any time, either in a direct proceeding on review

or collaterally. The People v. Edge, 406 111. W, W (1950).

This court takes Judicial notice of the fact that

Charles I. Fleming was a Judge of the City Court of the City of

Litchfield, Illinois, and that Judge Otto Kerner was the duly

elected County Judge of Cook County, Illinois, at the time of the

signing of the information in question. Therefore, we presume,

in the absence of evidence in the record to the contrary, that

Judge Fleming was presiding in the County Court of Cook County,

at the time In question, upon the request of those authorized by

law to empower him to serve in such county court, and we presume

the existence of circumstances Justifying him in so presiding.

Masover v. Gilbert, 18 111. App. 2d 81, 82 (1950); Strieker v.
.

Kubusky , 35 111. App. 159, 160 (1889).

When an interchanged Judge properly assumes Juris-

diction in a particular cause, his acts within his Jurisdiction

become those of the court. As the Information was endorsed by

Judge Fleming, his title designation was not controlling. The

statutes providing for the interchange of Judges (111. Rev. Stat.

1957, Ch. 37, §§298, 338) do not indicate the title or designation

to be used by the substituting Judge. We believe that it was

intended that the interchanged Judge assume the title or designa-

tion of the Judge of the court in which he is acting, without
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rigldity of description. Therefore, we think it was proper for

Judge Fleming, when acting as the Judge of the County Court

of Cook County, to endorse an information as was done in the

instant case, even though he did not include "Acting" in his

title designation.

For the reasons stated, we hold that Judge Fleming

was properly performing the duties of the County Court, and

that the instant Information bearing his name is valid. The

Judgment of the trial court is, therefore, affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND BURMAN, JJ. , CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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distribution and service In North and South America and the islands

adjacent thereto of miniature pocket-sized recorders known as

"Minifon" and other Protona products. The joint venture to

commence upon the termination of the Geiss-America contract with

Protona expiring on March 12, 1959.

The agreement further provided that Rubin would be the

managing director for a period of three years and receive $^00.00

per week; that Stach and Protona would have a 5l# interest and

Rubin ^9%', and that each of the parties would contribute their

proportionate share of the working capital necessary for the

operation of the business and would share in the profits in

proportion to their Interests. The negotiations were conducted in

Chicago, New York City and Hamburg, Germany. There was an exchange

of correspondence and in order to consummate the negotiations

Rubin went to Hamburg, Germany in September, 1958» at the request

of Stach and Protona and made financing arrangements.

Rubin charges that the joint venture agreement created

a fiduciary relationship between the parties; that the defendants

Geiss-America had full knowledge of the existence of the fiduciary

relationship and acquiesced in and consented to it; and that not-

withstanding the existence of their fiduciary relationship with

him, Stach and Protona contracted with Geiss-America for the exclusive

distribution of Minofon in the United States of America for a period

of five years commencing with the termination of their contract;

that Stach and Protona have no other assets in the United States

of America, other than the amounts due them from Geiss-America;
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and that Rubin has to look to those funds for damages* Rubin

prays for a preliminary and permanent injunction restraining

Geiss-America from paying any sums to Stach and Protona until

such time as the damages sought were fully paid; that the

defendants to be required to make a full accounting of all sales

of "Minofon" and accessories in the United States of America

from March 12, 1959, until March 11, 1962; and that Judgment

for damages against all defendants be given to Rubin for all

profits and compensation he would have been entitled to under

the a greement.

The defendants' motion to strike and dismiss the

complaint stated, among other things, that the oral agreement

could not be performed within one year, and therefore is void

and unenforceable under the Illinois Statute of Frauds; that

complaint does not state any ground for equitable relief; and

that the plaintiff has an adequate remedy at law.

The chancellor found that; "The alleged contract was

not in writing and is in violation of the statute of frauds.

Moreover, the agreement alleged is uncertain. Added to this,

if plaintiff is entitled to any relief, such relief will be

accorded in a court of law." The court dismissed the plaintiff's

complaint and denied a motion to amend.

The question which presents itself at the outset of

the consideration of this case is whether the chancellor properly

found that there was no basis for equity to assume Jurisdiction.
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The claim of plaintiff is based on a breach of an agree-

ment for a joint venture to take place at the termination of the

contract between Stach and Protona and Geise-America. The Joint

venture Itself was never actually accomplished.

The relief prays for an injunction to tie up defendants'

funds before there has been an adjudication of the plaintiff's

claim for damages in an action at law. To grant a preliminary

injunction in the case at bar as requested by plaintiff may

result in Irreparable harm to the defendants. Plaintiff has not

cited any case that would support his position for equitable

relief where the business of either the partnership or the joint

venture has not yet been commenced as in the Instant case.

It is well settled that a creditor cannot enforce his

legal demand in an equity court. "In order to show that there

is no adequate remedy at law, it must appear that there is a

Judgment at law, execution Issued and returned unsatisfied."

Clark v. G. A. Bail-Bearing Mfg. Go., 2k$ 111. App. 579, 580.

The institution of legal proceedings does not entitle plaintiff

.to restrain defendant from disposing of his property, even

though the disposition might prevent collection of a possible

judgment. ^3 C.J.S., Injunctions, §72. As the court noted in

refusing to grant an injunction in Palmetto Guano Corp. v.

Green, 138 S.C. 106, 136 S.E. 132, 13^: "He [plaintiff] cannot

obtain by injunction something that will tie up a man's property."

In that case plaintiff thought a deficiency judgment would be
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recovered and sought to restrain defendant from disposing of

certain stock. In a personal injury action (Martin v. James

B. Berry Sons' Co., 83 F.2d 85? (1st Cir. 1936)) where plain-

tiffs sought to restrain defendant from transferring assets to

another Jurisdiction, the court refused to grant the injunction

noting that to place this restriction on defendant's working

capital would result in great inconvenience. The court also

commented that the possibility of plaintiff's having to go to

another state to collect on the Judgment did not render the

remedy at law inadequate.

We think the chancellor properly found that there was

no basis for equity to assume Jurisdiction. However, we feel

that he should have transferred the cause to a law court, where

plaintiff might have an opportunity to file an amended complaint.

We believe a discussion of the other points raised by

both parties, at this time, is unnecessary. The cause is

remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with this

opinion.

AFFIRMED IN PART; REVERSED
IN PART AND REMANDED.

MURPHY, P.J. AND KILEY, J. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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MITCHELL MANUFACTURING CCMPANY,
a corporation,

Appellee,

COOPER-JAKRETT, INC., a
corporation,

Appellant,

and

APPEAL FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT OF CHICAGO.

: 25I.A
Z

.

A

93
CROOKS TERMINAL WAREHOUSES, INC.,

Third Party Defendant,

Appellee „

mr. justice Mccormick delivered the
opinion of the court,

This appeal is taken from a summary judgment entered by

the Municipal Court of Chicago against Cooper-Jarrett , Inc.

(hereafter referred to as "Cooper") in favor of Mitchell

Manufacturing Company (hereafter referred to as "Mitchell")

in the sum of $2,519.30, and from a summary judgment entered

against Cooper in favor of Crooks Terminal Warehouses, Inc.

(hereafter referred to as "Crooks") on a third party statement

of claim filed by Cooper, and assessing costs against the

third party plaintiff, Cooper. No appearance was filed in

this court in behalf of Crooks.

Cooper here contends that the judgments are improperly

entered and that there was in the case a genuine issue of

fact.

In order to determine whether or not the trial court

properly entered summary judgments upon the pleadings,
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motions, affidavit and depositions before it, it is necessary

to consider the documents upon which the court relied.

Mitchell filed a verified statement of claim on

August 20, 1958 asking damages in the sum of $2,519.30

against Cooper. Cooper filed a verified defense thereto.

Cooper then was permitted on December 17» 1958? by order

of court, to add Crooks as a third party defendant, summons

to issue. Cooper filed a verified statement of claim against

third party defendant Crooks, to which Crooks filed a verified

defense. Crooks then took a discovery deposition of Milton

Paul Holland, the general claim agent of Cooper, and of

Carl Ramsdorf, employed as a truck driver by Cooper.

Crooks on March 5? 1959 filed a motion pursuant to

section 57 of rule 1 of the Municipal Court of Chicago asking

for summary judgment in its favor on the third party state-

ment of claim, and incorporated both of the discovery

depositions therein, and set out as a basis for the entry

of summary judgment the fact that both Holland and Ramsdorf

had identified Crooks 's Exhibit No. k attached to the

depositions and the signature thereon, which it is alleged was

an acknowledgment of receipt by Cooper of the goods, wares and

merchandise described in the original statement of claim

(to-wit, 185 air-conditioners), and that there is between

Cooper and Crooks no "genuine triable issue of fact" with

respect to the delivery or receipt of the goods.

Mitchell on March 2^-, 1959 filed a motion for
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summary judgment in which it alleged, among other things, that

in its complaint it brought action against Cooper for $2,5l9e30,

the value of 1*+ air conditioners, and that Cooper in its answer

admitted that it had delivered only 171 air conditioners to

the consignee; that at a deposition hearing Cooper's employee

admitted signing a bill of lading acknowledging the receipt of

185 air conditioners 5 that the bill of lading specifically

states that 185 units were carried on Cooper's trailers

Nos. 20V3 and 325 that the bill of lading receipt is attached

to the transcript of the deposition filed in court by Crooks,

which deposition Mitchell makes a part of its motion; that

Cooper having on its bill of lading admitted receiving 185

air conditioners, property of Mitchell, and having admitted

by its answer that only 171 air conditioners were delivered,

"it is estopped from denying its liability to the plaintiff

for the 1*+ air conditioners it failed to deliver <,**

In the deposition of Holland he identified various

exhibits produced by him from the records of Cooper concerning

the transaction, which exhibits are attached to and became a

part of the deposition. The deposition of Carl Ramsdorf

described what he did on the day in question.

Cooper in opposition to the motions for summary judg-

ment filed an affidavit of Carl E„ Ramsdorf

„

All of these documents were before the court at the

time it entered the summary judgment

s
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From the pleadings it appears that Cooper admitted that

it delivered to the consignee 171 air conditioners end that

there were lh air conditioners which Mitchell alleged were

placed on the trucks of Cooper which were not delivered. The

issues raised by the pleadings are, first, whether or not 185

air conditioners were placed on Cooper's trucks on the day in

question, and second, as to the value of the lh air conditioners

admittedly not delivered to the consignee. Between Cooper and

Crooks two issues are also raised. The first is as to whether

or not there had been 185 air conditioners loaded on Cooper's

trucks, and the second as to whether or not the air conditioners

were loaded on Cooper's trucks by Crooks

The depositions in the record are discovery depositions

and are governed by rule 19—10 of the Supreme Court, which

provides that discovery depositions may be used only for the

purpose of impeachment or as an admission of a party, his

officer or agent, in the same manner and to the same extent

as any other admission made by that person. From the

depositions Mitchell and Crooks can rely on the admission

that there was a bill of lading issued which indicated that

Cooper had accepted 185 air conditioners to be delivered to

the consignee and that such bill of lading was signed by

Rainsdorf,. an employee of Cooper. There was also an admission

that Mitchell was billed and paid $537. *K) freight to Cooper

and that the bill indicated that the freight covered the

shipment -of 185 air conditioners, together with the aggregate
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weight of the shipment.

The pleadings admit that only 171 items were delivered

to the consignee. The question as to the loading and the

delivery to the consignee of l*f air conditioners on truck

No. 32 is not in issue. It is apparent from the record that

the ±h units were loaded on the truck and were delivered

therefrom to the consignee. The only dispute is with

reference to Cooper's trailer No. 20^-3. Mitchell says that

at the time the trailer left Crooks it contained 171 units;

Cooper says it contained 157 units.

In the first instance the plaintiff has the burden of

proving delivery of the goods to and acceptance thereof by

the carrier, and when the plaintiff has made out a prima facie

case on this issue the burden is on the carrier to prove non-

delivery. 13 C.J.S. Carriers, sec. 2^\ (p. 537). 6 I.L.P.

Carriers, sec. 19A. A bill of lading is prima facie evidence

of the matters contained therein, (I.e. R.R. Co. v . Cobb,

Blaisdell & Co.. 72 111. lh&; Great Western R CR. Co. v.

McDonald,, 18 111. 172), but insofar as the bill of lading

is a receipt for goods delivered to a carrier for the purpose

of transportation it is, as between the original parties

thereto, open to explanation and contradiction (6 I.L.P.

Carriers, sec. 107; Strohmever & Arpe Co. v. American Line

S.So Corp., 97 F.2d 36O; Louisville & N.R. Co. v. Cullman

Warehouse. 226 Ala. ^93, 1^7 So. If21.

In this case the explanation advanced in the
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counteraffidavit filed by Cooper is that Ramsdorf arrived at

Crooks after trailer 20*+3 was loaded? that he did not supervise

the loading or count the units, nor could he have counted them

if he had so desired? that the loading was done by employees of

Crooks and that after the trailer was loaded the same employees

placed their seal upon the door; and that he (Ramsdorf) signed the

bill of lading indicating that 171 units were loaded in the

trailer solely upon the representation of Crooks' s employee..

It is also the law that when a shipper undertakes to

load or weigh or count the goods when delivered to the carrier

the burden is on him to show the amount delivered to the

carrier, (13 C.J.S. Carriers, sec. 2^k (p„ 537)? Almon v,

Chicago & N. W. Ry. Co ., lMf N.W. 997 s 163 Iowa Mf9? Produce

Trading Co. v. Norfolk S outhern R. Co.., 100 S.E. 316, 178 N.C.

175)5 an<^ such a rule is based upon reason as well as authority.

In this case the uncontradicted affidavit of Ramsdorf puts the

full control of the loading, including the sealing of the

loaded trailer, in Crooks, and Ramsdorf states that he relied

solely upon the representation of Crooks ! s agent as to the

amount of units in the trailer . Ramsdorf s affidavit is

uncontradicted. The explanation therein contained is sufficient

to negate the bill of lading initialed by him and thus destroys

the prima facie case which Mitchell had established by the

introduction of the bill of lading acknowledging that Cooper

had received 171 air conditioners on the trailer. The burden

of proving the number of units in the trailer is upon the
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plaintiff Mitchell. Once the efficacy of the bill of lading as

an admission is destroyed there is no evidence in the record

sustaining Mitchell's contention that 171 units were received

by Cooper.

Mitchell also urges that Cooper is estopped to deny

that it had received the units after it had issued its bill of

lading acknowledging their receipt, and relies on section 22

of the Federal Bill of Lading Act 0+9 U.S.C.A. sec. 102),

which provides that when a bill of lading has been issued

by a carrier or its agent the carrier shall be liable to

"* * * (b) the holder of an order bill, who has given value

in good faith, relying upon the description therein of the

goods, * * * for damages caused by the nonreceipt by the

carrier of all or part of the goods * * *." In its brief

Mitchell admits that as between the consignor of goods and a

receiving carrier it is ordinarily true that recitals in a

bill of lading as to goods shipped raise only a rebuttable

presumption that the goods were delivered for shipment, but

it contends that under the facts and circumstances in the

instant case an estoppel would result, and in support of that

it cites American Hide Co. v. Southern Ry. Co., 310 111. 52^,

in which case is cited Johnson Lumber Co. v. Great Northern

Ry. Co.. 10^ Wash. 39+, 176 P. 3^3. The rule therein stated

is not applicable because in both the American Hide Co. case

and the Johnson Lumber Co. case the plaintiff is a purchaser

for value who had purchased relying on the bill of lading.
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These cases do not change the rule that the recitals in a bill of

lading with reference to receipt of goods are rebuttable and

subject to explanation,

Mitchell also argues that it comes under the statute

inasmuch as it paid freight charges covering 1.85 units and that

it relied on the receipt by Cooper appearing on the face of the

bill of lading, and therefore because of such reliance did not

check or supervise the loading or weighing of the air conditioners.

It also urges that since Cooper collected freight charges predicated

on the weight applicable to 185 units it should have refunded or

tendered a refund to Mitchell of that part of the freight charges

applicable to lh units which it is admitted were not delivered.

The weakness with this contention is that the goods were, as

appears from the affidavit of Ramsdorf in the record, loaded

on the trailer by the employees of Crooks. Mitchell says that

that is immaterial since Crooks was merely a bailee and not the

agent of Mitchell. It is evident from the documents that

Crooks was not acting under the supervision and control of

Cooper. It is also evident that it was acting either under

the specific directions or with the acquiescence of Mitchell.

Whether Crooks in loading the units on Cooper's trailer was the

agent of Mitchell could be determined from the contract of

bailment between them. There is nothing in the record

indicating what the terms of such contract were. Further-

more, there is nothing in the record indicating that the

weight indicated on the freight bill was the weight of 185

units nor that the freight bill was specifically based upon
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the carriage of 185 units. There are not sufficient facts in the

record from which an estoppel can be inf erred.

The purpose of a summary judgment is not to try disputed

issues of fact by affidavit but to provide a means to avoid the

expense and delay of a trial when no sound defense exists, and

such a judgment cannot be entered where there is a real issue

of fact. Allen v. Meyer. lh 111. 2d 28*f; Shirley v. Ellis Drier

Co., 379 HI. 105; Diversey Liquidating Corp v. Neunkirchen, 370

111. 523. We are not passing on the issues raised in the case

but we are merely passing on the question of whether or not

summary judgments were properly allowed. On inspection of the

documents in support of and in opposition to the summary judgments

it is apparent that there were genuine issues of fact left undis-

posed of.

In the instant case, while no point has been raised con-

cerning it, and while we are not using it as a basis for our

decision, we note that no evidence has been introduced by Mitchell

to establish the value of the lh units which were not delivered to

the consignee, and even if the material presented to the trial

court had been sufficient for it to enter a summary judgment in

favor of Mitchell, such judgment must necessarily have been a

partial one leaving the question of damages open.

The entry of summary judgments by the court was error. The

judgments of the Municipal Court are reversed and the cause remanded

for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

Reversed and remanded.
Dempsey, P.J., and Schwartz, J., concur,,

Abstract only,,
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LUCILLE CHMELIK,.

v.

EDWARD CHMELIK,

Appellant,

)

)

Appellee. )

APPEAL FROM.

SUPERIOR COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

~

*#

2A '

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff appeals from the denial of her petition

seeking the vacation of an ex parte order, which retroactively-

suspended divorce decree provisions for the support and main-

tenance of her three minor children.

On November 7, 1955, in an uncontested divorce, a

decree was entered in favor of plaintiff, which awarded sole

custody of the minor children to plaintiff and directed defendant

to pay to plaintiff the sum of s$^5 weekly for the support and

maintenance of the minor children, "subject to the right of

visitation" of defendant.

The ex parte order entered on April 14, 1958, recites

that due notice of the motion, together with copy of the petition,

had been served on plaintiff. The order suspended the child

support provisions of the divorce decree "as of June 10, 1957*

* • * until this Court shall otherwise direct." The petition

alleges that the parties entered an agreement effective June 10,

1957, whereby plaintiff waived her right to child support In

return for defendant waiving his right of visitation, as her
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new husband had assumed all parental responsibilities for the

minor children, and no contributions from defendant would be

necessary, and plaintiff would take the necessary steps to pro-

cure a court order suspending the support provisions of the

decree; that although defendant carried out his part of the

agreement and did not avail himself of hi® visitation rights,

plaintiff did not apply for the suspension order,,

On August 8, 1958, plaintiff petitioned to set aside

the order of April 14, 1958, and to order defendant to pay the

arrearages amounting to $1620 „ The petition alleges that plain-

tiff, upon receipt of the notice and copy of petition on which

the order of April 14, 1958, is based, telephoned defendant,

and he agreed to withdraw his petition; that it was then agreed

that plaintiff would accept $100 a month for support and main-

tenance of the minor children, beginning with May, 1958; and

that the order of April 14, 1958, was wrongfully and fraudulently

obtained by defendant, contrary to their agreement.

Defendant's answer to plaintiff's petition denies that

he ever agreed to withdraw his petition, and alleges that plain-

tiff was fully informed that he intended to seek an order in

accordance with the petition, and that it was because plaintiff

had failed and neglected to petition for approval of the agreement

of the parties; and that it became necessary for defendant to

procure the order of April 14, 1958- Plaintiff's reply denies

she made any agreement with defendant to waive child support or

for him to waive his visitation rights,,
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On June 1, 1959, the chancellor entered an order deny-

ing plaintiff's petition to vacate the order of April 14, 1958;

after "having considered the sworn testimony of the respective

parties and the exhibits introduced into evidence as well as the

decree and proceedings on file herein; the Court * # * finds that

there is no merit to the allegations contained in said petition

of plaintiff and that the facts and equities are in favor of

this defendant."

The record on appeal does not include a report of the

proceedings at the hearing of plaintiff's petition to vacate the

order of April 14, 1958. As defendant contends, where the order

appealed from recites that the court heard testimony and waB fully

advised in the premises, the presumption is that there was

sufficient evidence to sustain the court's findings, and that the

Judgment of the trial court 16 in accordance with the Justice

of the case. ( In re Estate of Murray v. Appeal of Murray, 310

111. App. 121, 126 (1941).) Therefore, on the appeal record in

this court, we must assume that the evidence was sufficient to

support the chancellor's findings, unless, as plaintiff argues,

the order of April 14, 1958, is void because it is against public

policy or because the court lacked the Jurisdiction to enter it.

The chancellor, on application from time to time, may

make such alterations in the allowance of child support as shall

appear reasonable and proper. (111. Rev. Stat., 1957, Ch. 40, §18.)

Past due Installments of alimony or child support cannot be

modified by any subsequent order of the court which originally
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entered the order. ( Hallett v. Hallett, 10 111. App. 2d 513,

519 (1956).) The duty of a parent to support his minor child

arises out of a natural relationship, and the claim for support

of children is one which transcends any contractual obligation

and cannot be the subject of barter , (Nelson v. Nelson, 3^0 111.

App. 463 (1950).) The welfare of the children is the controlling

consideration, and the court may alter, amend, enlarge or

diminish the decree provisions for the support and maintenance

of the children, as shall appear reasonable and proper. While

visitation rights cannot be the subject of barter, changes in

conditions and circumstances of the parties may justify a

modification of those provisions, and the application must be

made in the court where the decree was rendered and is addressed

to the sound discretion of the court. Orders allowing visita-

tion by a parent are favored to the end that the child may not

be estranged from Its parents, and the court is allowed broad

discretion in adjusting this privilege. 16 I.L.P., Divorce, pp.

383, 387, 393.

We believe the chancellor, in the use of sound

discretion, had jurisdiction to suspend the decree provisions for

child support on a proper application made in apt time. There-

fore, in the absence of a report of proceedings, we presume the

evidence and exhibits were sufficient to support the chancellor's

approval of the agreement of the parties, as of the date it was

made, and in finding that there was no merit to the allegations
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contalned in plaintiff's petition, and that the facts and

equities were in favor of defendant.

We conclude that the order of April 1^, 1958 » and

the order of June 1, 1959, were within the sound discretion of

the court, and the record fails to show any abuse of that

discretion.

For the reasons given, the order appealed from is

affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND BURMAN, JJ. , CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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IE THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT, SECOND DIVISION

FEBRUARY TERM, A. D. 1960 25 XeAe 2i

2nd DIVISION

2<*Cx
-X

CHRIS LOTTA,
)

Plaintiff-Appellees
}

Appeal from
vs. Circuit Court of

\ Winnebago County.

Aii
• Mm,

)

)
Defendant-Appellant

,

)

wRioirr — j.

This action was brought by the plaintiff , Chris Lotta, a

plumbing and heating contractor » against the defendant, Alex

Noble, to recover for work done and material furnished under

an oral contract and for work done on a time and material

basis. The case was tried before the court wit. tout a jury and

judgment was entered on the finding of the court in too

amount of $3,335.68, from which judgment the defendant appeals.

The suit involves three plumbing jobs done by plaintiff in

three separate buildings owned by defendant located on

Rockton Aveuue, Woodlawn Avenue and Mulberry Street in the
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City of Rockfor4 Illinois.

An oral agreement was entered into between the partlea

whereby plaintiff was to install certain fixtures to be pur-

chased and furnished by the defendant in the building

owned by defendant located on Rockton Avenue for whi-.

plaintiff was to be paid $50.00 per fixture for labor

furnished, and was to be paid in addition for any fittings

and material furnished by plaintiff in completing the install-

ations.

Under a similar agreement, plaintiff was to install

plumbing fixtures in defendant's building located on Woodlawn

It was also orally agreed that plaintiff was to install

fixtures in five bathrooms in the building owned by defendant

located on Mulberry Street, for which plaintiff was to be paid

$700.00, During the progress of the work in the building

located em Mulberry Street , the city plumbing inspector made

an inspection and required that the sewer pipes in the base-

ment of the building be replaced and that certain kitchen

sinks be vented. Following the report of the plumbing in-

spector, the plaintiff advised the defendant that he could not

separate the work of installing bathroom fixtures, replacing

sewer pipe and venting the kitchen sinks and that it would be

necessary that the work in MM Mulberry Street building be

-2-
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on a tine and material basis to which the defendant

'-.-
•

It is the contention of the plaintiff that all work in

the three buildings has been completed pursuant to the agree*

meat between the parties and that the work has been accepted

as satisfactory by the defendant and that there is due mad

owing from the defendant, after allowing credit for all pay-

ments made, the sum of $3,335,63.

The defendant contends that the plaintiff, following

completion of the work in the buildings located on lockton

Avenue and Woodlawn Avenue, agreed to reduce the cost of the

labor for Installing the fixtures from $50.00 to $45.00 each

and agreed to reduce the price of fittings and material

furnished by plaintiff in installing the fixtures by ten per-

cent, which would reduce the amount due on these projects by

$703.93.

Defendant also contends tnat the charge made by the

plaintiff for labor and material furnished in doing the work

in the building located on Mulberry Street was not the

reasonable and customary charge for such work in the locality

and that the charge made was unreasonable and excessive in

the amount of $776. dl.

Defendant} Moble, testified that he and the plaintiff,

Lotta, wore together in February of 1959 and went to the

ft-
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buildings on Rockton Avenue and Woodlawn Avenue where the work

had been done and while there, the plaintiff orally agreed to

reduce his charge for materials furnished on these properties

by ten percent and agreed to reduce the labor charge for in-

stalling each fixture from $50.00 to $45.00. Plaintiff in his

testimony denied that he agreed to these reductions and his

testimony is not only uncontradicted but on the contrary is

corroborated by the defendant who testified that he and plain-

tiff had a conversation about plaintiff reducing his charges;

that they tried to agree but could not agree on anything.

t\ A The record in this case is void of any evidence which

substantiates the claim of the defendant that plaintiff agreed

to reduce the charges originally agreed upon for installing

the fixtures in the Stockton Avenue and Woodlawn Avenue

properties. The evidence discloses that the defendant tried

to persuade plaintiff to reduce the amount of his charges , but

there is no evidence that defendant agreed to any reduction.

^ -^Defendant in his brief apparently relies upon an accord

aad satisfaction. He did not assert this defense in the

trial court, but if such defense had been asserted it could

not have been sustained. To constitute an accord and

satisfaction there must be an honest dispute between the

parties , a tender with the explicit understanding of both

parties that it was in full payment of all demands, and an

•4»
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by the creditor uila the tinders fca«. tt the

is accepted in full payment. Apex Motor Fuel Co.

,

v, Stiglitst, et al, 34S III. App. 123, 10B i 29.

r^^Xhe defendant la the instant case did not produce any

evidence that any tender was made to plaintiff o£ & leaaer

amount or that plaintiff accepted any lesser amount in full

payment of hi» demand.

it is undisputed that tue parties originally agreed that

plaintiff was to install fixtures in five bat^ooms in the

building located on Mulberry Street and that plaint as to

be paid $700.00 for the labor for doing the work, while the

work was being done, the city plumbing inspector made an in-

spection and required that the sewer pipes in the basement o£

the building be replaced and that certain kitchen sinks be

vented. Plaintiff testified that after the Inspector had made

his report, he, tbe plaintiff, talked to the defendant and

told him of the inspector's request and informed him that be*

cause the jobs ware so intermingled he could not separate one

from the other, and that the whole job would iiave to be dame

am a time and material basis. Plaintiff further testified

that defendant agreed to this arrangement and this testimony

of the plaintiff is uncontradicted in the record.

Plaintiff's Exhibit Ho. 4, admitted in evidence, lists

3 work dona in addition to the installation of the five
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bathrooms, as conflating, of install ia£ ninety- five feet of

•oil pip* in the basement, installing a now clean-out tee

in the IViMI, changing two kitchen sinks, changing two

kitchen drains and m visits from the kitchen through the

roof, chaaging another Stoats sjM venting i :he roof,

changing two baiicocka ami P- traps s changing drain pipes for

bathroom tub and closet.

In accordance with the agreement of the parties,

plaintiff submitted his statement for the work done in the

building on Mulberry Street on a time and material has is.

Plaintiff testified that all of the materials listed

Plaintiff's Exhibits Ho. I, 2, 3 and 4, offered and admitted

in evidence, were used in the work dome In the defendant's

building on Mulberry Street, md further testified that the

charge made for the materials was the fair and reasonable

price for such materials at the time they were furnished, and

further testified that the charge made for the labor in

doing the work was fair, reasonable and the customary charge

for this type of work in the City of Heekford at that time.

Defendant called Joseph Gaeparini, a plumbing contractor

In the City of Rockford, who testified that the reasonable

price of laying soil pipe in and about the City of Roekford

at the time the work here in question was done was $6,00 per

foot, which was leas than the amount charged by the plaintiff.

- -
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However, this witness testified further that the $6.00 per

foot was not a fixed price but it varied depending upon

working conditions that might involve a greater charge if

some of the pipe was laid in a crawl space or if there was

water in the ditch, and he further testified that different

contractors charge different prices. Ho other evidence was

offered by the defendant to contradict the testimony of the

plaintiff that the charge made by him for the work done and

material furnished in the building located on Mulberry

Street was not fair, reasonable and the customary charge for

such work in the City of Rockford at that time.

This case is primarily one involving a determination of

the greater weight of the evidence and the trial court saw,

observed and heard the plaintiff, defendant and other

witnesses testify and is in a much better position to pass on

the credibility of the witnesses and determine the facts than

is a court of review. Ellet v. Wyatfc, 345 111. App. 420, 103

K. E. 2d 526; Daulton v. Walsh, 21 111. App. 2d 290, 137 N. E.

2d 301.

") We are of the opinion that the judgment of the trial court

is supported by the greater weight of the evidence.

For the reasons assigned, the judgment of the lower court

is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

-'"• F/ SolflsbUrg, P. J. and Crow, J. Concur.

c*
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/ <z Abstract

STATE OF ILLINOIS
APPELLATE COURT
THIRD DISTRICT

General No. 10197 Agenda No. L

Ralph A. Hatcher, Administrator of the "state
of Nina Mae Hatcher, deceased,

Plaintiff -Appal lee,

vs.

The New York Central Railroad Company,

Def endant-Appel lant

.

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Tazewell County

l5I.A?193
ROETH, Justice.

Plaintiff, as administrator of the estate of his deceased

wife, brought an action for damages under the wrongful death

statute against defendant railroad company for having caused her

death by its wrongful act, neglect or default, and recovered a

judgment, based upon the verdict of a jury, in the sum of

$25,000. Upon aopeal to this court we reversed the judgment

without remanding, holding, in effect, that the deceased was

guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law and that

consequently the trial court should have directed a verdict for

defendant. (20 111. App. 2d 481, 156 N.E. 2d 617). The Supreme

Court granted plaintiff's petition for leave to appeal and upon

consideration of the case reversed our judgment and remanded

the cause back to this court with directions to consider other

-1-
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alleged errors and to either affirm the judgment of the trial

court, or to reverse it and remand the cause for a new trial,

(17 111. 2d 587, 162 N.F. 2d 362).

As we noted in our original opinion, the questions raised

on the initial appeal were three in number, (1) there was no

proof of negligence on the part of defendant, (2) the deceased
J

•as guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law, and

(3) the damages w«r« excessive.

The Supreme Court has affectively disposed of the secon.

question. In our original opinion we considered the first question

at some length and in detail and concluded that there was sufficient

evidence to warrant the submission of the question of defendant's

negligence to the jury. In commenting on our holding in this

regard the Supreme Court said:

The question as to whether the bell was ringing

or a whistle was blowing as the train approached

the crossing was disputed upon the trial of this

cause. The failure to warn by one or the other of

these means was alleged in the complaint and there

was ample proof of such failure in the evidence. In

effect the jury so found by its verdict and the

Appellate Court agreed, saying: ' n the question

of negligence on the part of the railroad, we believe

there is sufficient evidence in the record to present

a question of fact for the jury. 1 "

I e adhere to our original holding that there was sufficient

evidence in the record to present a question of fact for the jury

as to whether defendant was negligent.
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Finally, It is contended that the damages are excessive.

The deceased was a young woman of 71 years of age in good health.

Sh* had 4 children ranging in age from 7 to 11 years. Two o r

these children also lost their lives in this occurrence. She

and her husband, with thpir children, wars living together. The

deceased was a good wife and mother. Under the Carlyle mortality

tables the deceased had a life expectancy of 36.41 years. In

addition to b*>ing a fa»t»s*vife she was steadily employed. At

the ti«e of her death she was working an average of 44 hou?

per week and was being paid $1.60 per hour for 40 hours and ti

a half for all over 40 hours. It is a fair inference from the

record that she was contributing to the support of the family.

torn the foregoing y? ar«? of the opinion that a $23,000 verdict

cannot be held to be excessive.

Accordingly the judgment of the Circuit Court of Tazewell

County will now be affirmed.

Affirmed.

Presiding Justice Reynolds and Justice Carroll concur.

3-
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SOPHIE L. FISCHER, )

)

Plaintiff - Appellant, )

)

v. )

)

SLAYTON & COMPANY, INC., and HOVEY )

E. SLAYTON, )

)

Defendants - Appellees. )

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY.

25I.A^250
MR. JUSTICE BURMAN DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff appeals from a judgment in favor of Theodore

F. Schlake, her attorney, for fees, and from the finding that

he has a lien against funds in the hands of the Clerk of the

Circuit Court.

,It appears from the briefs that in the original pro-

ceedings Schlake filed a chancery action on behalf of plaintiff

to recover monies entrusted to Slayton & Company, Inc., and

Hovey E. Slayton in the Circuit Court. After the taking of

considerable evidence before a master in chancery, the issues

were found against the plaintiff. An appeal was taken to this

court after a decree was entered sustaining the master. In

Fischer v. Slayton & Co., Inc., 10 111. App. 2d 167, the decree

was reversed and the cause remanded with directions to re-refer

the matter to a master for an accounting of plaintiff s damages.

While the matter was pending and without notice to Schlake the

parties settled the litigation.
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Schlake filed hie claim for lien in these proceedings

under the Attorney's Lien Act for fees and expenses. The matter

of the claim for fees was heard by the court on February 16, 1959.

All parties in Interest were present and after evidence was heard

the court found that the lien of Theodore H„ Schlake was proper

and attached the sum of |l?50.00 on deposit with the Clerk of

the Circuit Court. Judgment for Schlake for an additional sum

of $889.00 and costs was entered.

Plaintiff's theory is that the Attorney's Lien Act

must be strictly construed and Schlake' s failure to serve a

notice of attorney's lien as required by the Act bars his claim.

We point out that there is no report of proceedings so that no

question of fact could be determined by us. Argyle v. Truckers

Coal Co., 306 111. App. 295.

Plaintiff relies on the Attorneys and Counsellors Act,

111. Rev. Stat. 1959, ch. 13, § 1^, which provides in part, as

follows:

Attorneys at law shall have a lien upon all claims . . .

for a reasonable fee, for the services of such attorneys
rendered. ... To enforce such lien, such attorneys
shall serve notice in writing . . . upon the party
against whom their clients may have such suits . „ . claim-
ing such lien . . . such lien shall attach to any . . .

money . . . which may be recovered . . «

Slayton & Company, Inc. and Hovey E. Slay ton, who

were the defendants in plaintiff's original suit have not

appealed and do not here raise the question of lack of lien

notice for attorney's fees. Under Section Ik service of notice
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of attorney's lien upon client is not required. See Eckwall v.

Eckwall, 299 111. App. 621. The provision of this act for

service of notice is for the protection of judgment debtor, and

not for the benefit of client. Mid-City Trust & Savings Bank v.

City of Chicago, 292 111. App. 471.

There is no question here that plaintiff employed Schlake

as her counsel. The legislature, in enacting the Attorney's

Lien Act, Intended to protect attorneys' fees for professional

services after service of attorney's lien, against any settle-

ment that might thereafter be made between the parties. McArdle

v. Great American Indemnity Co., 314 111. App. k$$ a

In our opinion plaintiff has not shown any reversible

error; therefore the Judgment and order will be presumed correct.

For the reasons stated the judgment and order are affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

MURPHY, P.J. AND KILEY, J. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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MICK DESPOTIDES, doing business
as BEST MILK DAIRY,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.

NICK LAZOS,

Defendant-Appellant,

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

'

JL«/1l« ^ <3 J^

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Pursuant to the warrant of attorney in a promissory note,

Nick Despotides, doing business as Best Milk Dairy, procured the

entry of a judgment against Nick Lazos for $3969.35,

including Interest and attorneys' fees. On motion of the

defendant supported by an .^affidavit the court opened the

judgment. Following a trial without a jury, the court con-

firmed the judgment. Defendant, appealing, contends that there

was no obligation for the signing of the note and that under the

Negotiable Instruments Act, it is accomodation paper and he is not

liable therefor (111. Rev. Stat. 1959, Chap. 98, sec. 49.)

Plaintiff is in the dairy business. Defendant was a stock-

holder and executive of Terrace Restaurant, Inc., which con-

ducted a restaurant at 55 West Washington Street, Chicago.

The corporation had been purchasing milk from the plaintiff

since 1951- In October, 1954, the corporation was indebted

to plaintiff in the amount of approximately $4,000.00. At

this time the promissory note in suit, dated October 15, 1954,
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for |3,000.00, payable to the order of plaintiff 90 days after

date, with interest at 6% after date a and signed "Terrace Restaurant,

Inc., by Nick Lazos, Pres. 01 and by M Nick Lazos", was delivered

to plaintiff.

Subsequently the corporation was adjudicated a bankrupt.

In the schedule filed in the bankruptcy court plaintiff was

listed as a creditor. Defendant contends that he attached his

Individual signature on the note for the sole accomodation of

the plaintiff without consideration. There was a conflict in

the testimony as to whether the plaintiff dealt with the

defendant as a representative of the corporation or as an individual.

Plaintiff does not sue the defendant for dairy products sold to him.

He sues on the note. The note s which was prepared by the attorney

for the plaintiff, recognizes one of the makers thereof as a cor-

poration. There was also a dispute in the testimony as to when

the defendant signed the note as an individual. He said that the

note was first signed by him as the president of the corporation

and that a few days thereafter plaintiff induced him to place his

individual signature thereon, telling the defendant that a bank

which was to take the note and give the plaintiff credit therefor

insisted on the addition of defendant's individual signature.

Plaintiff testified that the individual signature was placed

on the note at the same time that defendant signed as president

of the corporation. The defendant had a substantial stock Interest

in the corporation. There was consideration for the note in that
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the corporation received further credit and also an extension

of time in which to pay the principal amount of the note. The

individual signature of the defendant was not for the sole

accomodation of the plaintiff. When testimony is contradictory

it is well established that in a trial without a jury the

determination of the credibility of the witnesses and the

weight to be given their testimony are matters for the trial

court, and its findings will not be disturbed unless they are

manifestly against the weight of the evidence. Eleopoulos v. City

of Chicago, 3 111. 2d 247. We cannot say that the judgment is

manifestly against the weight of the evidence. Therefore the

judgment is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ., CONCUR.
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IDA RICH,
Plaintiff,

v.

BERNARD RICH, et al.

,

Defendants.

ANNA WITKOV, et al.

,

Counter-Plaintiffs-Appellees,

v.

IDA RICH, et al.,

Counter-Defendant s-Appelees

On Appeal of

MAURICE J. SHEROW,

Intervenor-Petitioner-Appellant.
)

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

25 1X2 ije*-'

2

MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

A complaint was filed by one of the beneficiaries under

a testamentary trust seeking the construction of certain pro-

visions thereof relating to the accumulation or distribution

of principal and interest and to the vested or contingent

nature of the estates created therein. The testamentary trustees

and others filed a counterclaim praying for construction of

certain other provisions of the trust, including a provision

relating to the authority of the testamentary trustees to enter

into and consummate a contract for the exchange of certain

assets of the trust estate consisting of beneficial interestsiln
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several land trusts holding title'to real-estate, which contract the

testamentary trustees had theretofore made with Maurice J.

Sherow and others. Before any issue raised by the complaint

or counterclaim was heard or determined, and before the case was

set for trial, Sherow attempted to intervene as a party with

respect to the counterclaim. The chancellor denied the peti-

tion to intervene and struck the petition. Sherow appealed.

The appellees have not appeared or filed a brief.

Because of the filing of the original complaint for

construction of the testamentary trust, the trustees preferred not

to consummate the exchange agreement until the will construction

suit had been determined. Thereupon Sherow filed his complaint

for specific performance of the agreement, naming as defendants

the testamentary trustees and others, which suit was pending

and not at issue at the time of the filing of the petition for

leave to Intervene. Sherow has a direct interest in the question

of the authority of the testamentary trustees to make the

exchanges which they contracted to make with him. The trustees

have by their counterclaim made the validity of the agreement

for the exchanges an issue to be determined by the court. This is

the same agreement as to which Sherow seeks specific performance

against the trustees.

Sherow has an interest in the agreement which the

trustees have directly brought into the litigation. He has a

real economic stake In the outcome of the litigation. Represents-
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tion of his interests by the testamentary trustees may be

Inadequate since they and he are no longer striving to

reach the same objective. Sherow's petition was filed in due time,

In our opinion he had a right to intervene under Sec. 26.1 of the

Civil Practice Act which provides that when upon timely applica-

tion anyone shall be permitted as of right to intervene in an

action when the representation of the applicant's Interest by

existing parties is or may be inadequate, and the applicant will

or may be bound by a judgment, decree or order in the action.

Therefore the order of June 16, 1959 15 reversed and the

cause is remanded with directions to permit Maurice J. Sherow

to intervene.

ORDER REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED WITH DIRECTIONS.

BRYANT, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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RUTH ANDERSON,

Appellee,

v.

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR GQUR^

COOK COUNTY
MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, )

,

a corporation, } ~ '• O PC QAppellant . ) X •&• «W O O
)

)

MR. JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff, a customer In defendant's department store,

brought suit to recover damages for personal injuries alleged

to have "been caused by defendant's negligence in maintaining

a display of yard goods. Trial by jury resulted in a verdict

and judgment in favor of plaintiff for $4800.00, from which

defendant appeals.

The salient facts disclose that on a Saturday in October

of 1950 plaintiff, a resident of Berwyn, Illinois, accompanied

her neighbor, Mrs. Mildred Boling, on a shopping tour to the

Loop in Chicago. After having luncheon in defendant's store,

they proceeded to the second-floor yard-goods section, where

Mrs. Boling selected some material. Within three or four

feet of the counter at which Mrs. Boling was being waited

on was a display table featuring woolen yard goods. The materials

on display were fifty-four inches in width and, after being doubled,

were wrapped around wooden cores measuring approximately twenty-
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s even by twelve inches. Some of the bolts of material were

standing upright, "packed solid," on the table; others were placed

In a horizontal position. While waiting for the sales transaction

to be completed, plaintiff was standing by a counter and "just

looking"; suddenly she became aware of a pain in her left leg.

On looking down, she saw a bolt of material on her foot; she did

not see it as it was falling or as it struck her. A floorman

came over Immediately to assist her and, In the course of con-

versation with her, hazarded the guess that someone passing by

might have knocked the bolt from the table. There was no witness

who was able to testify as to what caused the bolt to fall, and

there is no evidence that anyone bumped into the display.

Immediately following the accident, plaintiff, accompanied by

Mrs. Boling, was taken to a first-aid room, where applications

were applied for about a half hour. Both women walked down-

stairs and returned home. Plaintiff received no other medical

treatment until two days later, a Monday, when she was examined

by Dr. Gil Ehlers, who diagnosed the injury as abrasions, a

hematoma, and a sprained left ankle; there was no evldeno* of

fracture. Dr. Ehlers attended plaintiff over a period of time

and prescribed diathermy treatment. At the time of the trial,

over eight years after the accident, plaintiff stated that she

still experienced some pain. No question is raised as to the

amount of the verdict and Judgment.
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Plaintiff's statement of claim charged defendant with

committing one or more of the following negligent acts:

(a) carelessly allowing a bolt of yard goods to fall
on plaintiff from a counter;

(b) carelessly operating or maintaining a yard-goods
counter or display;

(c) carelessly operating or maintaining a yard-goods
display causing a bolt of yard goods to fall,
injuring plaintiff;

(d) carelessly permitting bolts of yard goods to be
placed on end on a counter or display; and

(e) carelessly permitting bolts of material to stand
on end at the counter or display table having ply-
wood or other material at the end of the bolts of
material.

It Is urged that the court erred in submitting the case

to the jury on the ground that plaintiff failed to sustain her

burden of proving negligence on the part of defendant, and

to establish freedom from contributory negligence on her part.

Plaintiff, on the other hand, relies on the allegations of the

complaint that the proximate cause of the accident was the

negligent piling of the material on the table, and asserts that

defendant is liable for insecurely piling the bolts on the table,

whether the bolt fell of itself or through the independent

act of a customer who may have knocked it from the table.

The principal question presented is whether plaintiff's

allegations of negligence were so general as to afford a basis
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for the application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur . Her

counsel argue that since no specific negligence was charged,

nor any evidence adduced tending to prove specific allegations

oof negligence, a verdict and judgment on the theory of res Ipsa

loquitur were justified. The rule is well settled that the

doctrine is applicable only when general negligence Is pleaded;

a presumption or inference of negligence then arises which is

not absolute or conclusive but is rebuttable, and vanishes entirely

when any evidence appears to the contrary. Bollenbach v. Bloomenthal,

3^1 111. 539* As we read the five allegations of negligence charged

In the complaint, they were not charges setting out specific

negligence but were charges couched in general terms. Blade v.

Site of Ft. Dearborn Bldg. Corp., 2^5 111. App. 484, and Welter v.

Bowman Dairy Co., 318 111. App. 305» citing and discussing a

number* of cases, support this conclusion. In the Blade case

the court held that the charge of negligence was sufficiently

general to state a cause of presumptive negligence within the

doctrine of res Ipsa loquitur if the instrumentality or scaffolding

was under the control of the defendants against whom the Judgment

was entered. In the Welter case the complaint charged that

defendant placed and allowed an Impure substance to remain in a

bottle of milk, that defendant failed to inspect the bottle,

failed to warn of the danger of using the milk, and -violated, a '.'**

section of the Pure Food Act. It was there held that these charges
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were phrased In general terms and were not specific in nature.

Where general negligence is charged, the plaintiff is not

required to adduce evidence of specific negligence but to prove

only that an accident occurred, without contributory negligence

on his part, as the result of which injuries were sustained;

the burden is then placed on defendant to meet the presumption

or Inference of negligence raised by the application of the

doctrine of res ipsa loquitur . In the case at bar, defendant

offered no rebuttal whatever, nor was there any evidence proving

or tending to prove that plaintiff was contrlbutorlly negligent.

Under the circumstances the jury was justified in returning a

verdict in favor of plaintiff, and, accordingly, the judgment

of the Superior Court is affirmed.

.JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

BRYANT, P. J., and BURKE, J., CONCUR.





General No. 60F14 Agenda No. 9

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

FOURTH DISTRICT

February Term, A. D. 1960.

WILL STAGEY GREER,
Appellant,

VS.

HENRY CROOM, d/b/a B & M
SERVICE STATION,

Appellee.

Appeal from the

City Court of the

City of East St.

Louis, Illinois.

Honorable Joseph A. Troy, Trial Judge.

2J

HOFFMAN, JUSTICE
°54

This is an appeal by plaintiff from an order approving a

jury's verdict in favor of defendant in a suit brought to recover for

personal injuries.

A building in East St. Louis, which consisted of a filling

station and a garage, was leased by its owner as follows: the

filling station to the defendant and the garage to one Patterson. In

the employ of Patterson was a mechanic named Morrison. On the day

in question, plaintiff drove his car up to the building to have his

spark plugs changed and to have the carburetor adjusted. Plaintiff

asked defendant to do this work for him but was told that he was too

busy and plaintiff "should find one of the boys" to do the job. Plaintiff,

seeing Morrison standing nearby, asked him to do this work. Morrison

installed the plugs and then, in order to adjust the carburetor, asked
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plaintiff to start the engine. This the plaintiff did. He then left

the motor running, with the gears in neutral, and got out of the car.

Morrison, working under the hood, raced the motor several times

as he worked on the carburetor. On one of these occasions, for

some unexplained reason, the car lunged forward and pinned

plaintiff, who was standing in front of the car, against the wall. It

is for the injuries which ensued that plaintiff seeks to recover.

The plaintiff brought suit against the defendant on the theory

that either Morrison was actually the defendant's agent or that

defendant held him out to be his agent. On appeal, it is claimed by

the plaintiff that the verdict is contrary to the manifest weight of the

evidence and that the trial court improperly instructed the jury on the

law of the case.

To recover, it was necessary for plaintiff to prove, among

other things, Morrison's negligence, and his, plaintiff's freedom

from contributory negligence. The facts disclose that Morrison was

doing mechanical work under the hood on plaintiff's car at the time of

the injury. The engine had been started by plaintiff, and the gears

placed in neutral. He then slid across the front seat and got out of the

car on the right side. He stood in front of the car, between it and the

building, while Morrison worked on the carburetor and raced the

motor. It was never shown what caused the car to lurch forward.

There is no proof that Morrison caused this; in fact, it is difficult

for us, and we presume it was for the jury, to conclude that

Morrison was at fault. If the transmission of the car was defective,

there is no proof that Morrison had knowledge of this.

Whenever it is contended that a verdict is against the

-2-
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manifest weight of the evidence, it is immaterial whether we agree

or disagree with the jury's result. A court of review can set aside

a verdict as being against the manifest weight of the evidence only

when it is obvious or clearly evident that the jurors have arrived

at an incorrect result. Romines v. Illinois Motor Freight, Incor-

porated, 21 111. App. 2d 380, 158 N. E. 2d 97. We have carefully

reviewed the entire record and find no indication that a conclusion

opposite to the jury's was clearly evident. We cannot say that the

verdict in favor of defendant was contrary to the manifest weight of

the evidence. The plaintiff stated in his brief that "the negligence

of Morrison and the possibility of contributory negligence on the

part of plaintiff were questions for a jury to decide. " We agree.

Plaintiff has also included in his brief and argument a

claim that the trial court erred in refusing to instruct the jury

concerning his theory of the case, especially his position that the

defendant v/as liable for Morrison's negligence based on apparent

agency.

The record fails to show a conference on instructions, and

nowhere does it appear what objections, if any, the plaintiff made in

the trial court to any of the defendant's given instructions. Even in

his post -trial motion, he failed to specify the instructions of the

defendant about which he now complains. We, therefore, cannot

now consider the present objections he makes to certain of the

instructions given on behalf of the defendant. Amanda v. Suits,

8 111. 2d 598, 604, 134 N.E.- 2d 811, 813; Saunders v. Schultz,

22 111. App. 2d 4C2, 161 N. E. 2d 129, 134.

Plaintiff's post -trial motion did, hov/ever, set forth

specifically, two instructions of the plaintiff which had been refused

-3-
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by the trial court. We, therefore, have considered them on this

appeal. As applied to this case, we find no reversible error in

the trial court's refusal to give the two instructions plaintiff

tendered.

We have examined the whole record and find no v•

substantial error. In our judgment, the evidence supports the

verdict and tho judgment, should be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Scheineman, P. J. , and Culbertson, J. , concur.

Not tc be published in full.

Tr o tern
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lTB OF ILLINOIS
APPlUAfI CuuKT
THIRD DISTRICT

General Ho. 102S7

Adolph Hulcher and Austin W. Hulcher,
d/b/a Adolph Hulcher & Gon,

Plaintiffs-appellees,

vs.

C. C. Adcock and Clarence F. Gteckel,

Defendants.

# # #

Clarence F. Steckel,

Defendant-Appellant

.

I

I

I

Agenda No. 12

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Greene County

Si c? X«A» ^ o i>

REYNOLDS, p.j.

On February 22, 1954, Clarence F. Steckel, defendant herein,

entered into an agreement with C. C. Adcock, to bulldoze, burn,

level, reclaim and clear up waste lands of steckel in Greene County,

Illinois, for the sum of 310,000. The agreement was in writing

and in detail, specifying the work to be done and the amount to be

paid for each item. One of the items of work to be done by ndcock

was identified as Item No. 7 of Section II of the contract, which

provides for "clearing and burning brush and waste on sixty acres -

$4800.00, ($4000,00 to be paid when finished and $800.00 balance

-1-
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tfhen contract is fulfilled.)" So far as this case is

concerned, ^dcock did no work in connection with this It

. . 7 of the at t but on March 83, 1954, he entered into

a sub-contra ct with Adolph E« Hulohea an of Virden, Illinois,

the plaintiffs herein, for then to clear out the tract of ti -

ber owned by G. P, Steckel, located on . acoupia 2x of

Carrollton, consisting of 4C acres (approximately) jn

Dry Branch and hacoupin Creek. The timber wsi t -. out

and piled suitable for burning, spoil banks were tc be ihaped

down suitable for farming and all laryo trees or stumps *re to

saved off at top of ground by Adcook. The agr< price of

the sub-contract was §4000,00 to bo paid when finished.

3Ut the 1 atier part of Mareh 1954, the Lulchers m tbeij

equipment to t - socket farm ad started te work. Either the first

day, or the next, - 3kel showed up and tal to istin Huieher,

one of the plaintiffs. Steokel . is surprised and told Austin Hulaher

about the written contract between himself lc -dcock. Later that

same day, about 7:53 p„ia. the two Lulchers, Austin nd hii f ihsr

hdolph, one of their bull as .. op rators, ir.r . .rku, C. d. ;.dcock

one1 ttcckel met at Cteckel's home and discussed the contract

and the work for some one end one half to two hours. The two
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Kulchers testified and they were corroborated in tide by t« rk«(

that they entered into an oral agreement with -teckel to do the

work of clearing the land at the rate or .100.00 per acre. Adcock

was present but he testified he heard nothing said about payment

to the Ilulchers of ftlOC .00 per acre, but that there v.as an agree-

ment then that th« . ulchers were to take over that part of the

contract between Dry Branch and Maeoupin Creek and that adcock

was to he let cut of that part of the contract. Further, that he,

adcock was to burn the brush after it ha.., been cut and piled, for

3800.00. bteckel cenied any agreement with the Ilulchers to pay

them ^100.00 per acr^ to clear the lc-nd, but said that he told

the hulchers he did aoi -re for th [oiag ahea.-, and doing the

work, provided they did it in line with the original contract with

Ml* into Using hie language, he testified he told the Kulchers, "If

you want to gc ohoac, sixty acres at ^60. 00 an acre, you go ahead

and do an acceptable job, and I will pay you the money the B&M

as I would pay hr. adcock. On the other hand, if you don't feel

m tisfied, now is the time to sc.y so. You he ve put in part of two

days on the job, and if you are nor satisfied to follow this written

contract as it is you would not hurt my feeling if you take your

outfit and go home and forget about the rest of it." he stated

that the Hulchers decided as long as they had their equipment down

-3-
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there and hat id to pull out, t ey would go ahead and continue

the work.

There is a dispute in the evidence as te the acreage cleared.

The defendant claims t&at 15 acres was cleared before the work

started and that the total acreage was 58 acres, including the

cleared lend. The plaintiffs pat in evidence a plat Is by a

land surveyor showing the land cleared to be 79.9 acres.

The defendant oteckel paid the Hulchers a total sua of ,,2500. 00

and offered them a final payment of ;?70G.0U which was refused. The

first check, payable to &* E. Kulcher and Son, in the amount of

$1600.00 was peio while the work was in progress,, The second check,

$900.00 was also paid during the progress of the work and was made

out to Adolph Hulcher and bon. Neither of these checks bore the

name of C. C. ndcock, but the final payment offered, a check for

$700,00 was to the Hulchers and .dcock. Bafors the defendant would

pay the Hulchers, he insisted upon an assignment from ^dcock (Defend-

ant's Exhibit ho. 4) authorising a payment of not to exceed 02500.00

by Steckel to the Hulchers.

There is an error in the amount claimed to have been paid,

the evidence showing that 02500.00 was paid, but the plaintiffs in

their complaint allege that they received $2400.00. Basing their

claim upon 79.9 acres cleared, at the rate or ,100.00 per acre, the

.'-3-
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Hulchers claimed a balance of $5590.00 due them, but using their

own claim of -100.00 per .ore for computation, they would only be

entitled to a balance of ^5490.00. Suit was brought in two counts.

Count I being against Adcock, and Count II being against oteckel,

each count claiming ;;5590.0G to be due the plaintiffs,,

The defendant Steckel claimed that the Hulchers failed to

carry out the agreement as to clearing the land, removing of stumps

and burning the brush, and introduced testimony to show that he

paid Jones Construction Company ^lbOO.OO to burn the trees and

wood in the windrows and $200.00 to remove stumps found under the

windrows. Lester Pattern, an employee of oteckel and of the Jones

Construction Company testified he removed, the stumps and burned

the brusn and th ceckel paid him >1600.00 and a ^200.00 bonus.

This witness was rather vague but believed those were the amounts.

Adcock, after the conference at 3teekel*§ home did nothing

further M to the Uftd h+im cleared by the hulchers. Be admitted

he was to burn the brush after they, the Hulchers cut it, for 3800.00,

but said that the Hulchers 55 id they would take the logs and would

just as soon yo ahead and burn the brush for the 1100.00, he ad-

mitted he did not remove the brush, nor burn it and did not re-

move the logs. He claimed that he aid all the work he was to do

on the dteckel farm except that part sublet or assigned to the

Hulchers. He did not receive any part of the .-2500.00 paid to the

.. .
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Kulclers, and no part was ever offered to hiia. he knew the

money was paid by Steckel to the Hulchers.

On motion by defendant oteckel that the 1 i itiffa be re-

quired to elect w' ich count of the complaint they desired to pro-

ceed under, the motion was allowed and the elected to

proceed under Count II of the complaint, the count against Steckel.

.dcock xvas dismissed from the suit. The jury found tl 3u«s for

the plaintiffs and ac,ainst the defendant aa« saessei

.2500. GO. Judgment was entered on the verdict of the jury, -nd

from that judgment the defendant appeals tc this court.

The appeal is based upon the contention that the court should

have directed a verdict for the defendant, on the theory that the

plaintiffs did not offer any evidence of a contract with defendant

to clear 79.9 acres of land, and that the verdict is manifestly

against the weight of the evidence :nd that the amount arrived at

cannot be explained upon any theory of the evidence.

A directed verdict is not proper where there is in the record

any evidence which, standing alone and taken with all its intend-

ments most favorable to the party resistinc; the motion, tends to

prove the material elements of his case. Romines v. Illinois -lotor

Freight Inc ., 21 111. App. 2d 380; Lindroth v. ,al;recn Co. 407

111. 121; Mitchel) v. Van Scoyk , 1 111. 2d 160; Tidhclm v. Tidhoi- ,

-6-
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391 111. 19; Parrucci v. ioruse , 12 111. &pp* 2d 30. -he evidence

here shows that Meckel and ndcock entered into a written agreement

for ndcock to do certain work en the dteckel farm for the sum of

^10,000.00. 'without consulting Meckel, .-.dcock entered into a

verbal agreement with the Hulchers for them to do that part of the

work covered by Item iJo. 7 of section II of the contract. This

pe.rt of the written agreement b«tw©«a Jteckel and -'-dcock covered

the clearing, bulldozing and burning of the brush on a tract de-

scribee as that land lying between Dry Branch and iiacoupin Creek.

In the written agreement -.dcock was to receive £4000. -JC for the

work, acting under this verbal agreement with adcock, the Kulchers

went upon the Meckel farm ana started to work, sometime in the

latter part of ..arch 1954. Meckel's son saw the Hulchers at work

on the farm and reported it to his rather and -teckel went to the

place where the Hulchers were working and talked with Austin Hulcher,

Apparently this is the first tine Meckel knev the liulchers were

working unoer an agreement with ..dcock and apparently it is also the

first time the ijulchers knew of the written agreement .
After some

conversation there on the field, a meeting was held that night at

the home of nteckel. ..nether this meeting was by agreement or not

is disputed, but it is undisputed that the twe Kulchers, adolph and

his son Austin, their bulldozer operator Sparks, Adaock end Meckel

-7=
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xvere present at this meeting and that it lasted frora one and

one he If to two hours. The Hulchers and Sparks claimed that it was

agreed fit this meeting that the Hulchers would do the work on this

part of the farm for £100.00 ;oer acre, but this is disputed by

ckel who claimed that he offered them #80.00 per acre, ndcock

who MI present testified he heard nothing about the $100*00 per

acre agreement, bteckel claimed that after he had shown the

Hulchers the written contract with Adcock, he told them he did not

care for them going ahead and doing the work, provided they did

it in line with the original contract with adcock. He testified

that he told them "If you want to go ahead, sixty acres at MO.00

an acre, you go ahead and do an acceptable job and 1 v.ill pay you

the money the same as I would pay Mr. ndcock." He further testified

that after some discussion, the Hulchers decided to go ahead with

the work. There is no dispute that the Hulchers put three bull-

dozers at work in the field and worked approximately two months in

clearing and grading the land. It is disputed a* to the acreage

cleared. The Hulchers had a land surveyor make up a plat of the

land to show that they cleared 79.9 acres. The owner, oteckel,

claimed it was 58 to 60 acres. The payment or the two checks total-

ing $2500.00 is not disputed and. these two checks were made out to

the Hulchers. From adcock' s testimony it is also clear that he

-8-
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claimed no interest in the money due for the work done by the

Hulchers. There Mai some agreement that after the 'work was acne,

Adcock was to burn the brush, but he testified that the Hul«here

said they vantad the wood ana they would do the burning. L>o far

as this particular tract was concerned, after the conference at

the hone of Steckel the latter part of larch 1954, .adcock took no

further action in any way, claimed no interest in the work or the

money due for the work, .md except for Baking the aaslgnttent at the

request of Gteckel for $2500.00 (Defendant's Exhibit No. 4) did

nothing further. Just why this assignment waj made is not clecr, but

apparently it was a precaution on the part of Gtackel.

These facts present a factual question for the jury, so that

the trial court was correct in not directing a verdict for the

defendant Steckel. While there was a written contract for the work,

and there \4&s no positive action on the part of anyone to rescind or

revoke this agreement, it is cle-^r that there «aa a verbal agreement

entered into at the home of oteckel, all interested parties being

present, whereby the Hulchers with the consent of ^dcock, took over

that part of the written contract between i.dcock and Steekel covered

by Iten ". 7 of Section II, The right of the parties to modify by

mutual agreement a written agreement seems unquestioned. ,ifter an

agreement h*S been reduced to writin , in cac falling within the

-9-
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genera}, rules of the common law, parties may, at any time be-

fore breach of the agreement, by a new contract not in writ-

ing, either altogether waive, dissolve, or annul the former

agreement, or in any manner add to, or subtract from, or vary

or qualify terms thereof, and thus make a uew contract. Robison

v. Hardy , 22 111. App. 512; fclcilillan for Use of, v. De Taxable , 93

111. App. 65; Commercial Cur Line v. .aiciexson , 224 111. App. 187;

Fitzu v. Levin . 339 111. App. 391; mid-^taxe Products Co. v. Com-

modity Credit Corp .. 196 F. 2d 416. One party may not modify the

terms of a written agreement, but the modification or change must

be by mutual agreement of the parties. Sliman v. Ianni , 21 111.

x\pp. 2d 353. AmAt when the contract is amended or modified my a

subsequent agreement, suit must be brought on xhe modiried agree-

ment and not on the original agreement. Koll Co. v. oparks milling

Co., 3U4 111. App. 624; Cooitronic Corp. oi imterica v. Liem arcs. Inc..

18 III. npp. 2d 544. There is no sanctity to a written agreement that

would prevent the parties themselves, by mutual agreement, from alter-

ing, changing, modifying, taking in new parties, or otherwise. They

might, if they so desired, tear the agreement up and so long as it is

executory, any rights thereunoer would be abrogated, here, in this

case, the parties themselves, bteckel and iidcock, ugreeo to a modi-

fication of the written agreement between themselves, by sub-

-10-
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stituting Hulcher and Son as to a portion of the work done. While

it was a verbal agreement, it h&d the effect of modifying the

original written agreement to that extent.

i'here can be no quarrel with the cases cited by the defendant in

support of its contention that where there is a tot. I f ilure to

prove one or more essential elements of the o&ae, a directed verdict

should be allowed. Tucker v. li'.Y.C. &,
'

:t. L.h.a. Jo. . 12 111. 2d

532; Hamilton Co. v. Channel! Chemical Co .. 327 111. 362; Lowenstern

Jros, v. Marks Credit Clothing . 313 111. Ajpp. 71. But a consider-
... .... m>p*ww -.— ..—»- 1— —' - * >

w

ation of the evidence here i Ha to »ho*r such a situation* It is

true that there was a dispute as to the amount to be paid per acre

for the work, and aa to the -acreage cleared. '_ he . dispute as

to whether or not the work was uone satisfactorily, -ill these

questions however, are questions of fact for the jury to decide and

to say that there is no evidence in the recorc which, standing alone

and taken with all its intendments most favorable to the plaintiffs,

tends to prove the material elements of their c_ , .. ould be to

ignore their testimony and that of the bulldozer operator Sparfca,

that there was an agreement for them t« receive 1100.00 per acre

for the land cleared. It woulo also ignore the testimony of the

defendant that he agreed for them tc do the work for &8Q.0Q per acre.

It would give no credence to the testimony that they, the Jiulchers

-11-
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did work on this particular job for two months. It would disregard

the testimony in the record that .vdcock did nothing further as to

this part of his written contract with rteckel, and that all further

dealings as to this particular work was between Steckel and the

two Hulchers. If the defendant Steckel had continued to hold ^dcock

to his contract and refused to nersit any deviation from it, the

situation would be different, but by his own testimony he agreed to

the substitution of the Hulchers and except for the assignment by

^dccck, treated that part of the written contract as superseded by

his verbal agreement with the Hulchors. It is distinctly the pro-

vince of the jury to arrive at the truth cf these questions of fact,

and our courts have laid down the general rule that such questions

of fact should not be disturbed by a reviewing court unless such

verdict is manifestly and palpably against the weight of the evidence,

Koch v. Lemmernan . 12 111. App. 2d 237; Ashby v. Irish . 2 111. npp,

2d 9; Hanck v. Euan Transport Corp . 3 111. /.pp. 2d 372, whore the

evidence is conflicting the court will not substitute its judgment

for that of the jury. Schneiderman v. Interstate Transit Lines .

394 111. 569, 583. While the terras of the verbal contract are in

disoute, there cen be no serious question that there did exist a

contract between the defendant and the plaintiffs. The verdict of

the jury is not agaiMt the manifest weight of the evidence but is

-12-
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supported by the evidence, both for the plaintiffs and by the

admissions of the defendant Steckel.

But the defendant complains that the amount of the verdict

cannot be explained upon any theory of the evidence. If the

verdict of the jury awarding damages vas capricious or so clearly

in error that it could not be explained, it would have been the

duty of the trial court to grant a hew trial. However, a court

cannot guess what is in the minds of a jury and is not permitted

to inquire. Based upon the conflicting testimony here, the jury

might have found several sums due and each could have been explain-

ed as conforming to some portion of the evidence. It is not the

province of thi3 court or the trial court to disturb the amount

found due if, upon any reasonable computation it can be sustained.

For the reasons stated the judgment should be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

CARROLL and ROETH , JJ. , concur.

-13-
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3YLVIA C. MOORE,

Appellee,

JAMES B. MOORE,

Appellant,

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

2<J>

25 I.A. 255
MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE MURPHY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This divorce action began as a suit for separate mainten-

ance. During the pendency of defendant's appeal from a separate

maintenance temporary alimony allowance, the court awarded plain-

tiff attorney's fees and court costs for the appeal. Defend-

ant's instant appeal is from that order.

The parties were married November 23» 195?» and

commenced to live in Kenilworth, Illinois, in a house purchased

with their Joint funds. There are no children of the marriage.

In February, 1958, plaintiff was hospitalized. In March, 1958,

she made tw© unsuccessful attempts to return to live with defend-

ant in their marital home. In November, 1958, plaintiff re-

established herself in the home after defendant had left it.

The suit for separate maintenance was filed on January

12, 1959. On January 26, 1959, and after a hearing on the question

of the financial circumstances of both parties, the court awarded

plaintiff temporary alimony of $50 a week. It was to defend this

award, and after the filing of the amended complaint for divorce,

that the court allowed plaintiff $1,000 for appeal fees and costs.
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The temporary alimony order was affirmed during the pendency of

the instant appeal (Moore v. Moore, No. 47775). This disposed

of the question of its propriety or correctness, and defendants

contention that the pleadings show plaintiff has no grounds for

divorce has no basis for consideration In the Instant appeal.

The only question before this court at this time is

whether the order of July 21, 1959, awarding appeal fees and

costs to plaintiff, was an abuse of discretion and erroneous.

The allowance of solicitor's fees and costs rests

largely in the discretion of the trial Judge, and an abuse of

that discretion is subject to review. The o@urt should not

arbitrarily fix the amount, and the order should be based upon

the required expenditures for prosecution or defense, as evidenced

by pleadings, affidavits or examinations in court. (Barton v.

Barton . 323 III. App. 35?, 361 (194*).) The Income of both

husband and wife must be taken into consideration, and If the

wife's Income is Insufficient to maintain her and to carry on

the litigation, the husband's income should be required to con-

tribute to her Income as alimony and to bear the expense of the

suit. ( Decker v. Decker . 2?9 111. 3©0, 308 (191?).) She Is not

required to exhaust her estate in marital litigation. Harding

v - Harding . 1*4 111. 588, 601 (1892).

Defendant's principal contention is that at the time of

the entry of the order for appeal expenses, there was no competent

evidence received by the court to show the financial circumstances

of the parties nor of the required appeal costs. The order, in

addition to routine recitals, contains the statement, "The court

having considered evidence heretofore submitted.
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The record before us shows that the order was entered

on plaintiff's oral motion after notice to defendant. The motion

was heard on June 3®j 1959 » &»d defendant's counsel objected to

any order without a petition or written motion. The transcript

contains a colloquy between the chancellor and both counsel.

Reference is mad© t© the January, 1959» evidence of the financial

circumstances of the parties, In which both parties testified

at length as to their income and property and before the same

chancellor. Defendant's annual income in January, 1959» was

about $1^,000 before taxes. Plaintiff's January income, of about

$5500, was reduced to about $k-3QQ annually. No representation

was made as to any change or reduction in defendant's Income.

Plaintiff's counsel sought $1500 aad estimated the

appeal defense required 5® hours of legal work at $30 per hour.

This was not disputed nor was any inquiry made as to its accuracy.

Defendant argued that any question of an appeal cost allowance

should be reserved until a final hearing on the merits of the

case; that plaintiff's financial circumstances did not show a

need for such an allowance; and that there was nothing before

the chancellor except an oral motion. The court took the matter

under advisement and entered the order of July 21, 1959.

In view of the chancellor's experience, and of his

personal knowledge of what had transpired before him, we are not

convinced that it was improper in this case, on an oral motion,

to make an allowance for appeal fees and costs and, as a basis

for the award to use the January, 1959, financial testimony, and,





also, in the absence of a contrary showing, to accept the un-

questioned estimate of plaintiff's counsel as to required legal

services. Saxon v. Saron, 20 111. App. 2d 4?8 (1959).

We conclude the award to plaintiff of $1,000 for appeal

fees and costs was not an abuse of discretion or erroneous, and

the order of July 21, 1959, Is hereby affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND BURMAN, JJ. , CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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BLANCHE ELIZABETH BURKE, )

)

}

)

)

)

;he }

APPEAL FROM

Plaintiff - Appellant,

v.

ROBERT L. SQUIRE, as Trustee of t

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY.

Charles P. Squire Living Trust, et }

al., etc.
|

Defendants - Appellees. )

MR. JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal by plaintiff from an order of the

trial court dismissing the cause of action on defendants' motion.

Plaintiff filed her original complaint on December 22,

1958. On motion by defendants this pleading was stricken by

the trial court, and plaintiff filed an amended complaint on

May 15, 1959. No appeal was taken from the order striking the

original complaint. Plaintiff maintains that the "entire record",

including the original complaint, is before this court, not Just

the amended complaint. When the trial court granted the motion

to strike, It constituted a striking of the pleading from the

files, and the pleading c eased to be part of the record.

Gerbracht v. County of Lake, 528 111. 399; ^A C.J.S. 589 (1957).

Pleadings stricken from the files were not Included In the

design of section 7M2) of the Civil Practice Act, 111. Rev. Stat.,

oh. 110, sec. 7M2) (1959), as part of the M trial court record"

where no appeal has been taken from the order striking the

pleading and where plaintiff ,with leave, filed an amended plead-

ing. Cf. Historical and Practice Notes, 111. Ann. Stat., ch.

110, sec. 198 (Smlth-Hurd 1936).
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The question before us is whether the amended, complaint

states a cause of action. The motion to dismiss admits the well

pleaded facts in the complaint. Bush v. Babb, 23 111. App. 2d

285.

Plaintiff and Charles P. Squire were engaged to be

married for a number of years prior to his death on March 31,

1958. On October 28, 1956, while Squire was hospitalized, they

employed Dr. Gaesar Sweitzer to arrange " confidentially " to make

the requisite blood tests. At his direction the tests were made,

and he assured them that he would observe the "confidential

relationship" concerning the tests.

On October 29, 1958, Squire's daughter, Dorothy, and

her husband stated in the hospital room that they knew of the

intended marriage and would prevent it. Dr. Sweitzer later refusfd
1

to deliver the certificates to Squire and plaintiff saying that

Dorothy requested him to retain them.

Plaintiff alleges in Count I that Dorothy, her husband,

Dr. Sweitzer and numerous others, listed as defendants, entered

into an "illegal and unlawful and fraudulent conspiracy" to

deprive her of her right to marry Squire by preventing her from

receiving the records of the blood tests; by preventing her from

communicating with Squire in Wesley Memorial Hospital even though

plaintiff requested admittance; and by removing Squire to other

hospitals and homes where she was barred from seeing or communicate

ing with him. Plaintiff alleges In Count II that this "kidnapping"

and "confinement" violated Illinois criminal statutes
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and deprived plaintiff of her right to marry Squire, "as well as

her «,« one-third Interest in the estate of Squire. M

Plaintiff, in Count IV, in addition t© all previous

charges, alleges that during Squire's u confinement 811

, defendants,

byiundue influence, fraud and coercion, caused Squire to revoke

his old will giving her "one-third of his estate", and to make a

new will incorporating a trust instrument favoring his children.

She prays that the new will and trust be set aside. Finally,

in Counts V and VI, after realleging all prior charges, she

alleges a conspiracy to deprive her of her rights to Squire's

estate and that malice is the gist of this action.

In Counts I and II defendants are charged with prevent-

ing the alleged agreement of marriage by holding Squire

"incommunicado" against hi® will. We think Counts I and II do

not state a violation of a legal right. In Brown v. Glickstein,

3^7 111. App. ^86, this court held that no legal right is violated

by third parties causing the breach of a contract of marriage

because Mao such rights exist in an agreement to marry." No act

of force or violence was directed against plaintiff in the Instant

case. There is no allegation that she was defamed or otherwise

abused, or that she suffered any of the other recognized torts

at the hands of defendants. Consequently, since the law does

not recognize her right to recover for the interference with an

agreement to marry during the betrothal period, we think the first

two counts do not state a cause of action.





Jn Count If plaintiff alleges that the will probated

after Squirt's death was executed by means of fraud 9 undue

influence, coercion, threats and duress by defendants in a con-

spiracy to divest plaintiff of one-third interest in Squire's

residuary estate which she was to receive under a prior will.

In Ryan v. Deneen, 375 111. h$2> the Supreme Court held that

averments of conclusions in the pleadings were Insufficient to

state a cause of action for undue influence. Facts which show

the testator was deprived of his free agency must be stated to

warrant the conclusion. There are no facts stated in the amended

complaint to support the conclusion of conspiracy against plain-

tiff, nor are there facts to substantiate the conclusion of undue

influence or fraud.

The complaint is read most strongly against the pleader

before Judgment or decree. Cahn v. Edgewater Hospital, Inc., 8

111. App. 2d 559. On the facts as stated in the complaint we

can not say that the chancellor should have drawn an inference

of undue influence or fraud. The cases cited by plaintiff are

not helpful. In Zwiek v. Gatavenis, 331 111. 2^0, the court said

that fraud may be inferred from circumstances surrounding the

transaction. But In that case there was evidence that a debtor

transferred property t© a creditor when both knew the debtor was

Insolvent. The court held the jury could Justifiably infer that

the transfer was a fraud on the other creditors. In Gray v.

Solomon, 338 111. 433, a contract was found fraudulent because,

from the circumstances surrounding its execution ,one could
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reasonably conclude that it was executed to avoid specific

performance of a prior contract. Similar circumstances were

found in Podolskl v. Sto-n®, 186 111. 5^0, and Garlick v„ Imgruet,

3^+0 111. 136. No such Inference can be drawn from the facte

stated In the instant complaint. And there is no fiduciary

realtlonshlp alleged between the beneficiaries and the testator

as in Yung v. Peloquin, 6 111. App. 2d 258.

Counts V and VI, alleging conspiracy to deprive plain-

tiff of her rights to the estate of Squire and that the conspiracy

was maliciously contrived, both fall for the reasons fatal to

Count IV.

In Count III, plaintiff realleges all previous charges

and further alleges that she gave Squire $25,000 to purchase,

manage and repair for her exclusive benefit, the premises at

834-38 West Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois; that he entered

into a trust agreement with Cosmopolitan National Bank of

Chicago whereby the real estate was conveyed to the Bank by a

deed in trust as trustee for Squire's benefit; that subsequently,

prior to his death, Squire devised his purported beneficial

interest in the Dlversey premises by will through another trust

instrument to Squire's son Robert as trustee,with the Bank

remaining as trustee of the legal title; and that the Bank and

Robert are now asserting legal and beneficial ownership of the

premises and have caused a lawsuit to be instituted to oust

plaintiff from her occupancy of the premises. She alleges the

Bank and Robert hold title In her favor under a constructive
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trust. Defendants claim that since plaintiff alleges no written

agreement as a basis for the constructive trust theory in Count

III, any oral agreement would be unenforceable as violating the

statute of frauds. However, since constructive trusts are created

by implication or operation of law, the trusts may be, and often

can only be, proved by parol evidence. The statute has no appli-

cation to the facts pleaded. Bremer v. Bremer, 411 111. 454.

Fraud or the abuse of a confidential relationship are

essential elements of a constructive trust. Gompton v. Oompton,

414 111. 149. The Supreme Court in Anderson v. Lybeck, 15 111.

2d 22?, 232, defined a fiduciary relationship in this sense

as "a very broad one, and exists in all cases where one reposes

trust and confidence in another who thus gains a resulting

influence and superiority which has been abused. " The facts as

pleaded show that plaintiff believed her "fiance" Squire to be

in a "more favorable" position to transact the business, and that

pursuant to his "employment", she gave him the money with which

he purchased the property in trust with the Bank. We think these

facts sufficiently allege a fiduciary relationship. It is also

true that the mere existence of this relationship is not enough

to give rise to a constructive trust, Jones v. Washington, 412

111. 436, but the allegation that Squire devised his beneficial
the

Interest in Aproperty to his son is a charge of an abuse of that

relationship sufficient to fulfill the requisite.
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The foregoing conclusion does not militate against our

Jurisdiction. The result of our decision will not necessarily

be that one party will lose and another gain a freehold., Brown

v. City of Evans ton, 2 111. 2d 504. We have jurisdiction.

Plaintiff a claim of a constructive trust is not barred

by laches. She does not complain of Squire having taken title to

the property In trust with the Bank, in 1953. The alleged breach

of trust occurred when he transferred his interest in the property

to Robert, and Robert and the Bank sought to oust her from the

premises. Soon after this development she brought suit.

The trial court properly dismissed plaintiff's Counts

If II f IV, V and VI. It erred in dismissing Count 111 which we

think stated a cause of action. The decree is reversed and the

cause remanded with directions to proceed further in accordance

with this opinion.

AFFIRMED IN PART" REVERSED
IN PART AND REMANDED WITH
DIRECTIONS.

MURPHY, P.J„ AND BURMAN, J. CONCUR.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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MARVIN GERTZ, DAVID STEIN and
LOUIS STEIN,

Plaint Iff s-Appellants,

v.

ARNOLD BOLNICK and LEONARD B. BOLNICK,

Defendants-Appellees.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

lA 257
MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from an order of the trial court

sustaining defendant's motion for judgment on the pleadings

and entering judgment accordingly. Appellant alleges an

oral lease agreement with a term of five years, at a specified

monthly rental. The question for decision is whether the

Statute of Frauds (111. Rev. Stat. Chap. 59, sec. 2) is a

complete defense to the complaint. It provides:

"No action shall be brought to charge any person upon
any contract for the sale of lands, tenements or
hereditaments or any interest in or concerning them,
for a longer term that one year, unless such contract
or some memorandum or note thereof shall be in writing,
and signed by the party to be charged therewith, or some
other person thereunto by him lawfully authorized in writing,
signed by such party. This section shall not apply to i

sales upon execution or by any officer or person pursuant
to a decree or order of any court of record in this state."

After appellants' complaint at law was stricken, they

filed subsequent amended complaints in equity. The allegations

in each of the complaints was substantially the same. The first

amended complaint in equity was stricken, but the appellees were
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ordered to answer the second amended complaint, which they did.

The court thereafter sustained appellees 1 motion to dismiss

appellants' cause and awarded judgment on the pleadings to

appellees. This appeal was then taken.

The facts alleged in the complaint last filed, which

differ very little from those contained in the stricken

complaints, are in substance as follows:

That plaintiffs are the owners of commercial property

and are in the business of leasing stores in such property.

That defendants are in the business of selling ready to wear

clothing for men and boys at retail and are presently lessees

of one of plaintiffs' other stores wherein is conducted a

similar business. That because of this relationship, "plaintiffs

imposed trust and confidence in defendants." That negotiations

were conducted for the rental of the premises in question,

which resulted in an oral lease for a specified period at a

specified rental. That defendants entered the premises and

directed the plaintiffs and the plaintiffs' contractors and

agents to put up a wall and make other changes on the premises

to conform to defendants' requirements, which resulted in

considerable expenditures by plaintiffs. That defendants

placed a sign in the window of the premises and publicized

in other ways that the store would be their new place of

business. That plaintiffs are ready to comply with the

terms of the oral agreement, as they have been all along, but

that defendants refuse to do so. That the changes made in
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the premises are such as to render the premises unrentable

as a whole for the entire period of the lease on reasonable

terms, and in order to make the premises rentable on the general

market, there would have to be a destruction of the changes made

and a restoration of the staus quo.

The original complaint filed at law sought recovery of

$20,000.00 as damages for breach of the oral lease by appellees.

The first amended complaint in Chancery was also for money

damages but added a prayer that the defendants be ordered to place

the property in staus quo, or the condition it was in before the

alleged agreement. The second amended complaint in Chancery prayed

for specific performance of the oral lease and such other relief

as equity may require.

Appellees filed a motion to strike and dismiss the second

amended complaint, which was denied and they were ordered to

answer the complaint. The answer denies the important parts of

the complaint and alleged other facts which are indicated at

appropriate points in the discussion which follows.

Assuming that there was an oral agreement, it would be

within the statute of frauds unless there is some reason that

it is Inapplicable. The reason relied upon by appellant is that

the oral agreement was partially performed. The three most

important things said to constitute partial performance are:

1) the changes made in the building; 2) constructive possession

by appellee in placing a sign in the window and other publicity
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activity consistent with the agreement; and 3) the inability

of appellant to reasonably rent all of the premises in the

changed condition.

Changes in the building were to be made subject to the

approval of the appellees, which was never received. No specifi-

cations or plans were submitted to them. A tendered written lease

was rejected by them as not containing the changes called for.

No clear connection between those changes and the terms of the

alleged agreement can be found in that there was no request

by appellees shown. They dir1 not induce appellants to perform

the work because appellants knew that a written lease was to

be executed with authority for work to be done. The anticipa-

tion by one of the parties that he can go ahead with changes,

does not create a partial performance of the lease, because the

lease had never arisen.

There was no possession or payment of rent in this case

and no constructive possession resulted from the placing of the

sign in the window of the premises. The alleged inability of

the appellants to rent the premises in the changed state imposes

no liability upon the appellee because there was no inducement which

would amount to a misrepresentation or fraud on the part of , the

appellees as is required for the imposition of the partial

performance doctrine. Ozler v. Haines, &11 111. 160.

Anastaplo v. Radford, 14 111. 2d 526, 538.

Appellants also contend that they should be allowed to

recover on a theory of implied contract for the work furnished
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at appellees 1 request. The action was for the benefits

of the lease agreement. Having held that the anticipation

of the appellees' approval of the changes is not a result

of the inducement of appellees, we hold that there is no

sufficient showing of a request for the work to be done as would

give rise to an implied contract to pay for the changes.

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the trial

court is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ., CONCUR.
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GEORGE B. COHEN and HELEN IRENE
COHEN, copartners, doing business
as George and Helen Cohen,

Appellants,

v.

LeROY KRUMWIEDE,

Appellee.

APPEAL FROM

COUNTY COURT

COOK COUNTY

21
258

MR. JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

George and Helen Cohen, father and daughter, copartners

in the practice of law, brought suit against LeRoy Krumwiede

for a balance of $400.00 allegedly due for legal services

rendered by them for and at the request of defendant. The

case was tried by the court without a jury and resulted in

a finding and Judgment in favor of defendant, from which

plaintiffs appeal.

It appears that on the evening of June 17, 1957

Krumwiede telephoned plaintiffs and thereafter came to their

home in Elmhurst, where they resided, from Bensenville,

where defendant lived, and brought with him one John Bean.

Since Bean was intoxicated, Krumwiede did all the talking. He

related the following story —defendant and Bean had been friends

in Bensenville for fifteen years; Bean had married and gone to

reside in North Carolina with his wife; she returned to Bensenville

before her husband and became infatuated with a local police
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officer, whom she intended to marry after obtaining

a divorce from Bean, for which she had filed suit. Defendant

and his wife took Bean into their home, and Krumwiede obtained

a job for him at his place of employment.

Mrs. Bean was threatening the Krumwiedes because they

harbored her husband. Bensenville police broke into the

Krumwiede home, without warrants, on June 15, 1957, preferring

charges against Bean of driving under the influence of liquor,

carrying an opened container of liquor in an automobile, and

resisting an officer, took him out of the Krumwiede home and

arrested him. As a result of the entry into their home,

Krumwiede 1 s wife and children became hysterical, and the

children had to be sent to reside elsewhere temporarily.

Plaintiffs testified that Krumwiede wanted to sue or know

what could be done about suing the Village of Bensenville

for the wrongful entry of policemen into his home. He also

wanted to be released from the bonds which he and his wife

had signed for Bean which pledged their $18,000.00 home as

security, and was anxious that all the civil and criminal

litigation against Bean be taken care of so that he would

no longer be liable on their bond.

Krumwiede told plaintiffs that he had obtained their

name from a telephone directory. Apparently he did not wish

to consult or retain an attorney residing in Bensenville
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because of some former difficulty with him. After

had related the purpose of his business, plaintiff wanted

to know who was going to pay and asked defendant, who said that

he would pay. Bean was asked what he wanted and replied that

he had no desires in the matter. Xrumwiede then asked plaintiffs

what their services would cost, was given a retainer and contract

estimate, and, as plaintiffs testified, he replied, "Go ahead."

Plaintiffs agreed to do so. Bean did not in any wise enter into

the conversation. Two days later, a check for $50.00, Issued by

Mrs. Krumwiede to Bean and endorsed by him, was delivered to

plaintiffs.

Subsequently, on July 13» 1957 » when the charges against

Bean came on for hearing before the Justice of the Peace of

Bensenville, George Cohen arranged to have Bean plead guilty and

pay fines aggregating $75.00, and thus relieve Mr„ and Mrs.

Krumwiede from their obligation on the bond. Plaintiffs also

prevailed upon the Bensenville Chief of Police to order officers

of the village to desist from annoying defendant or entering his

home. There was no denial on trial that plaintiffs had rendered the

foregoing services, nor was the reasonableness of their charges

questioned. Subsequently Krumwiede refused to pay the balance,

for which plaintiffs alleged he had contracted to pay, and they

brought suit.

Defendant denied triat he employed plaintiffs and testified

that they were employed by Bean, who had assumed the obligation to
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pay them. It is clear from the record that Bean took no part

whatever in the conversation that ensued on the evening of

June seventeenth. He was not produced on the trial.

Plaintiffs testified that they did not know where to find

him; defendant was silent as to his whereabouts and offered

no explanation for failing to produce him in court.

Defendant set up the special defense of the Statute

of Frauds (111. Rev. Stat. 1959* ch. 59) and denied all allega-

tions contained in the complaint. However, the court rejected

the special defense on the authority of Lusk v. Throop, 189 111.

127. That case and decisions cited therein hold that where goods

or services are furnished to a third person at the request and upon

the credit of the promisor, the undertaking is original and not

within the statute. Accordingly, the issue presented on trial

was wnether the legal services were rendered by plaintiffs at the

request and upon the credit of defendant. There is little more

in the record than the assertion by plaintiffs that Krumwiede

had asked plaintiffs to render services for Bean and himself,

and Krumwiede' s denial thereof.

In view of the conflicting evidence, Bean would have been a

material and important witness. Krumwiede asserted that he did not

know Bean's whereabouts, but no evidence was offered by him or

hi 8 wife as to any effort made to locate him. In October of

1958 Krumwiede had ordered Bean to leave his home. Defendant

and Bean had been friends for fifteen years; as heretofore stated,
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Krumwiede had obtained a job for him at defendant's place of

employment and had taken him into his home. Plaintiffs argue

that, because of the relationship of these two men, Krumwiede was

in a much better position to produce Bean than were plaintiffs,

who were total strangers to him. Furthermore, Krumwiede offered

in evidence a receipt from the Cohens, but part of the instrument

had been cut or torn off; Krumwiede gave no explanation for its

alteration. On objection of plaintiffs, Krumwiede 's counsel

withdrew the exhibit, and it was not subsequently offered in

evidence. Plaintiffs contend that under defendant's theory of

the case it was Bean's property and he should have had possession

of it; nevertheless, it was brought into court by Krumwiede,

but in an altered condition. Plaintiffs suggest that Krumwiede

took off that part of the instrument that indicated his liability.

Beery v. Breed, 311 111. App. M9 , contains a lucid discus-

sion as to the duty of a party to produce a material witness or

document. After analysis of various decisions, the court quoted

from Wigmore's Evidence (3rd ed. , 19^40, sec. 285) as follows

(pp. 47^475):

"The failure to bring before the tribunal some circumstance,
document, or witness, when either the party himself or his
opponent claims that the facts would thereby be elucidated,
serves to indicate, as the most natural inference, that the

party fears to do so, and this fear is some evidence that

the circumstance or document or witness, if brought, would
have exposed facts unfavorable to the party."
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JLnd where one party makes a prima faci e case, the failure of

the other to produce any evidence warrants the inference that

the testimony would be unfavorable to hinu

After a careful examination of the record we have reached

the conclusion that the finding and judgment are against the

manifest weight of the evidence. The responsibility for

finding Bean, or at least of proving that a careful and diligent

search was made, was on Krumwiede. In addition, the receipt for

services rendered was a material document; in this instance, too,

the responsibility was on defendant to produce his exhibit in its

original form, or, if this was impossible, to give a satisfactory

explanation of its alteration. Accordingly, the judgment of the

County Court is reversed, and the cause remanded for a new trial.

JUDGMENT REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED FOR A NEW TRIAL.

7

BRYANT, P. J., and BURKE, J., CONCUR.
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SOLFISBORC^.J.-

This is a suit in equity filed in the Circuit Court of Knox County,

Illinois, on February 5, 1952, by the plaintiff for assignment of homestead

rights in a two-apartment building in the City of Galesburg, Illinois. Plain-

tiff filed this cause and has conducted this suit jgro s£. After issue was

joined, the cause was referred to the Piaster in Chancery of the Circuit Court

of that county to report his findings of fact and conclusions of law. Evi-

dence was presented by the parties to the riaster who in due course reported

his findings of fact and conclusions of law, which were filed on March 2, 1953.

Ultimately, on inarch 20, 1956, the plaintiff filed exceptions to the Jester's

report. The record next indicates in a docket entry that in open court, on

February 19, 1959, this suit was dismissed by the court for want of prosecu-

tion at the oost of the plaintiff, with leave to file a motion to vacate for

good cause shown to the court within thirty days. On March 10, 1959, the

plaintiff filed a motion to vacate the order of dismissal which merely realleged

his exceptions to the Master's report. On April 10, 1959, the court entered a
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docket order denying the plaintiff's motion to vacate the prior order of dis-

missal for want of prosecution, and the court again ordered the suit dismissed

for want of prosecution. On April 1A, 1959, the plaintiff filed a motion to

reinstate this case. The court on the latter date entered its docket order

reciting that after due consideration the motion to reinstate was denied.

Plaintiff brings this appeal from the trial court's denial of his motion to

reinstate, "while the plaintiff's notice of appeal also makes reference to

the overruling by the trial court of the plaintiff's exceptions to the

Master's report, the abstract and record fail to disclose any ruling by the

chancellor on the plaintiff's exceptions to the Aster's report. Having before

us no ruling by the chancellor on the plaintiff-appellant ' s exceptions to the

Master's report, we are powerless to review such ruling, and, accordingly,

we must consider this appeal as being taken from the trial court's orders

of April 10, 1959, and April H» 1959, denying plaintiff's motions to vacate

the order of dismissal and to reinstate the cause.

The plaintiff-appellant has filed his brief herein wherein he argues

the merits of his complaint and in which he fails to urge as error the trial

court's rulings on his motion to vacate the order of dismissal for want of

prosecution and his motion to reinstate. Cb appeal from a judgaent or order

dismissing a cause for want of prosecution, questions necessarily involved in

determining the propriety of the judgment and order and only such questions

will be considered. In reviewing the dismissal of this cause for want of

prosecution, therefore, the sole question for this court is whether the dis-

missal was proper under all the circumstances. Plaintiff-appellant has

ignored this point completely in his brief and argument , and under the cir-

cumstances this court, as a reviewing court, has no alternative but to affirm

the judgment of the trial court. It is well established that a refusal to

reinstate a case after dismissal will not be interferred with by an appellate

tribunal in the absence of a clear showing of abuse of discretion, I.L.P.,

- 2 -
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Appeal and Error, Section 760. It is equally well established that this court

will not consider errors or points for reversal which are not raised in the

briefs, Appellate Court Rule 7, for a failure to point out and argue an

error constitutes a waiver of such error, Harper v. SaUee . 376 111. 540

j

In re. Estate of Wilson . 336 111. App. 18, affirmed API 111. 207, U ALR 2d 940.

Matters contained in the plaintiff-appellant's abstract fail to show any

abuse of discretion on the part of the trial court In connection with the

complained of ruling. The plaintiff's actions to vacate the order of dis-

missal and to reinstate the cause, set out in the abstract, fail to show any

cause whatsoever for the plaintiff's failure to prosecute his case with

diligence. This court will not consider a question which the abstract does

not show to have been raised or contested in the trial court, leh^ffb Vaijtey.

Trans, v. Post Sugar Co, . 128 111. App. 6C0, affirmed 228 1X1. 121

I.L.P. Appeal and Error, Section 512. The consideration by a reviewing

court must, of necessity, be Halted to the record, the abstracts and the

briefs. When an appellant fails to preserve in the record on appeal and

in his abstract the rulings below complained of and his proper objection

thereto or when he fails to raise in this court the points which this court

may properly consider upon the record as it exists, this tribunal has no

alternative but to affirm the ruling of the court below.

The order and judgment of the Circuit Court of Knox County, Illinois,

is therefore affirmed.

V*
Affirmed.

Grow, J. and Wright, J. Concur

- 3 -
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PAUL V um«*j,

-vs- 1 Appeal fro:*;

THE TOWH OF LOZJA, and ) Circuit Court of

USE OEHK (Appellee),
) Iroquois county.

Defendanta-Appellees. ) 7 i 2-^

GROW, J,

The plaintiff , Bess E« Shreeraan, filed suit ?%? 17,

1957 for personal injuries allegedly sustained by her October

24, 1955 about ZtJO p.m., while rtdinj.- as a £uest in. the def»-.-: : -

ant Pauline Debits car while that defendant was drivinr the sass©

ortherly along a public township read about 1.4 stiles north of

Loda, Illinois. Count I of the Complaint is against the defendant

Town of Loda for allegedly negligently failing to barricade a road

or warn of Ml open ditch across a public highway, which ditch was

concealed by weeds, but we are aot presently concerned with thu<

Count. Count II charges wilful and wanton misconduct of the de-

fendant driver HilUMt Dehr» in driving' her automobile through the

weeds i?te the ditch, the siseonduet being allegedly in five re-

spects, namely, that she}

a. Drove said automobile at a high and excessive
speed, to-witl about twenty (20) miles v^r
hour, at a tiae when her vlsability of the
roadway and road conditions was greatly impair-
ed and when she knew or should have taw that
such (trivial would naturally and probably re-
sult Lai Injury to plaintiff or others.
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b. Drove said auto&obile with a wilful and want
disregard for the safety of other perso-.s and
property, in violatio;. of Section 145 Chapter
954 of the Illinois Revised Statutes,

c. bailed to keep said autonobile under proper con-
trol, when she knew or should have k;;own that
such failure would naturally and probably cause
ir.jury to ethers*

d, Failed to look at, see and observe the roadway
ir front of said automobile, when she knew or
should have know?'- that such failure would eu-
danrer the life or limb or the property of other
persons*

e, Failed to stop said automobile when,, by the; exer-
cise of the slightest decree of care, said collis-
ion could have been avoided thereby.

The Complaint alleges the plaintiff to have been free of ar?y wilful

and wanton misconduct which caused or contributed to the plaintiff's

iBduries. The answer of the defendant Pauline Uehes defied each of

those allegations as well as the balance of the allegations of the

complaint, - issues of fact were sade by the pleadings. A dis-

covery deposition of the plaintiff was taken July 10, 1957 # and was

on file. Or, Jur*e 29, 1959* the defendant Dehm filed a Ration for

suassary Judf&ent en Count II based upon certain alleged admissions

of the plaintiff in her discovery deposition. There were no sup-

porting affidavits or ceunterai'fidavits, The Court allowed the

motion, entered a final Jft^jpNpA thereon for the defendant Dehm,

and the plaintiff appeals, the Court expressly finding that there

was no just reason for delaying enforcement or appeal, multiple

parties beinc involved? OH. 110. ILL. Jggg Kfbi ic* tj7
* ^r * B*

The Guest Statute, Sec, 9-2G1 of the fcotor Vehicle Law,

-•H. 95k ILL. nSV. STATS.. 1957. oar, 9-201. provided, in substance,

so far as material, that no person riding in a motor vehicle as a

.uest without payment for such ride shall have a cause of actie®

- 2 -





for daiaa&es tgm'rff* the driver car operator of such aotor vehicle

for injury in case of accident u?iXommi such accident shall hair*

been caused by the wilful aad wanton ailsoonduct of the driver

arid unless such wilful &R«* wanton saiaconduet contributed to the

imp*?*

U STEPHENS at al. v. WKim (194*0 336 111, App. 36.,

the Court said

J

n {^"7) Although no specifie rule can fee promulgated to
detamine categorically what constitutes wilful and
wanton misconduct * * it is generally established
that defendant aust exhibit a lack of mm*d for the
safety of others, and a conscious indifference to the
coneeaueaees that might follow fnwa his acts. * * * *
Violation of a statutory speed Halt does not per as
coastitut e wilful and wanton aiseoi-duot , for it, mmy
case the attending circumstances smsi be takes into
consideration. * * * It is net necessary, however,
that defendant Intended that plaintiff should be in-
jured fey reason of his acts, mr is it necessary that,

defendant actually know the dangers to which plaintiff
is exposed* It is sufficient if he has noiloe which
would alert- a reasonably prudent wmt and he does not
take reasonable precautious und«r the circumstances.*

And sees ami v. mm tmmi ^ m. c^j 5591 §;<^ x*

AILUai et al. (1953) 351 111. App. U.

4ad the foiiowi^ f*o* iHBaWill v « BHMHB T*AK»r:

fcIKSS« pp. (1946} 394 111* 56-9 has been frequently referred to

In alleged wilful and wanton misconduct eases;

*A wilful or wanton injury miot have bears intentional
or the act must have been oosapdtted under circumstances
exhibitin?- a reckleas disregard for the safety of others,
such as a failure, after knowledge of imprndlnr, dan.fer,
to exercise ordisuury care to prevent it or a failure to
discover the danger through recklessness or earolossnoss
when it could have been discovered by the exercise of

quest lost Whether a personal injury has been inflicted
by wilful or wauton conduct is a question of fact to be
determined by the jury. MM$\.v* Mp-^, .-i-^uik
Iv&lhKQAi) 00. 296 111. 464TV**** V

<•» ^ «
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section s? or the civil 9mmm act, gj, no. ill, ah
Bm^M e&g*JttSa J7» PliWtal to sugary judgments etc, pro-

vided, so far as satarial?.

** * * $ * # t$r s$ *

(a) For defendant. 4 defendant aay, at any time, move
with or without, supporting affidavits for a amoaary jud?«
stent or decree la Ms favor as t© all or any part of the
relief sought againet hi®,

(3) Procedure. The opposite party my prior to or at
the tine of tlie hearinf on the Mpeun H-Ie ©ounteraffi-
davits* The judgment or decree sou-iit .shall be rendered
forthwith if the pleadings, deposition^ aed admissions
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, she* that
there ia no tannine issue as to say aaterlal fact and that
the saving party is entitled to a judgment or decree as a
aatter of law* * * * * * •

The only issue, therefore, is do "the pleadlugs, deposi-

tions, and adaisaious m file, * * * shc^ that there is no genuine

Issue as to any material fact and that the aovinr party ia entitled

to a judpaent * * * as a setter of law?1*

Under Supreme Court Rule 19-10, CK« IIP. ILL* aSV. SfAre. .

19 5 7 , par . jjgl.aft-lp . a discovery depoisiti&i: «©o far *s admiss-

ible under the rules of evidence1* say be used, aaong other pur-

poses, *as an admission aade fey a party a * * g$ th© ease Banner

and to the sa&e extent as any other adsissior, stada by that person."

*>« under Supreme Court ||&i 15* CH« 110. liy &$V..SU.:S.. 195?.

oar« 101,2, p. affidavits in support of and in opposition to a r»o-

tiar< for susamry judgment "shall Etts consist of corcluslots bat of

facts admissible In evidence*. Bf analogy *© s«ch affidavits,

ander Rule 15, end under fife* particular provisions of Hula 19-10,

though admissions md& fcy a party L*-6 discovery deposition may

be used io connection with a £Otie-< for suamary JWsfesiftv, ( HfiXgft

jj |M et al. (1956) 1? 111. app. (2) 332* Cf. 4LLSI v. :%T&.
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(195$) 14 111. (2) 234)* ody admissions of facts admissible in

evidence taay be so used, not admissions of conclusions, la the

sarae manner mid to the saae extent as say other admission &ade

by that person.

It was saia Is ^ J. ;^.^'W:. |gg, vs. J. L. all

COnffAJ-'T. XT.n . (1^54) 2 111* App» (2) 132 1 «Th@ purpose of a sum-

mary judjsnent procedure is net I* try an issue of fact but rather

to determine blether one exists, » # * The right of the jaeviRf

party should be free ffcPSH doubt, determinable solely as a question

of law. • * * Toward this &iet, the eupperlittf; affidavits are to

be construed- a^ost strong 1/ Sfft&wffft the rmv&rt e * * and the whole

record nust be considered •" arid sees j;nV::u>- CQ««. life^ v» IJLk.

r. aUyg WBi ?Qt. U943) 320 ill. App. 490; j&IU&^T ftj ajLpca

?A~?^ (195*) la 111. App. (2) JS7J IfflUq^ffil^^ Hfa »•
(W5«) 17 111. App. (2) 230J ymJta^^lgfe^BE^Oy^ CO

ft wm*>
18 111. App. (2) 35-

tefith those principles Is mind, we are called upon to deter-

mine whether a triable issuo of laaterial fact exists, after eon-

sideririf: the entire record lei thie point, * the pleadings, deposi-

tion, adjsisslo-is, if any therein., nag all the testimony of the

plaintiff in the deposition with respect to any of the allocations

of wilful and warden misconduct i... the co-tpL.:'.. I ,. - is there

f.er.uine Issue as to any tmterisl fact and la the defer I itled

to a Judfner.t as a n«atter of law?

From the deposition of the plaintiff we find the follow*

lag facts are disclosed. The plaintiff is a farmer** wife, 57

years old, livlag sa a fwrlJT'^ms acre fans and do<*« not drive an

- 5 .
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automobile. On October 24, 1955, in the afterr.oo , rs, Debts

was driving her car. It was a nice day. The road was dry. She

cams by and picked the plaintiff up at her lte$e in Loda, a- 4 they

went to raxton to shop* in £©iaj heme they i*«re drivi;;|< over to

see SMk iieb^'a husbaud who was workiut or, another farm. The de-

fendant took a eouutry xmu with gNgftii cu each ftMtft* There was

no *lm that- a bridge was out, Ibere was 1MB barricade, The

plaintiff was «itt o,\ seat §M had piek*<,. up Mx-s.

Debts *s baby fee Iftfcgr on. her lap* &f Hi «t look at the

speedometer. They had &&£$*£ off a esprit irjjftj w-e&sod over a

railroad and we^t north ©a a country road, &• z«©ad looked like

it had been travelled, but £i was only a ei/^le la^e, with weeds

tS. both sides and in the 1&« It w&s , The farther

jjorth they we I 'hey ca&s to a place where there ma aa travelled

portion, - jMft nothing but weeds?, they could net see the r©ac>,

could &0fe see a thia.j,, the weeds were &newn. up for abont 6c C«#1

or so north to tha point of the accident aad they couldn't see

anything for a little ways* The plaintiff had not beer, over the

road before. They did not travel very far until they hit a hole,

an ©pen culvert, or ditch, - it MM quite deep. The plaint i/

did at* see it until they ffift Is it. It was covered with weeds.

til the instant the car hit the hole the plaintiff could not say

there was anvthlnr wronf with r*re. Sehn*e driving; the plaintiff

was not pKfUH too auch *tte.-:tio:\ to rs, Mfttg drivL.r. The

plaintiff told ?frs. deh® when they were geefcisf in the weeds that

she had better take it slow} the car was s#s •• fast} the

plaintiff did not k&cm how fast; they slowed down} the plaintiff

«» £ -»
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was Iftjpftftf straight ahead* : «,ra. Betes had hold of the wheel* and

the plaintiff |fflftgfc«nHf that ,rs„ Date* was looking straight ahead*

The car weut dowe la the hoi® life© a ue««Miive tsi did Kg* stop

until it hit the bottom of the hole* the wheel broke. Ilia plats«

tiff hit the top ©f the car. While sitting there fox* about

one-half hour after the oesarret*** they saw soate railroad mm wi.

said a bridge had been out for sose tiste ft$i that there had bes» a

.Ivert in the road where the car went down. At the tiae this

happened the plai
I

!
I blase the dei'or*4aat»

The defendant*© ssotlor; for iuoKary judgment lists eirht

alleged admission® which she urges the plaintiff made a^d which

she aaesrto are sufficient to bar g&fcl&tiff *« tf«M$*«*sr as &*sai-t*t

her* They are as follows:

1* At the tie* of the occurrence in quest ici. d$£e
Pauline Baha*s automobile ms %&% f.ei»i£ too fast.
I don't fcasw what th® $3 fea ef her autessobl3 e$«

2* Shortly prior to the i i «st, dex"-.: ** fisJP slow*
ed down*

3. Neither plaintiff nor defender

t

t Pauline Qehcs, saw
the hole In the road, or tmm it ems there

the car hit if .

4* Up to the inst&rt wher the ear hit. the hole, pl&i'—
tiff could not eay there was &r.:ytl; ..«•

fendaat** drivl- ' her car,

5. At the tian W& place of the aeeii . h plai.

a* id defe were looM;^ straight ahea of
the car,

6« at the titse the aec ;
plaintiff did not

bla:.:e feh* Pauliafi*

7. Prior to the accidc •;*&<.! was

9, After the road beesjae covered with weeds the car did
ravel very far m fell i+ hit the hole.

Fm» each evidence as is before us, - the plai: tiff's dis-

covery deposition, - it can fee assumed for the present purpose
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that the defendant jtetaa did -ot intentionally desire to injure

the plaintiff or actually k>r-vv the darker to which the plai

was exposed. But, as was said ir, 97fiftvr i> si, a&
lfl ^JMWb

e»»pra, it is up* necessary {&*% defindr-- "-en<ied that plai^iff

be injured by reason of &er acts, nor is It neeessary that de-

fendant actually feaMW if the dar-fer to which the plaintiff was

exposed. It is sufficient if the defendant had notice that weuJ

alert a rease-mbly prudent person driving * car «&&& those olr-

' stance* of darner ahead and if the driver does Ilit lake rea-

sonable precautions under the circumstance©, - if the driver e*»

hibit a lack ©.£ regard for the safevy of others and a conscious

indifference to the consequences that Kiftht fellow fross her acts.

It will be noted that the plaintiff has charged ir, the

complaint, gMNt| other thin£,s, that the defendant failed to look

at, see and observe the WJUJna -> if the i neile, whan

she knew or should have ItofWB that such failure would endanger

the life, or 1141 or property if other persons, and that she fail*

ed to step the automobile* Considering as a whole the alleged

admissions if the plaintiff, the whole present record, and the

principles of law which we Mts apply, we believe there is a triable

• equine issue of mterial iact v;^®v at least those allc I
»s of

the soaplaint.

Only two of the el**, admissions of the gdi t set.

forth in the defendant's iittift £or susaaary gndgtHHtt. require par*

ticular co&&i* . , - one beii^ fcfci* the plaintiff couii sot say

there was jiyUrtnt e*« a the I driv,. ha ear,

., another, that ai\ev tfei 1mm *ot blame the
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defendant. The flrat could be reasonably eeeafera** &s r«f«rr5

If to the saamial, phyaleal hardline of fefe* car by the itudiiinlnjiil

,

and if a© conatsnaad* it ie *»©t a positive unequivocal statemjnt

of faet but la aterely «B ax$>r«aeiO;>. of ag i or eoneluale-

She ether frames that there w&a a conversation of aero* kind be»

twee-r the- |3 Iff aai daf . i ..rterward«j I here la ->eth-

tag tc Indicate that the plai / resarfe, mm way or

tha other, tc tlte 'defc to the eoRdtiet of the defend-

'., after %h«s i$fft&t, ftedt* fvrther# leather : rr

did not *blasae* the defe ^alava. i -rial?-

.7 event . Hie fit ft was Bit required fee "blase* the $•£$&§»

: igaediately afterwards 1 a order to have, or preserve, a eauae

of action, With retard, to the other i s#d aa^slaaieiia, the tea*

that the automobile via© $@£ tat las la any eva&t,

a mere eatpreaaieo. c n or $ea@X«*ie ..vd. h r;ts acteiaa-

"
- I #g

!

-.ae* a»d ita NAtffet or ai la considerably

taiapered by the plaintiff f© farther toetiaieny that eh; I knew

what tha speed w&#» she did m*1 itftal 1 automobile herself, she

did not look at the speedometer t and &ho $&i a#fi pa

au ea t© '=:;•. $ttm*i drivivc* iltaffe whe:

la ago made very clear from the deposition otsl that isolated fact

or eireunsfca-nee* t: -. bo c* trad with all

other fat W . ^stancesj dees iear there i» no gtM&tti

Issue aa y etateri**! fact or that the defendant Beta was I -

titled tc a .tudnaeRfc as a matter of law. There la nothir.f to to*

dieete specifically lAa k*S« Mm MM W»# hwt if

aha did c .,*• it cm it was there .. \>% the ear

hit it such m.y be equally &a jfW«ftftiet| IV porhape »ere consists,;,

with a theory of liability under the eeeqplai;-.t thsr; not. That the





plaintiff iaarined Bflrftt 'aehni was look rirai.ht ahead is hardly

a positive, unequivocal UttlfHil of fact that. Mrs. Oehst was look-

ing straight ahead Ml front of the car, particularly if, as shs

says, the plaintiff was not p$kY±n§. too -such attention to Mrs*

Debits drivl'if That th« road was not -buropy, and that after

became covered with *eeos the car aid -ot travel very far until

it hit the hols are particular detailed factual element* not to

be considered alo«e or out of context tm k all other releva:

facts ard glwraml ajmimij talcen "by themselves they do r--ot nec-

essarily absolve the dot-
, -.here is M geratln*

issue as to any material fact or that that defendant was eiititled

to a juddert as a s&tter of law.

The record evidence fcl _?--, - the deposition of the

plaintiff, - wit a all the reasonable :ufereuoea # law fee* an4

iiapllcatic.'s thereof drawu favorably to- the plaintiff, - i ; ;cii sates

that the &ef$u. drove , ~, 'vered with weeds

at the pc: 9*es$£e&i t^here there was no travelled road, who

shs could not kssow or see where she was roiv-:» ard continued more

or less fell.- dly ahead until the ear e I j*y hit the hole t L*

vert or ditch where the culvert had been with such a sharp impact

that the pi, ;f hit the top of the car, causing her injuries*

Whether or not such conduct of the defejidai I driver indicated a

recitless disregard for the safety of the plaintiff , - a failure

to discover the deader thrc orcklessneea or carelessness when

it could have b<M ...

.

he exercise •£* ttff&aavy care, -

or a ifill sill t difference to the consequences follow

from the defeHdeat 9s acts was a gimrtffit issue of material fact.

The present record cov;tains evidence upcr which reasonable

might differ, which tended to substantiate certain of the plai -
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tiff*a allapitionis of tfc@ dftf«ndant Wfett** wilful a«4 w<; £•»

•imfrU t 8y»^-M al,.v. rEIUJ.. supra, bv, of th©

arri^y party h@x*a, the dtefaruifmt Q&h?^ i® gg$t free fpon stoiibt, g

1

1« net 4«t«mlaahle aolsly as a quattiaa of lav* J. j. .TW*fc CO..

dra*n in favor of th* plaint! ?$
t $&m \

' .iesica* of

aatt?ri«i, raUrett* HMti *&ich usuld r.^ooeuarily tar th« »l«i£&tff*|l

alleged s&m# of feg$£iA§ «$u$ ¥® §•$»&$ £& t&fgq £

isEut- as t© nay 3i*t«ri«l I
Hat thf- &§f

tc & Juu as & a»tt;*r «?.f !*-<*•

:ie JmftgpMBii Is, accords -rly, r*v«r»«l and tto caast r©~

M»Mted with 4ir«?atie^;s to deny th© e«i>. if the- v -

Solflsburg, P. J. and Wright, J. Concur,
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General Ho. 1136$ (Abstract only) Agenda 9

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT
(First Division)

OCTOBER TERM, A.D. 1959

(FOL

Clark ApN,ata Court Second Oistrtt

ORELL L. MUELLER,

Plaintiff-Appellant,

vs.

SIMONS MUELLER, alias, etc.,

Defendant-Appellee

Appeal from the Circuit

Court of DuPage County,

Wheaton, Illinois

^
i

ff K 80

SPIVEY--J.

This is an appeal from an order granting defendant

judgment in a replevin actions: tn« close of the plaintiff's

case. Plaintiff and defendant are nusband and wife, and prior

co September 23, 1959, lived together in Naperville. On Sep-

tember 23, the defendant asked for the family car, drove the

plaintiff to his work in Chicago, kissed him goodbye and agreed

to meet :iim at 5:30 for an evening at the Palmer House. Instead,

ftfaftt afternoon, she called her husband to advise him that she

had left him and had taken all the household furnishings.

This action for replevin followed. The plaintiff listed

and claimed a great many items of property in his complaint. To

further complicate the issues, a long time prior to this action,

the defendant gave the plaintiff her almost unlimited power of

attorney which gave the plaintiff power to demand, recover, and

receive any goods and cnattels belonging to her. This power of

attorney was admitted in evidence as an exhibit on behalf of the

plaintiff.
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As to some of the articles claimed by the plaintiff,

there is a dispute as to whether they belong to plaintiff or

defendant or both. Still other items, by uncontradicted testi-

mony, are clearly the sole property of the plaintiff or defendant

as the case may be, and other items are clearly the property of

both plaintiff and defendant either jointly or in common.

The court ooncluded that the plaintiff failed to show

a right to possession of any of the property superior to that

of the wife and granted judgment for the defendant at the close

of the plaintiff's case.

No brief was filed in this court on behalf of the

defendant-appellee, We would be justified in reversing and

remanding the cause without further discussion, Basinskl v.

Basinskl , 20 111. App. 2d. 336; 156 M.S. 2d. 225 j and Sckells

et al . v. City Council of City of East S t,. Louis , 163 M.S. 2d.

107. 'tfe have, however, followed the long standing rule of

searching tne record to affirm. Voegele v. Kldd , 18 111. App.

2d. 400, 152 N.fi. 2d. 887.

The Civil Practice Act, (111. Rev, Stat. 1959, Chap.

110, Par. 64.5) provides as follows:

"Upon the trial of a proceeding in equity and
in cases at law tried without a Jury defendant may, at
the close of plaintiff's case, move for a finding, judg-
ment or decree in his favor. In ruling, on the motion
the court shall weigh the evidence. If the ruling on
the motion is favorable to the defendant, a judgment or
decree dismissing the action shall be entered. If the
ruling on the motion is adverse to the defendant he may
proceed to adduce evidence in support of his defense,
in which event the motion is waived.

!'If a judgment or decree of dismissal entered
at the close of the plaintiff's case is reversed on
appeal, the cause shall be remanded to the trial court
with directions to proceed as though the motion had been
denied by the trial court or waived."

The trial court overlooked uncontradicted testimony

clearly establishing plaintiff's right to possession of certain
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items of property and in so doing, his findings on questions

of fact are clearly wrong, The defendant when oalled as an

adverse witness did not testify that she had a right to the

possession of all of the property requested in the plaintiff*

s

complaint , and failed to rebut in any way plaintiff's evidence

of a right to possession. Where it is clsar that the trial court

has erred in weighing the evidence* it is the duty of the Appellate

Court to reverse the cause, (Dobie v. Llvingood, 12 111. App, 2a.

$*3j 139 N.E. 599; Ward v. Illiopolis Pood Lockers.. Inc.. 9 111.

App. 2d. 129, 132 H.E. 2d. 591). Under the unchallenged evidence

presented at this state of the trial, the plaintiff would be

entitled to at least some of the property demanded and for this

reason, the court should have denied the motion for judgment for

defendant. The judgment of the trial court iSj therefore, reversed

and remanded to the Circuit Court of DuPage County with Instructions

to proceed as though the motion had been denied by the trial court.

Reversed and remanded
with directions.

McNeal, P. J., and Dove, J., concur.
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Abstract

No. 11 Publish abstract only

*tf&[
IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT, SECOND DIVISION

FEBRUARY TERM, A. D. 1960

PAUL V. WUNDER

)

)

)

)

)

)

i

>

Defendant*Appellant. )

hxrtle h. ewxng,

Plaintiff-Appellee

.

vs.

CENTRAL NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

,

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
the County of
Rock Island, Illinois.

k <© I.£ 261

WRIGHT — J.

Plaintiff, Myrtle Ewing, brought an action against

Central National Life Insurance Company, defendant, to recover

certain indemnities under a contract of insurance covering

hospital, surgical and other expenses incurred because of

bodily injuries or sickness. To parties stipulated that the

plaintiff was entitled to recover the amount of $200.50 under

the provisions of the policy providing for surgical and other

the terras of the policy, the plaintiff was entitled

to recover from tae defendant t>e sua of $10.00 per day for
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• days that she was hospitalised because of sickness and a

surgical operation.

The case was tried before the court without a jury and

the court found that the plaintiff was entitled to recover

the sua of $-.70.00 for sixty-seven days of hospitalization by

reason of plaintiff's sickness and surgical operation and

entered judgment for $o70.5O> fro© which judgment the defend-

ant has taken this appeal.

The number of days that plaintiff was hospitalized

because of her surgical operation for sickness te the sole

question presented in tils case. Defendant contends that t

last forty-seven days of plaintiff's hospital isatlon was not

caused by her sickness and the surgical operation performed

and that the judgment is excessive in the amount of $470.00;

that the judgment is contrary to the manifest weight of the

evidence, and tuat the trial court erred in admitting hearsay

evidence.

Defendant prays that the judgment of the trial court be

affirmed upon condition that plaintiff consent to a remittitur

in the amount of $470.00, otherwise the judgment be reversed

and the cause remanded for a MP trial.

It is admitted that there was a valid contract of in-

surance during the time ti question which provided payment to

plaintiff the sum of $10.00 per day for hospitalisation

-2-
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incurred because of bodily ?ies or sickness. Plaintiff,

on January 30, 1953, entered St. Anthony's Hospital in Rock

Island, Illinois, and underwent surgery for the excision of

a ganglionic cyst from the belly portion of her right thumb.

Following the operation, plaintiff remained a patient In the

hospital until her discharge on April 4»

The Post-operative care of plaintiff consisted of

abdication being applie -umb, hypodermics and

abdication for pain, hot applications of boric acid com-

presses, various ointments , paraffin batha, and heat therapy.

This care and treatment continued substantially during the

time plaintiff was in tl\& hospital* The same care and treat-

ment was also given plai:.< either at her residence or at

the office of her physician, subsequent to plaintiff's dis-

charge from the hospital, with the except lor- of the bed rest

and hypodermics for pain and sedative purposes.

During plaintiff's stay in the hospital, she uad partial

use of her fingers with the ability to passively flex and

extend them, and had the full use of her wrist and arm.

Plaintiff testified that she was ambulatory after the first

two or three weeks following the surgery, and her physician

stated that she was confined to her bed for a period of ten

days after the surgery. Plaintiff testified that while in the

aospital, she had to hmv& her food cut up in bites for her,

~3-
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and have air arranged by others, and that after her dis-

charge from the hospital , she still could not use her .and and

that sh« went across the street to a drug store for meals

sonetiaes and the waitresses cut up her food for bar.

Plaintiff testified that she still does the use of

her thumb for certain things; that in trie last year, she could

turn a radio off and m for the first time, but she cannot now

open a water faucet or smt.

There was some testimony on cross examination of pla

tiff that s-ic remained in the hospital because that was where

she wanted to be; Hftflt she liad a conversation wl m

physician a week before she left the hospital and told him

that her maid would not be back until Tuesday morning.

Flaintiff 's physician, Dr. C. p. O'Neill, testified on

cross examine t lot) that plaintiff remained in the hospital be-

cause she didn't have anyone to care for bag at home. He

also stated r.oat she stayed & hospital so long because

she needed the treatment. Dr. O'Neill further testified that

plaintiff's admission to the hospital was on his professional

advice; that the continued stay was on the same advice; and

that in his opinion the hospitalization was necessary.

Dr. O'Neill further testified that immediately following

the removal of the cyst, plaintiff nad a continuation of

previously described pain which accentuated with time
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Indicating a eomplicatio It during tae convalescent period,

which la normally ten to fourteen days, plaintiff had more

pain then usual and required more treatment then usual; that

she was given hypodermics and medicate i ease the pain and

that hM pain was ouu of proportion to the usual typo of

conditio ,

Dr. O'Neill testified over the objections of defenda^

to the suht / er.e Dr. Montgomery, %iho was

not present in court and who did not testify, of a Sudek's

•trophy of plaiatiff'fl h. This dia^iosis was made follow-

ing plaintiff's discharge from St. Anthony's Hospital.

The evidence objected to as hearsay was produced during

the direct examination by plaintiff of Or. O'Neill. 1

evidence oh i to was hearsay but was a voluntary statement

or remark by the doctor and was not solicited by tne plaintiff.

The testimony complained of, the o>. Um and the remark of

the trial court are as follows:

"Q. Subsequent to the reference co Dr.

Bessmer, did you refer her any place
else for medical attention

A. And that was in April— let's see,
April 29 he suggested that she was
developing e domtaerelizatien of her
bones, or osteoporosis, and he suggest-
ed certain treatments , including «
was paraffin baths, and we tried her on

at for awhile md she made some im-
provement, but it wasn't complete, so
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we referred her then to a specialist
in Chicago, Dr. Montgomery* who had her

jpitalissed at the Henrotin Hospital
and who made a diagnosis of Sudek's
atrophy.

By Mr. Crass?)ton: How, Your Honor, t

feel I have to object to the doctor's
testimony mid to another doctor's dia-
gnosis and what was done by the other
doctor.

By the Court: X am accepting this
testimony as indicating that the wmsi
was not cured. That .is the mei

The evidence objected to was, ti< fact, hearsay, however,

we cannot say that it was so prejudicial as to constitute

reversible error. This case was heard by the trial court

without a jury and it is presumed that the trial judge in

making his findings and rendering his Judgment considered only

material m*d competent evidence* Livingston v. Livingston,

111. App. 261, 7a N. ft, 2d S31.

There seems to be no question that plaintiff's stay in

tae hospital was for a longer period of time than normal.

Defendant introduced the hospital records to indicate that

plaintiff was ambulatory for a great number of days and by

insinuation tries to Indicate that it was solely the personal

desire of the plaintiff to remain in the hospital and not a

matter of medical necessity. Plaintiff's physician, on the

other hand, testified the original admission to the hospital
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and the continued stay by plaintiff were both upon his pro-

fessional advice and that the same was necessary. The medical

evidence further reveals that her recovery was not trie usual

or average convalescence and that she had more pain than

usual and required aore treatment than usual. Defendant did

not offer any medical evidence to the contrary. In this

state of the record we cert a 1 xcmot say that the Judgment

of the trial court is against the manifest weight of I

evidence*

The policy in question provided that plaintiff would be

paid the daily hospital rate of $10.00 per day not to exceed

one hunnred days for hospital >n because of bodily in-

juries or sickness and by reason of the sickness and surgical

operation. We are of the opinion tnat the trial court was

correct in entering judgment for the period of tijme actually

spent in the hospital and that such hospitalization was be-

cause of bodily injuries and sickness n within the meaning of

the policy in question. The judgment of the trial court was

amply supported in this respect by the testimony of

plaintiff's physician. Defendant's policy was in no way

limited for what might be average'
4 or a normal period

hospital isat ion. The policy of insurance before us is clear

and unambiguous and plaintiff under the evidence is entitled

to the protection she bought and paid for at the request of
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defendant's agent and on defendant's own terras.

Tae plaintiff and defendant both agree that there was an

jueat mistake of fact made by both of them and the trial court

concerning the actual number of days that plaintiff spent in

the hospital.

The trial court found that plaintiff was in the hospital

sixty-seven days. The plaintiff admits that sixty-seven days

is incorrect and states that the actual number of days should

be sixty- five. The defendant states that the actual number of

days spent in the hospital were sixty- four. Our review of the

record indicates that the plaintiff was admitted at 1:00

o'clock P. M. on January 30, 1953, and discharged on April

1953, at 2:00 o'clock P. K. This would make a total of sixty-

four days not including April 4: .

For the reasons above noted, the judgment, through an

honest mistake of fact by tae trial court and parties, is ex-

cessive in tae amount of $30.00. Therefore, the judgment of

the trial court is affirmed upon filing by plaintiff her con-

sent to a remittitur in the sum of $30.00, otherwise the

judgaent is reversed and the cause remanded for a new trial.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED UPON FILING CONSENT TO A

.ci^c^, REMITTITUR, OTHERWISE, JUDGMENT REVERSED

AND CAUSE REMANDED FOR A NEW TRIAL.

Solfisburg, P J. and Crow , J., Concur.
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STATE OF ILLIMOIS
W i I

i- I IC!£

General >lo. 10282

Ira Sayles,

Plaint iff-Appellant,

vs,

The Board of Fire and Police Commissioners
of the City ox Champaign, Illinois,

Agenda 'do, 9

Defendant -appellee,

Appeal frou the
Circuit Court of
Ch&apaign County

Zi

%J ' aa>«REYNOL A, P. J.

This is en action under the Administrative -ieviev* Act,

seeking to reverse the findings and decision of th .:d of

Fire and Police Commissioners of the City of Champaign, Illinois,

discharging the plaintiff, Ira Aayles, from the police force of

the City of Champaign. The plaintiff became ueuhor of the

Champaign Police ENipi rtnent in 1949 and served continuously until

June 1958 when he was suspended from the force. Charges were

preferred against him in accordance with the terms of Article 14

of the Cities and Village Act (Article 14, Chapter 24, Illinois

Revised Statutes). In accordance with the provisions of said Article

14, hearing on the charges was held by the Board of Fir« and Police

Commissioners of the City on the 5th day cf august 1958 and the

-1-
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plaintiff was ordered discharged as of Jepte;uber 10, 1958,

He filed his petition for administrative review in the Circuit

Court of Champaign County, and an July 2, 1959, the Circuit

Court affirmed the findings and decision of the Board of Fire

and Police Commissioners, The plaintiff appeals to this court.

Originally there weie three sets of charges filed against

the plaintiff, ooae charges v ere withdrawn, soiae were held to

be not sustained by the evidence, tt&d charges were disclosed.

Since the inquiry of this court will deal only with those charges

which the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners of the City of

Champaign held were sustained, and upon which their decision to

die charge the plaintiff is based, this court will only consider

those charges and the evidence thereon. There is no question

raised in the pleadings that there had been any failure to give

the plaintiff due notice of the charges against him, or that the

Board of Fire and Police Commissi oners had failed to carry out

all the provisions of Article 14 of the Cities and ViXlagoa Act,

relative to discharge of a member of the police department, and

while there was some claims of improper evidence at the time of

the hearing, these matters are not raised in the appeal and are

not considered.

Specification No, 10 of the charges dated July 17, 1958,

-2-
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charged the plaintiff with failing to pay his personal bills,

taxes and just debts promptly, thereby causing the officials

of the City of Champaign to receive uany complaints from mer-

chants and other creditors of the plaintiff for failure to pay

his just debts. The Board held the evidence sustained this

charge.

Part of Specification Ho. 11 of the charges dated July 17,

1958, also charged the plaintiff with faillag to pay his personal

bills and just debts in violation of Rule 47 of the Police Depart-

ment of the City of Champ-sign. The Board held the evidence sus-

tained this charge.

Specification Ho, 12 of the charges dated July 17, 1958,

charged the plaintiff had brought discredit upon hiraself and

upon the Police Department of the City, and had destroyed his

usefulness and efficiency as a police officer. The Board held

the evidence sustained this charge.

On July 25, 1956, further charges were brought, charging the

plaintiff with violation of Rule No. 47 of the Rules and Regulations

of the Police Department, which again referred to failure to pay

his personal bills and just debts, and • violation of Rule No. 50

of the said rules and regulations, which provides that no police-

man shall assign his salary in advance* 8paai.fieati«R Ha. 1 of

-3-
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the charges of July 25, 1958, recited that the plaintiff made a

wage assignment to the Logan Furniture i-.art. Inc., of Chicago,

Illinois, in the amount of $1038.30 a^d that failure to pay the

debt violated Rule No, 47, and the assignment of wages violated

Rule No. 50. The Board held the evidence sustained these charges.

The appeal raises two questions, (1) the finding made by

the Board and the decision thereon were not supported by the evi-

dence and were therefore against the manifest weight of the evidence,

and (2) even if sufficient proof had been produced to support the

charges aade, such charges were trivial in nature and could not be

grounds for discharge of the plaintiff.

It had been generally held by the courts of this Ctate that

reviewing courts do not have the right to re-weigh evidence but

have only the power to determine if the findings are against the

manifest weight of the evidence. Nolting v. Civil Service Commission .

7 111. App. 2d 147; 3ecaur v. Civil service Commission . 40 8 111. 197;

Foreman v. Civil Service Commission. 7 111. App. 2d 122; Rude v.

Selbert. 22 111. App. 2d 477, 483; Chicago v. Atkins. 19 111. app.

2d 177, 182. "Manifest" has been defined as clearly evident, clear,

plain, indisputable. Schneideriaan v. Interstate Transit Lines, inc ..

331 111. App. 143; Rude v. Seibert. 22 111. App. 2d 477; Chicago v.

Atkins . 19 111. App. 2d 177.
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In this case, the evidence is conflicting, without going

into detail there does not seem to oe anv doubt that the plaintiff

owed personal debts and taxes which he had not paid. It also

seems undisputed that he had executed t-n assignment of wages,

although he tries to explain this by saying that he signed it in

blank. Such actions en his part violated the cited sections of

the T?ules and Regulations of the Police Department of the City of

Champaign. The Board of Fire and Police Calami 3sioners of the City

did not constitute a judicial body, yet they, by reason of the

authority conferred upon thea by the provisions of article 14 of

the Cities and Villages Act, became triers of fact. They, sitting

as a board, had to make a decision as to whether or not the charges

were sustained. They, like a judge or jury, were in a position

to observe the conduct of the witnesses while testifying, to de-

termine their credibility, and to weigh the evidence and determine

the preponderance thereof. The board held that the charges were

sustained, and as a reviewing court we kftfe no right to substitute

our judgment for th-t of the board unless the decision and finding

is clearly and manifestly against the weight of the evidence, After

reviewing the evidence we cannot say the decision and finding is

against the manifest weight of the evidence.

This leaves the contention that the failure of the plaintiff

•0-
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to pay his personal debts end obligations &nc the assignment of

his wages in violation of the rul^s and regulations of the Police

Department of the City are such trivial violations that the order

of discbrrge should net be sustained.

The plaintiff cites the ca.o of Noltlng y. Civil Lervice

Commission, 7 111. App. 2d 147, in support of his contention that

the violations charged were trivial. While that case stated thct

the cause for removal could not be arbitrary or unreasonable, it

also held in a statement on removal for cause, that *©ause" was

some substantial shortcoming which rendered continuance of an

officer in hie office or employment in some way detrimental to the

discipline and efficiency of the service and something which the

lew and a sound public opinion recognised as a good cause for his

no longer occupying the place. In the instant case, certain rules

and regulations affecting and governing all police officers of the

City of Champaign had been adopted, and uere in full force and

effect. The plaintiff was or shoxild have been aware of them. Yet

he was found guilty of violation of two of these rul^s. The Nolting

v. Civil service Commission case quotes from the case of Coane v,

Geary, 29 8 111. App. 199, v/here it was said: "A police force is

peculiar, sui generis, you may aay, in its formation and in its

relation to the city government. It is practically an organized

-6-
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foroe resembling In many respects a military force, organized

under the laws of the United. States and equally as important

ftj to the functions it is required to perform."

"And there is the v$m reeesslty tf discipline - of regula-

tion existing in the police department that exists in regard to

the military department. Strict discipline must be enforced, and

it must be enforced in a manner that is effective, and without

the supervision or regulation of any other department of the

state, and particular ly, without any attempt on the part of the

Judicial department (which is a branch of the government entirely

distinct and separate from the executive department), to regulate

It in any way, and particularly, to regulate its discipline."

The Coane, v t ff.gagx case, quoted tt*m the case of 'Regan v .

City of Chicago, rendered November 29, 190^, Chicago Legal News,

Vol. 37, page 150, by Judge Murrey P. Tuley, where Judge Tuley

in stating the duties of policemen and the right of superiors to

discipline them, saids This man goes into office as a patrolman.

At the time he goes into office there Is found (according to the

evidence) in existence a set of rules and regulations promulgated

by that department, existing for years before he became a member*

,

which prescribes the manner in which he shall act, and his

superiors shall act towards him, to a very large extent. It lays

down the discipline to which he is to become subject by reason of his

enlistment, or rather his taking his oath of office as a policeman." While

-7-
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the rules enunciated by Judge Tuley apply to a l..rgo city like

Chicago, they are ecually apli.oble to the City of Champaign.

A policeman is not like other ci iy employees. He stands as a

symbol of government rod authority. He represents tc the average

citizen, the protector nnd preserver of our laws and our individual

riqhts. He may not do or fail to do tXiage that ordinary citizens

may do, or f*il to do. He is by reason of his position, a nan set

apart. Because of the constant dagger of his work, the unpleasant-

ness that can and does often occur in the carrying out of his

duties, our lawmakers have seen fit to throw up certain safeguards

about his job and its tenure. He raay not be discharged except for

cause. He is entitled to be served with written charger, be

represented by counsel Bftd hum 8 hearing before a board to determine

the truth or falsity of the charges. But, he must also confom to

discipline and rules. If a police officer goes about owin.i various

rltisens and refuses or neglects to pay his taxes and his obligations,

he is not only bringin I discredit upon himself and his family, but

he is bringing discredit upon the police force of his city. lie is

tarnishing the shield of authority he weara by violating the rules

of the department in which he works. This court does not regard

the failure and neglect or refusal of a police officer to pay his

personal debts as trivial. If this were an isolated instance, this

- -
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court Right view it differently. But from the evidence in this

case, other persons had made complaint to the Chief of Police ibout

unpaid bills of this officer. Those failures and violations on

the part of the officer tended to bad discipline in the Champaign

Police Department. Discipline and conformity to rules in a police

department -re not trivial, but are very important. In the Molting

v. Civil Cervlce Commission case the importance and necessity of

discipline in a police department is emphasized by reference to the

book "Police Administration'* by 0. W. Wilson, the new Police Commiss-

ioner of the City of Chic-:?© end I leading authority on the subject.

The Bear* of Fire olice Commissioners have deemed it necessary

that this officer be dismissed. The Circuit Court of Champaign

County affirmed the decision of the Board. From the record, this

court sees no reason to interfere in a matter which is clearly a

tie* of internal discipline in the Police Department of the City

of Champaign,

Judgment a f fimed.

CARROLL and ROETH, JJ. , concur.
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RUSSELL T. MUELLER,

Appellant,

v.

GEORGE M. SLOAN et al.,

Appellees.

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

25I.A?263
MR. JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff filed an amended complaint In equity to

establish the existence of an oral partnership between him

and defendant, to obtain a decree recognizing his claimed

right to an interest in the profits resulting from the sale

of land referred to as the Niles subdivision in Illinois,

which he alleges to have been partnership property, and to

be given an accounting. The chancellor adopted the findings

and recommendations of the master, and entered a decree dis-

missing the complaint for want of equity, from which plaintiff

appeals.

The amended complaint alleged that during the latter

part of 1952 the parties entered into an oral partnership

agreement. The business of the partnership was to purchase

vacant land and construct thereon residential and commercial

buildings for speculative sale, all profits to be divided

equally between the parties. Plaintiff was to act as general

contractor and also as carpenter contractor; defendant was to

serve as subcontractor for setting of tile. To carry on the
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buslness, the parties organized a corporation on February

24, 1953 under the name of Styline Homes, Inc.; each con-

tributed initial capital of $1000.00 and owned one-half of

the stock in the corporation. Although the master found that

the dealings of the parties and the corporation in past trans-

actions were immaterial to a determination of their rights

in the Niles property, he set out in his findings that on a

number of occasions defendant advanced his own funds to

purchase vacant property on which the corporation subsequently

erected residential buildings to be sold. In each case defendant

retained ownership of the vacant property for a period exceeding

six months, and made a profit on the sale of the vacant land;

these capital gains belonged to defendant—he did not share them

with the corporation in any manner, and they were not considered

in the division of profits between the parties.

The facts with respect to the Niles property disclose

that In July 1954 defendant purchased this land with his own

funds and took title in his own name and that of his wife. When

defendant first learned of the property through a broker, he

called it to the attention of plaintiff, who said that :It might be

a good investment for the defendant personally but that he

(plaintiff) himself was not interested in the property, nor

did he think it suitable for building at that time. Defendant

then purchased the land and held it for two and one-half years.

During that period it appreciated in value, and he was able to

sell It at a profit. At no time did plaintiff contribute or
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offer to contribute to the cost of the property. In 1955

plaintiff offered to buy the land from defendant. A contract

was prepared but not signed. Plaintiff, at the Initiation

of the transaction., agreed to the terms, but later, learning

of problems involving off-site improvements, felt that he did

not have sufficient resources to make the purchase and develop

the property, and he accordingly so advised defendant. At a

later date, when the property had increased in value because

of development in adjoining land, plaintiff reconsidered and

offered to buy the property, but defendant declined to sell.

The basic theory of plaintiff's amended complaint is

that of a resulting trust. In view of the clear fact that

plaintiff had no interest in the property when title vested

in defendant, no constructive or resulting trust can arise in

plaintiff's favor. The object of the doctrine of resulting

trusts, said the court in Paluszek v. Wohlrab, 1 111. 2d 3^3*

366, is

to enforce a presumed intention . . . arising from the
acts of the parties. ... A resulting trust arises,
if at all, the Instant the legal title vests. . . .

The burden of proof rests upon the party seeking to es-
tablish such trust, and the evidence, to be effective
for this purpose, must be clear, convincing, unequivocal
and unmistakable, and if doubtful or capable of reason-
able explanation upon any theory other than the existence
of the trust it is Insufficient.

Numerous Illinois decisions and Bogert on Trusts are cited in

support of this proposition. See also the early case of

Furber v. Page, 1^3 111. 622.
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From the evidence adduced upon the hearing, It appears

that when the parties first decided to engage in a building

venture they decided on a corporation, not a partnership. This

is admitted in the amended complaint., Moreover, there never

was a written partnership agreement. The corporation bought

land, took title, built the houses; it borrowed money from

the stockholders, filed income-tax returns, and maintained a

bank account. Conversely s there never was a partnership bank

account, nor any partnership tax returns; no buildings were

built or sold, nor was any business transacted, except by

the corporation. Although a partnership is claimed by plaintiff,

there is no evidence of even a single partnership transaction.

Since he alleged the existence of a partnership, it was incumbent

upon him to prove it. He variously claimed that the partnership

existed for many years before the Niles property was purchased?--

that it was formed some time lateen 195 i+» or early in 1955,

or in 1956; but the master found, and the decree recites, that

no partnership existed.

Although plaintiff first claimed that the Niles property

was bought subject to an agrement with him, the following

questions and answers, as appear from an, examination of "plaifitiff

,

indicate that he completely abandoned this position:

Master: When Mr. Sloan bought the Niles property,
did he buy it for the corporation?

Witness: Mr. Sloan bought that land initially for
Investment with the understanding between
us that if It was developed It would be
with future building sites for Styline..
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Master; You said that at the beginning of the exam-
ination as I recall it, that when he first
bought the land, it was his own deal. Now
you say that when he first bought the land
there was an understanding that it was for
the corporation. Which is correct?

Witness; Well, I'll say he bought it for himself in-
dividually.

Master; So 9 your answer to the previous question
that when he bought it, it was not bought
for the corporation.

Witness; I'll say that was it.

Mr. Bloch Q. There was no understanding at all at
[Attorney the time he bought it, that it was any-
for defend- thing but his deal, is that correct, yes
ant]

;

or no.

A. That's where I have to give a double
answer. If you want the answer, "No," you
have the answer, "No."

Masters Just answer the question.

Witness; No, there was no understanding.

Plaintiff testified that if the property had been sold a week

after purchase, he would have had no interest or claim therein

whatsoever, and that defendant was free at the time he bought

the property to farm it, sell it, build on it, or use it in any

other way he chose. Plaintiff s testimony was in fact an admission

that when defendant purchased the property plaintiff had no

interest or claim therein. "To have made this land partnership

property," said the court in Alklre v. Kahle, 123 111. ^6, 50k,

"it must have been purchased with partnership funds for partner-

ship purposes, or at least there must have been one of such

elements present.' 1 To the same effect see also Nehrkorn v.

Tissier, 352 111. 181.
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A careful examination of the record discloses that

the Nlles property was always treated by plaintiff and

defendant as belonging solely to defendant. As disclosed by

the evidence, plaintiff had never seen the Niles property

until he was told about it by defendant. He took no part

in tne negotiations for the purchase thereof, never paid or

offered to pay any part of the purchase price, and never

obligated himself to defendant to do anything in connection

with the property. Defendant, who furnished the money for the

purchase of the land, assumed all the risk of its depreciation.

It was only when the land had appreciated in value that

plaintiff claimed an interest therein. We think the decree

approving the master's findings and dismissing the complaint

for want of equity, was proper, and it is therefore affirmed.

DECREE AFFIRMED.

BRYANT, P. J., and FRIEND. J CONCUR.
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WILLIAM F. THORNTON,

Appellant,

v.

GEORGE L. RAMSEY, COMMISSIONER of
BUILDINGS, THE CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO,;
DOLORES L. SHEEHAN, JOHN J. AHERN,;
and ALBERT W. WILLIAMS',

Appellees.

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

&
U(
>Zt/*,i

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an appeal from the judgment of the Superior

Court of Cook County affirming the findings and decision of

the Civil Service Commission. The Commission found that

appellant was guilty of conduct unbecoming an employee of the

City of Chicago in that he had violated section 13-28 of the

Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, which provides:

"Every employee of the Department of Buildings, shall
devote all of his efforts to such employment and shall
not be engaged in any other business or vocation."

Appellant began the operation of a business of architecture

and building construction at 108 N. Dearborn Street in the

City of Chicago In 1939 • While so engaged, he was examined

for the position of Building Inspector of Chicago. As a result

of that test, he was placed in the number one position among

the applicants for the appointment.

Appellant and one David J. Maddox, a business associate,

signed a lease to run from July 1, 195^» through June 30, 1957 on
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office space located at 106-10 West Lake Street, Chicago.

Appellant paid the entire rental for the full term in advance.

The offices-were known as those of "William F. Thornton &

Associates & Metropolitan Construction Service."

On August 16, 1954, appellant was appointed a

Building Inspector of the City of Chicago. He turned over

his business to James Andrews, as office manager, and Robert

Armsted, a business associate. His wife, Mrs. Urath P.

Thornton, was brought into the business to protect his interest

therein.

On January 7, 1955, In the course of his duties as a

building inspector, appellant inspected premises known as The

Home for Aged Colored People, at 4432 South Vincennes Ave. in

Chicago. He reported violations to the Department of Buildings

which caused the license application of the Home to be refused.

The president of the Home was unaware that an inspection had been

made until the application was disapproved.

Appellant had served on the board of directors of the

Home, and was well acquainted with the president, who called him

when the application was disapproved. Appellant went to the

Home and determined what work had to be done. He arranged for

the work to be done. He was Instrumental in obtaining a loan

from the Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of Chicago

to the Home for that purpose.

In order to obtain the loan, appellant made application

to the lender on behalf of the Home. The dealer's application
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was signed by appellant and his wife. It represented that

appellant was a structural engineer for William F. Thornton

& Associates. Four Suppliers are given as references and two

lenders are Indicated as having discounted paper for the

applicant in the past. A financial statement, signed by the

appellant, was sent to Home Federal In a letter bearing the

letterhead of "Metropolitan Construction Service" which was

also signed by appellant. It contained a list of assets of the

company. The approval of the dealer application and the

preparation of the loan for the work to be done were made for

•'William F. Thornton & Associates & Metropolitan Construction

Service." The loan application contained the following statement,

"I certify that I am the person who sold this job," and after the

statement is the signature of the appellant.

A credit report obtained by Home Federal in connection

with the dealership application indicates that "William F.

Thornton & Associates a/k/a Metropolitan Construction Co.," is

a general contractor with William F. Thornton "sole owner". It

states that plaintiff employs eight people, with his wife

assisting him in clerical matters. Appellant is said to draw

$6,000 per year and to turn the rest back into the business.

The payment book indicates that the first payment made

under the loan to the Home for Aged Colored People was to

"William F. Thornton." The check was in the amount of $600,

payable to "Metropolitan Construction Service," and was

endorsed by appellant's wife for Metropolitan and deposited in
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the account of "William F. Thorton & Associates."

After the work had been completed on the Home, appellant

made another inspection and recommended approval to the

Building Department.

In 1956* further work was done on the Home and the

proceeds of another loan from Home Federal were paid to

Metropolitan Construction Service. A check for $450 was

deposltied in the account of Metropolitan by a stamped

endorsement with no Individual's name endorsed thereon.

The complaint was filed with the Civil Service Commission

on July 9» 1957* The appellant sought review of the Commission's

decision in the Superior Court, pursuant to the provisions of the

Illinois Administrative Review Act. On February k t 1959. the

court rendered Its decision affirming the action taken by the

Commission.

The testimony at the hearing was conflicting. Two

witnesses were called by appellant to testify that they had

done the work and that it had been paid for by Metropolitan.

However, one testified that he received $875, which is $275

more than the loan made to pay for the improvements, that he

had received the money from Mrs, Thornton and that he then

turned the check over to Mr. Armsted, the office manager, who

was to pay the bills; the other, who worked on the 1956 con-

struction at the Home, did not know exactly how much he had

received or from whom, although a receipt for $450 was produced.
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Appellant testified that he had made application for

credit as a dealer for the benefit of his wife and the other

men taking over the business, and that he had not been involved

in any of the business of the company since becoming a building

inspector.

Appellant contends that the Commission's action is against

the manifest weight of the evidence. Under the Administrative

Review Act the findings of the administrative agency on questions

of fact are prima facie correct, (111. Rev. Stat. 1959, Chap.

110, sec. 27^,) however, they may be reviewed to determine

whether they are supported by the evidence, and may be set

aside only if they are against the manifest weight of the evidence.

Logan v. Civil Service Commission, 3 111. 2d 81. Mlglieri v.

Lee, 16 111. App.2d 5^5.

The evidence In the present case has been carefully

analyzed to determine its manifest weight and we are of the

opinion that the findings and order of the commission is not

contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence. Although the

ostensible recipient of the income was Metropolitan, some of

it came into appellant's account. Appellant used his name and

reputation In assisting the firm to achieve dealership approval

under Title I of the National Housing Act. As a dealer, the

firm contracted with the Home on the basis of contacts of the

appellant and estimates signed by him and was instrumental in

procuring the loan. There was no clear break from the former

activity as a building contractor when the appellant engaged in
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substantially the same activity after being appointed as a

building inspector, a position dovetailing very nicely with a

building contractor's work.

Appellant also contends that he did not violate the

provisions of Section 13-28 of the Municipal Code of Chicago,

quoted above, because that provision applies not to all outside

activities, but only those which affect the public interest

through their effects upon the performance of the office held.

Even if this were the true interpretation of the ordinance, we

think that the outside activities, as found by the commission,

fall within that category. It would be difficult to imagine

a more advantageous position for a person in the business of

remodeling and altering buildings, than that of building

inspector, with the power to approve any work completed or to

disapprove buildings from which work might be forthcoming for the

business.

Appellant's contention that the work was charitable

assistance to the Home is not justification for a violation of the

rules governing his position with the City.

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the trial

court is affirmed.

AFFIRMED

.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ., CONCUR.
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DAVID ARCHITECTURAL METALS, INC.,
a corporation,

Plaintiff,

v.

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK and TRUST
COMPANY of CHICAGO, as Trustee
under Trusts Nos. 11139 and 10912;
HERBEPT CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION,
a corporation,

Defendants, and Counter-defendants-
Appellants,

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
of the UNITED STATES, a corporation, et al.,

Defendants and Counter-defendants,
ARTHUR M. GELDEN CO., a corporation,

Defendant and Counter-plaintlf f-
Appellee,

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BRYANT DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is a cas° which originally was a Mechanic's Lien

case. It was started by sub-contractors who claimed the

remedy of Mechanic's Lien foreclosure and who set forth the

claims of the various parties in the proceedings. It was

answered by the sub-contractor Arthur M. Gelden & Co., and

they filed their counterclaim and claimed the same lien and asked

the relief of sale under the Mechanic's Lien Law. After the

pleadings of both parties had set forth the nature of the action,

then upon the suggestion of the court, the pleadings were amended

to allow them to find a definite amount due to Arthur M. Gelden

& Co., the sub-contractor. Thereupon the court entered a summary

judgment for $133*677.67 in favor of the sub-contractor and

against the general contractor and the owner from which this

appeal was taken. No proof was taken and only affidavits were

had as to the verity of the obligation.
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The purpose of the summary judgment procedure Is not to

try an Issue of fact but to determine whether one exists

between the parties. "If the defense is arguable, apparent,

made in good faith, it should be submitted to a Jury."

Schumacher v. Fatten, 18 111. App.2d 387- The whole record

must be considered. Sampson v. Mandel Bros., Inc., 3 111.

App.2d 92. If an examination of the pleadings and affidavits

submitted in support of a motion for summary judgment reveal

that a material dispute exists as issues of fact, summary

judgment should be denied. Sharp v. City of Chicago, 13 111.

2d 157.

In the instant case, there were numerous figures set

up as having been added to the value of the premises and there-

fore as being the basis for a lien, all of which were contra-

dicted by the principal defendants. There were numerous issues

of fact as to whether these claimants had rendered the services.

One of the issues in this case was whether the sub-contractor,

Arthur M. G-elden & Co., had performed all of the services that

it was to render and whether it was necessary to employ another

contractor to render additional services to make good his contract.

In addition to that, G-elden had sworn the existence of a contract

and four or five sub-contractors of G-elden had a lien for material

and labors furnished which claims Gelden had sworn did not exist,

that is, that there was no money due them as sub-contractors of

Gelden.
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Appellee's contention that by filing a motion for

summary judgment, appellant has waived the right to contend

that a factual question is Involved, cannot be sustained,

since the statement therein that there were no issues of fact

was directed solely to appellant's motion for summary judgment

and appellee's subsequent answer, which were based upon different

theories than appellee's motion for summary judgment, to which

appellant's answer did allege that factual questions existed.

Allen v. Meyer, Ik 111. 2d 284, relied upon by appellee, is

clearly distinguishable in that the parties there were agreed

that only questions of law were involved.

It therefore appears that there were sufficient claims

against Arthur M. G-elden & Co. for failure to do the work in

accordance with their contract, that the definite amount was

not due and that there was set up a question of fact which

must of necessity be determined by the trial court and

upon which the summary judgment could not be entered, and

the summary Judgment is therefore reversed and the cause is

remanded with directions to the trial court to conduct further

proceedings not inconsistent with the views herein expressed.

REVERSED AND REMANDED
WITH DIRECTIONS.

BURKE and FRIEND, JJ., CONCUR.
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MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Emmerlean Carter sued the City of Chicago and the New

York Central Railroad Company for personal injuries resulting

from a collision between the automobile in which she was

riding and a center post supporting elevated tracks of the

railroad at South Park Avenue near 6?th Street in Chicago.

The jury returned a verdict of not guilty as to both defendants.

A motion for a new trial was denied. Plaintiff appeals from the

judgment

.

Plaintiff was a guest passenger in the automobile being

operated in a southerly direction on South Park Avenue by her

companion, Ivory Allen, at about 12:30 A.M., on September 14, 1952,

The streets were wet. The V3hicle struck an unlighted pillar.

Plaintiff was thrown forward into the windshield. The pillar was

450 feet south of 67th Street and in the center of South Park

Avenue. Visibility was poor; with "city lights" on the vehicle

an unlighted object could be seen by the driver at only 10

or 12 feet. The automobile was moving at 15 to 20 miles per
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hour when the driver first saw the pillar. There was testimony

that the light on the pillar had been out for about one week

preceding the occurrence. The responsibility for keeping

the viaduct and its pillar lighted was shared by the city and

the railroad. The railroad takes care of defective fixtures

or circuits and the city takes care of fuses and lamps. A

maintenance man for the city, called as a witness for the

plaintiff, testified that according to his records at 8:30

on the evening of September 13 he discovered an "outage" at the

location and that his records indicated that he hung a lantern

on the pilot fixture on the center post of the viaduct at that

time. Witnesses for the city and the railroad testified in

support of their contentions as to the circuit and the lighting.

Plaintiff was taken to a hospital and treated for her injuries.

Plaintiff maintains that reversible error was committed

when defendants laid a foundation for impeachment of Allen and

plaintiff without an effort to establish the supposed impeaching

testimony, citing Gordon v. Checker Taxi Co., 33^ 111. App. 313;

Miller v. Chicago Transit Authority, 3 111. App. 2d 223; and

other cases. The subject matter of the cross-examination complained

of has to do with whether or not Allen applied his brakes prior

to collision, and whether or not a second automobile collided

with the rear end of the Allen vehicle while plaintiff was

sitting therein. Allen and plaintiff initially were party
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plaintiffs in the action. At the conclusion of the selection

of the jury Allen was dismissed as a party plaintiff. In

February, 195^, both testified in pretrial depositions, at which

time their attorney and the attorney for the railroad were

present. Both witnesses at the trial admitted testifying by

way of depositions. The attorney for plaintiff who was present

at the taking of the depositions was present at the trial.

Plaintiff and her attorney had transcripts of the depositions.

Both witnesses were asked questions concerning their

prior testimony relating to the operation of the brakes by

Allen and the view of the viaduct prior to the collision.

Plaintiff did not remember any question asked or answer

given during her deposition. Allen "at this particular time"

did not remember whether or not he had testified during his

deposition concerning his familiarity with the street. He knew

that he did not testify on his deposition that "I couldn't put

on the brakes" because "I didn't put on the brakes." In the

trial Allen testified that he applied his brakes with full

force and skidded into the viaduct. Plaintiff testified that

Allen applied his brakes and skidded into the viaduct. Allen's

testimony on deposition that he could not apply his brakes

was substantiated by him during the trial. Allen testified

during the trial that he did not apply his brakes, but also

testified during the trial, as did plaintiff, that he did apply

his brakes before the collision. On this point the inconsistency





was established apart from the depositions and failure to

prove the questions and answers claimed to be in the

depositions could not harm the plaintiff.

There was testimony of a second automobile striking

Allen's vehicle in the rear while plaintiff was a passenger

therein. On direct and cross-examination plaintiff and Allen

denied that a second automobile struck Allen's vehicle until

after both Allen and plaintiff departed for the hospital. On

cross-examination of Allen and plaintiff both witnesses were

confronted with their claimed prior testimony given in their

depositions wherein they stated that a second automobile

struck the Allen vehicle while plaintiff was sitting in the

front seat. In her testimony on the trial plaintiff was

unable to remember any of her testimony on deposition. On the

trial Allen admitted that he had testified during his deposition

that a second automobile crashed into his vehicle while plaintiff

was still seated in the front seat. Allen then testified that

plaintiff was still in his automobile when the second crash

occurred. The record is silent as to any objection made by

counsel for plaintiff concerning the use of the deposition

and the impeachment resulting therefrom and concerning any

motion to strike the testimony so elicited. See Bell v. Toluca

Coal Co., 2?2 111. 5?6; Kelleher v. Chicago City Ry. Co., 256 111.

454; Lehigh Stone Co. v. Industrial Commission, 315 111. 431;

Lindsey v. Rosen, 255 111. App. 21; Graham v. Dressen, 292 111.
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App. 15° We do not feel that the cases cited by plaintiff

are applicable to the factual .situation of the instant case.

Plaintiff has failed to sustain the burden of showing that the

alleged error was prejudicial or worked to her detriment.

Plaintiff complains of error because the court gave

four instructions on the subject of impeachment. Two of them

were given at the request of the city, one at the request of the

railroad and one at the request of plaintiff. The Instruction

given at the request of the railroad differed from the others in

that it told the jurors that they had no right to disregard the

testimony of any unimpeached witness sworn on behalf of the

defendants simply because such witness was or is an employee

of a defendant j, etc. On the record we cannot say that the

plaintiff was harmed by these instructions, one of which was

given at her request.

The judgment is based on substantial evidence. We do

not find reversible error. The judgment is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

BRYANT, P. J., and FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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2 5I.A. 18
mr„ justice Mccormick delivered the

opinion of the court

.

This interlocutory appeal is taken from an order entered

"by the Superior Court of Cook County temporarily enjoining the

defendant from constructing any structure or developing or

establishing any use on certain premises owned by him in

Cook County without obtaining a permit from the Cook County

building and zoning bureau. The Injunctional order was based

upon a complaint filed by the County of Cook and defendant's

answer thereto.

From the pleadings It appears that the real estate

here in question was formerly owned by one Roger A a Rockenbach

and his wife,. On August 20, 19^-0 the board of commissioners of

Cook County adopted a zoning ordinance whereby the said

premises were classified in an "F-Farming" district . That

ordinance granted certain permissive uses within such district.

Automobile drive-in theatres were not listed among the

permissive uses In 1957 the Rockenbachs filed an action

in the Circuit Court asking for a declaratory judgment

against the County of Cook, and on May 28, 1957 a declaratory

judgment was entered holding that the said zoning ordinance

was, as applied to the property of the plaintiffs, uncon-
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stitutional and void inasmuch as it deprived the plaintiffs of

property without compensation and without due process of law.

On August 13, 1957 the county board amended the

section of the ordinance applicable to "F-Farming" districts.

The amendment reclassified, as "special uses," certain of the

permissive uses which had been listed in the ordinance ?

and added to the special uses automobile drive-in theatres.

The amendment further provided that a person who desired a

special use must file an application with the zoning board

of appeals. After a hearing the board reports its findings

and recommendations to the county commissioners, and if a

written protest against the proposed special use is

presented by owners of twenty percent of the adjoining

frontage, etc,, a special use shall not be granted except by

the favorable vote of three-fourths of the members of the

county board. There are certain other provisions with

reference to the necessity of a finding by the zoning board

of appeals that the special use will not be detrimental, to

the public welfare etc., and the county board may stipulate

such restrictions as are deemed necessary for the public

interest. If such conditions ere not met the grant of the

special use may be revoked.

On or about July 15, 1959 the defendant applied to

the building and zoning bureau of Cook County for a permit

authorizing the construction of an automobile drive- in

theatre upon the subject premises. A month later his



(
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application was denied on the grounds that the Circuit Court

judgment had invalidated only the ordinance as it existed on

May 28, 1957 and that the August 1957 amendment "rendered the

prior judgment ineffective." The defendant apparently had

complied with all requirements essential for a permit except

those relating to applications for a special use within an

"F-Farmingn district.

On or about September 15, 1959 the defendant filed a

petition as relator in the Circuit Court of Cook County for a

writ of mandamus, the prayer of which petition asked that the

court order the county and its agents to issue a permit for

the construction and operation of an automobile drive-in theatre

on the subject premises. Pleadings were filed and the suit was

at issue. The case was continued twice over the objection of

the relator. He thereupon filed a petition in which he stated

that the only question presented in the mandamus action is

whether the 1957 amendment to the Cook County zoning ordinance

is sufficient to invalidate the prior judgment of the Circuit

Court, and he prayed that the court should immediately adjudicate

the mandamus case, and if the court did not promptly adjudicate

it the petitioner would discontinue the mandamus action and

proceed with the construction immediately. On January 6,

I960 the defendant took a nonsuit in the mandamus action.

On or about January 8, i960 the defendant commenced

the construction of an automobile drive-in theatre without

any permit having been issued to him by the county. The county
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filed the instant suit on January 15, I960 praying that the defend-

ant be enjoined permanently from constructing, operating or main-

taining an automobile drive-in theatre on the premises in question,

and from any construction and establishment of any use on the

premises without first obtaining a permit from the county. The

complaint also prayed for a temporary injunction against the

defendant

.

In the complaint it was alleged, among other things, that

there is presently pending before the county board of Cook County

a comprehensive amendment to the zoning ordinance of Cook County;

that this amendment is the result of more than two years' work

by zoning consultants employed by the county; that approximately thirty-

six public hearings were held by the zoning board of appeals and

said -board on December 22, 1959 recommended that the amendment,

as amended, be adopted by the board of commissioners; that under

the provisions of said amendment the premises in question would

be classified in districts in which automobile drive-in theatres

are prohibited; and that the defendant is proceeding to construct

the said theatre for the purpose of establishing a vested right.

To this complaint defendant on January 22, i960 filed a verified

answer setting Up the facts heretofore stated, and alleged that

the subject premises are not within an "F-Farming" district since

the judgment entered in the Circuit Court in May 1957, declaring

the ordinance unconstitutional in its application to the instant

property, had completely abrogated the ordinance so far as the

defendant's property was concerned; that the property was in the
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same condition as though no zoning ordinance with reference to it had

ever been passed; that the August 1957 amendment did not rezone the

subject property so as to bring it back under the scope of the

ordinance; and that the said amendment "in no way cures the defects

of the Zoning Ordinance theretofore adjudged * * * to be unconsti-

tutional and void as to the subject premises." To this answer the

defendant attached as exhibits a letter from the building and zoning

bureau of Cook County, dated August 18, 1959 > which indicated the

reason for the rejection of the permit, the petition filed by him

in the Circuit Court with reference to the mandamus action, the

judgment order of May 28, 1957 of the Circuit Court declaring the

ordinance unconstitutional insofar as it applies to the subject

property, and the applicable section of the zoning ordinance with

amendments to April 1952. <-* i

On January 27, i960 the «££#«»»£*• Court entered an order that

the defendant, pending a final hearing and disposition of the cause,

be enjoined from constructing any structure or establishing any use

on the premises without first obtaining a permit from the County

of Cook. From that order this appeal is taken.

The primary purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve

the status quo for further proceedings. The merits of the controversy

are not brought before the reviewing court by an interlocutory appeal.

Shatz v. Paul , 7 111. App . 2d 223. The application for a temporary

injunction is directed to the conscience and sound discretion of

the court and is not controlled by technical legal rules. Cragg

yj. Levins on. 238 111. 69. Unless a reviewing court finds that the

discretion has been abused the order will not be set aside. Bernard
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Bros,, Inc. v. Deibler, 326 111. App. 538; Bowman Shoe Co e v.

Bowman
3
21 111. App. 2d *f23, and cases therein cited. All

that Is necessary is that the complaint prima facie state a

cause of action. Scholz v. Barbee
,

3^*+ 111. App. 630. As

was said in Bowman Shoe Co. v. Bowman, supra ;

ii* * * we purposely refrain at this time at this
preliminary stage of this litigation from any extended
comment on the pleadings or the facts as they appear
from the record and from any extensive statement of
the considerations and reasons leading to our con-
clusion, lest such be incorrectly construed or inter-
preted as indicating an opinion by us, as to the
ultimate merits of the controversy, and this we wish
to avoid. The ultimate merits of the controversy,
and, indeed, the definitive legal sufficiency of the
complaint are not before us at this time and nothing
herein is to be considered as expressing any view
thereon."

In the case before us there are controverted issues of

law and fact: first, as to whether or not the amendment to

the ordinance had obviated that portion of the ordinance which

caused the Circuit Court to hold that said ordinance was

unconstitutional in its application to the property of the

defendant, and in determining the basis upon which the Circuit

Court rested its opinion it would be necessary to make a

complete examination of the pleadings in the case and the

issues raised therein; second, if the court should find that

the amendment was sufficient to remove the objection that the

ordinance in its application to the defendant's property was

unconstitutional, then it would be necessary to determine

whether in the interim between the declaratory judgment and

the amendment of the ordinance any vested rights had been
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acquired by the defendant; and third, whether or not under the

rule set out in Chicago Title & Trust Co, v. Palatine. 22

111. App. 2d 26*+, the county officials were justified in

refusing to grant the permit.

We think that the showing made before the trial

court was sufficient to permit the trial court to exercise

his discretion in issuing the temporary injunction. There

was no abuse of discretion.

The order of the ffiiflouat Court granting the temporary

injunction is affirmed.

Affirmed.

Dempsey, P.J., and Schwartz, J., concur,,

Abstract only 9
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MR. JUSTICE SCHWARTZ DELIVERED THE
OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal by defendant from a judgment on verdict

for $30,000 in a personal injury suit. The principal issue is

the propriety of an instruction which bound defendant to the

exercise of the highest degree of care while plaintiff was upon

depot grounds.

Plaintiff's injuries resulted from an accident which

occurred on January 25, 1958 before or after plaintiff had

alighted from a 79th Street bus owned and operated by defend-

ant. The accident took place at a bus terminal, located on

the east side of Western Avenue, several hundred feet north

of 79th Street, in Chicago.

The manner in which the accident occurred is in

dispute. Evidence adduced by plaintiff tended to show that

he had been a passenger on the bus involved 5 that the bus

stopped in the terminal alongside and south of a wooden

platform upon which passengers disembarked 5 that the bus

I
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was then facing west; that plaintiff was alighting or had

already alighted and was moving in a westerly and southerly

direction in front of the bus; that the bus having discharged

its passengers then began moving westward, striking plaintiff

with the right front of the bus and causing him to fall under

the right front wheel.

Defendant's evidence showed or tended to show that

plaintiff had completely alighted; that he had been at or

near the right front door of the bus at the time it began

moving westward; that at this time plaintiff was walking or

running westward alongside the bus, possibly tapping on the

front door; and that in some way he slipped under the right

front wheel of the bus from the side.

There are contradictions and inconsistencies In the

testimony given by plaintiff and his witness when their

versions are compared with prior statements given by them

and when compared with each other. Nor did defendant's

driver and witnesses give versions completely compatible

with each other. It was a close case.

The first error relates to plaintiff's instruction

No. 6, which reads as follows:

"The defendant in this case is what is known in
law as a common carrier-—a carrier of passengers—and
the law places upon such a corporation, a duty of
using more than ordinary care for the protection
of its passengers. A common carrier of passengers
is not an insurer of its passengers; they do not
undertake that they will not cause or permit any
accident to one of their passengers. But they do
undertake, and the law places upon them the





obligation of using the highest degree of care, skill
and prudence which human foresight and ingenuity can
provide for the safety of their passengers, consistent
with the ordinary operation of their line; and this
duty applies to passengers, not only while they are
upon the bus, and getting upon the bus, and getting
off the bus , but it also applies to passengers while
they are upon the depot grounds after they have
disembarked from the bus, and within such a reasonable
time as would enable them to leave the bus."
(Emphasis supplied.)

The correct rule of law governing the carrier-passenger

relationship after the passenger has completely alighted

from the conveyance is that, whether transferring at an

intermediate point or at the end of the journey and

whether in a public place or otherwise, the carrier's

duty to exercise the highest degree of care is suspended

until the passenger again presents himself to the carrier's

conveyance. The standard of conduct after the passenger has

alighted and before he again seeks further passage is limited

to that degree of care commensurate with the danger involved.

And that is true even though the passenger may still be on

depot or terminal grounds. Rotheli v. Chicago Transit

Authority. 7 111. 2d 172, 177-78, 130 N.E.2d 172, 175;

Davis v. South Side Elevated R.R.. 292 111. 378, 38*f, 127

N.E. 66, 69; Kiesel v. Chicago Transit Authority. 6 111.

App„ 2d 13, 17-18, 126 N.E.2d 170, 172. The instruction

was therefore erroneous. We must next consider whether it

was reversible error.

An error having to do with the standard of conduct

to be applied by a jury in measuring the duty owed by a

defendant is an error of such gravity as to require reversal.





Sims v . Chicago Transit Authority, 7 111. App. 2d 21, 26, 129

N.E.2d 23, 2J. The language of the instruction, that "...the

law places upon them [common carriers] the obligation of using

the highest degree of care, skill and prudence which human

foresight and ingenuity can provide for the safety of their

passengers, consistent with the ordinary operation of their

line..." sets such a high standard that it is just short of

insurance. It is generally recognized as such. Care must

be taken in its application. In the instant case plaintiff

was entitled to an instruction of this sort, limiting its

application to his being injured while alighting from the

bus. He was not entitled to it if he was injured after

alighting.

In view of the fact that this case will have to be

retried, we shall consider other arguments presented by the

parties

.

Defendant predicates error upon the court's having

refused to give defendant's instruction No. 22, which

reads as follows

s

"After the plaintiff had alighted from the
defendant's car the relation of passengers and
carrier ceased to exist between the defendant and
the plaintiff 5 and the Court further instructs
the jury as a matter of law that the operator of
the bus in question was not required by law to
exercise the highest degree of care possible to
human diligence to avoid the accident, but the
said operator was only required to exercise
toward the plaintiff ordinary care, and ordinary
care is such care as a person of ordinary prudence
would exercise under the same or like circum-
stances ."

The vice of this instruction is that it assumes a fact which
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was for the jury to decides that is, that plaintiff had com-

pletely alighted from the bus at the time of the accident.

There was evidence from which the jury could have drawn the

inference that plaintiff was still in the process of

alighting at the time of the accident. The instruction

would not have been objectionable had it taken the form of

defendant's instruction No. 16 submitted in Rotheli v.

Chicago Transit Authority, supra, at page 17*+, 130 N.E 2d

at page 173, which submits defendant's theory conditioned

upon the jury's finding, without deciding for them a fact

which it was their duty to decide.

Defendant urges error in the court's having failed

to require an instruction governing permissible inferences

to be drawn from a mortality table showing life expectancy,

which had been offered by plaintiff and was received in

evidence. It is argued that plaintiff's physical condition

had been impaired by ill health prior to the accident, and

that the proposed instruction should have encompassed that

material fact. Neither plaintiff nor defendant offered such

an instruction. In Avane e v. Thompson, 3^7 111. 77 > 8*f,

55 N.E 2d 57, 60 (19Mf), the Supreme court discussed the

effect and use of mortality tables and the probability of

confusing a jury in the absence of an instruction concerning

the existence of circumstances which might possibly reduce

the anticipated loss. The court said that receipt in

evidence of such a table without a subsequent explanatory

instruction was prejudicial, but was not reversible error.
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An inference could be drawn from the language of the opinion

that it was plaintiff's duty to submit such an instruction.

Since that case has been decided, however, the rules governing

civil practice have been changed substantially. One of the

additions made to the rules since 19M+ is that "no party may

raise on appeal the failure to give an instruction unless he

shall have tendered it." 111. Rev. Stat., ch. 110, sec. 67(3)

(1959). We think that rule is applicable to the instant case

and that defendant was bound to offer such an instruction if

it thought that its absence was prejudicial.

The judgment is reversed and the cause is remanded

with directions to allow the motion for a new trial, and

for such other and further proceedings as are not incon-

sistent with the views herein expressed.

Judgment reversed and cause
remanded with directions.

Dempsey, P.J., and McCormick, J., concur.

Abstract only.
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MR, PRESIDING JUSTICE DEMPSEY DELIVERED
THE OPINION OF THE COURT,

Philip Pedi, a general contractor, brought this

action to enforce a mechanic's lien claim arising from

erecting a one and one-half story building for Stanley

and Agnes Jagiencarz. The case was referred to a

master in chancery, who found the issues for the plain-

tiff* A decree, from which the defendants now appeal,

was entered in accordance with the master's recommenda-

tions. The defendant, Hoyne Savings and Loan Association,

is not involved in this appeal

.

The complaint alleged fulfillment of a written

contract* and oral agreements for extra work, and the

defendants' failure to pay the balance due of $13.00^*^.

The defendants denied that the work had been completed

and the materials supplied as agreed upon§ they alleged

defects and deficiencies in the work performed, and that
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the oral agreements were not additions to, but were substi-

tutions for, other items in the written contract.

The defendants filed a counterclaim, consisting of

two counts. The first count alleged that the plaintiff's

failure to comply with the contract had necessitated addi-

tional expenditures. The second count sought damages for

loss of rental resulting from the plaintiff's wrongful

withholding of possession of the building.

Many of the points raised by the defendants concern

the findings of the master on questions of fact. They

contend that the master erred in not finding that the

contractor's claim was so far in excess of the amount to

which he was entitled, that it constituted a fraud which

should bar his lien. The fraud alleged is that the lien

is based on full performance of the contract, despite the

contractor's knowledge that there were deficiencies in

constructing a concrete outside stairway and in plastering

the basement. They contend that the proof was insufficient

to support the master's finding that Pedi was to have been

compensated, over and above the contract, for doing extra

work. The testimony concerning the many items in dispute

was so sharply conflicting that it would serve no purpose

in detailing it. But from our examination of the record

we are of the opinion that there was ample evidence to

support the findings of the master about the work performed

under both the written and oral agreements. In reference
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to the alleged fraud, the record does not support the defendants'

contention^ it does not reveal unfounded charges nor wilful

deviation from the plans and understandings . In reference to

the extra work, the changes in the plans were of such a substan-

tial nature as to have led to, if not compelled, the conclusion

thay they could not have been intended to have been made gratu-

itously The master's findings were approved by the chancellor

and the record does not justify our disturbing their conclusions

„

Klass v 9 Hailas. 16 111. 2d 161, 166, 157 N.E 9 2d 261, 26^5 Schmitt

v. Heinz, 5 111. 2d 372, 381, 125 N.E.2d h-57, ^61^ Rizzo v. Rizzo.

3 111. 2d 291, 120 N.E.2d $&% Meier v. Triebold, 21 IU App . 2d

390, 1^8 N.E 2d 93 1 Oppenheimer Bros., Inc., v. Joyce & Co., 20

111. App 2d 3^ 5 Vfr N.E.2d 856.

We disagree with the defendants' position in all but

four of their many remaining points. These concern a finding

under count II of the counterclaim, the form of the judgment,

the form of the master's report and the size of his fee.

Count II of the counterclaim was for wrongful inter-

ference by the plaintiff with the defendants' possession of

their building after it had been completed. The defendants

assert that they were entitled to nominal damages, if not

actual damages for loss of rentals, and that under these cir-

cumstances they should not have been assessed with ail of

the master's costs, fees and expenses. The plaintiff

admitted that he refused to deliver possession, but claimed

he was entitled to do so by reason of the defendants' failure

to pay him the balance of monies due D
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lt is true that Pedl came upon the defendants 8 property

with permission^ however, one who exercises such a privilege

in an unreasonable manner commits a trespass and is subject

to liability for any harm he causes to a legally protected

interest by reason of such unreasonable conduct,, Restatement,

Torts sec. 21*+ (1) and comments thereto . See also Western

Book & Stationery Co v e Jevne. 179 111. 71, 53 N.E. 565.

There is nothing in the Mechanic's Lien Act, ch. 82, sec. 1

et seq ., 111. Rev. Stat. 1959? which authorizes a contractor

to withhold possession of premises from the owner for

nonpayment of a balance due, and we know of no rule of

law which permits such conduct. Holding, as we do, that

the master incorrectly concluded that there was no illegal

or wrongful withholding of possession of the premises from

the defendants , it follows that his finding upon the issue

of damages was also in error. There must be a new finding

upon the damage issue, even if the damages were nominal,

and based upon such finding the costs, fees and expenses

should be equitably distributed between the parties. 111.

Rev. Stat. ch. 82, sec. 17 (1959).

The decree provided for a deficiency judgment

against both Stanley and Agnes Jagiencarz. The evidence

shows that Agnes neither signed the contract nor negotiated

with the plaintiff regarding the extra work. The contract

attached as an exhibit reveals only Stanley Jagiencarz'

signature as owner of the property. Although the pleadings

admitted that both had signed the contract, thus conflicting
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with the exhibit, it is well settled that if there is any

contradiction between allegations in the pleadings and facts

shown in an attached exhibit , the exhibit will control.

W. P. Iverson & Co , y. Dunham Mfg 9 Co ,. 18 Illo App. 2d

^0^-, lf25, 152 N,E,2d 615, 625„ While the wife was a

proper party defendant, she did not become personally

liable for the debt and there is no evidence which would

sustain a personal deficiency judgment against her, Crowen

v. Meyer, 3^2 111, ^6, 55, l?h N.E, 55 , 59

.

The report of the master has been subjected to two

criticisms. It is charged that the report was unnecessarily

expanded by including a summary of the pleadings and an

abstract of the testimony, thereby increasing the size of

the fee, which is objected to as being excessive The

master's report devotes four pages to the pleadings and

29 pages to the testimony, A comparison between the report

and the transcript shows that, taking into consideration the

type, the spacing and the number of words to a page, there

is little difference between the two. It appears as if the

questions and the repetitive answers are eliminated in the

report but otherwise it is close to being a duplication

of the transcript. The master was probably trying to be

helpful to the chancellor by presenting the testimony in

a more narrative form, but his consideration unduly

lengthened his report and the time consumed in its

preparation.
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The report showed that he spent 58~lA hours on the

case. His fees were fixed at $35.00 per hour which;, with

the statutory fees , amounted to $2,ll 5+.95o Although the

conflicting testimony must have caused the master much

difficulty, the issues in a mechanic's lien foreclosure

case, such as this, are not complicated,, Chicago Art

Marble Co, v. A. Smith & Co»
T
30U 111. App. 582

?
26 N.E.2d

703. A master's fee should he based upon the complexity of

a case, its problems of law and fact and the time required

in the preparation of his report. But it has been held

repeatedly that his daily fee should not, under any circum-

stances, equal the daily compensation of the chancellor who

appointed him. Handelman v. Arquilla, *+07 111, 552 y 560,

561, 95 N.E.2d 910, 915? 9l6| Kerner r . Peterson, 368 111.

59, 12 N.E.2d 88^1 Strom v. Strom, 13 111. App. 2d 3>5l+,

361, 1^2 N.E.2d 172, 175-176o Under this long established

rule it is apparent that the master's fee of $35*00 per

hour must be substantially reduced.

It Is necessary to remand this case to assess what-

ever damages resulted from the building being withheld

from the defendants, to reapportion the costs between

the parties, to amend the judgment, and to readjust the

fees of the master.

Affirmed in part, reversed in
part, and cause remanded with
directions

.

Schwartz and McCormick, JJ., concur

Abstract only
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MR. JUSTICE SCHWARTZ DELIVERED THE
OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant pleaded guilty to the charge of tampering

with and starting an automobile, and the court having heard

evidence in mitigation and aggravation, sentenced him to

nine months in the County Jail. Defendant has served

his sentence.

The principal point on which defendant seeks a

reversal of the judgment is that he was denied the right

to have counsel of his own choosing. It appears from the

record that defendant was first charged with larceny of

an automobile, and the hearing was on his being held to

the grand jury. He advised the clerk of the court that

he was not ready for trial because he did not have a

lawyer. The court advised him that a public defender was

present and would act for him, or if he wished he could

have his own lawyer. Defendant responded that he did

not desire to have his own lawyer if he could get one

now. "I'll get it over with." The public defender

thereupon assumed the task. He inquired of the State's

Attorney whether he would be willing to reduce the charge,
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and the State's Attorney agreed to do so. Evidence was then

presented.

It appears that a policeman saw defendant driving a

black Thunderbird convertible and weaving in and out of

traffic. He curbed defendant and questioned him. Defendant

was unable to produce a license or other identification for

the car. Examination revealed that the keys were not in the

ignition slot. The motor had been started by a wire connected

to the battery and coil. Defendant explained that he got the

car from a man named Charlie on Madison Street. He never

explained why there were no keys in the ignition slot. The

owner of the car testified he had parked it in front of his

home; that when he went to look for it at 10:00 o'clock in

the evening, it was gone; that he did not know defendant and

never gave him permission to touch or drive the car, nor did

he leave the keys in the ignition slot.

It appears that defendant had a previous record of

larceny of an automobile in 1950. The court told defendant

it was willing to accept a plea to a reduced charge if

defendant desired so to plead. Defendant said he would

plead guilty. The court advised him that on such a plea

the court could send him to jail for up to a year. Never-

theless, defendant still wished to plead guilty. There-

upon, it was stipulated that the evidence theretofore

heard would be the same heard in connection with the

charge of tampering, and defendant was sentenced, as
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stated. It is clear that defendant's right to counsel was not

violated.

Defendant also makes the point that the Municipal Court

of the City of Chicago was without jurisdiction to try a

felony case, to-wit : larceny of a car. The evidence which

was heard was on the question of whether defendant should be

held to the grand jury, and not on a trial for larceny. When

defendant pleaded guilty, the proceeding to hold him to the

grand jury was abandoned and the evidence heard therein was

stipulated to apply to the charge of tampering, a misdemeanor

of which the Municipal Court had jurisdiction. There is no

merit therefore to this point.

The third point made by defendant appears to be fully

covered in our consideration of the other points.

Judgment affirmed,

Dempsey, P.J., and McCormick, J., concur.

Abstract only Q
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MR. JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This is an appeal from an order denying defendant's

motion to open a Judgment entered by confession on a promissory

note.

Plaintiff and defendant are corporations engaged in the

wholesale sporting goods business. The not© in issue was the

fifth of six promissory notes authorizing confession of Judgment

made by defendant payable to plaintiff under a contract for the

sale of plaintiff's complete inventory to defendant. Defendant

paid the first four notes, and Judgment on this fifth note, due

June 10, 1958, was entered August 26, 1958, for its $14,000 face

value and $782.50 costs.

The question Is whether defendant's motion to open set

forth a meritorious defense to the whole or part of payment of

the note. Municipal Court Rule 2, sec. 23(2)5 Lietz v. Ankrom,

350 111. App. ^37.
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Defendant moved, under Municipal Court Rule 2, sec. 23»

to open this Judgment September 30, 1958, and, after certain agree

amendments in the Judgment and motion to open, defendant was

permitted to file an amended affidavit supporting Its motion to

open. This motion alleged several "meritorious defenses" t©

the note, among others, fraudulent inducement to enter the eon-

tract. Defendant's subsequent second amended motion t© open,

with supporting affidavits, summarised the history of the case

and particularized the "meritorious defense 1"1 of fraudulent

representations of Landsman, plaintiff's president, concerning

the slfcate of the inventory.

The original affidavit filed on defendant's behalf

raised a number of w defenses, Including fraudj the amended

motion and affidavits merely set forth In detail the facts con-

stituting the alleged fraud. It is evident to us that this

amendment was not intended totally to supersede the earlier

motions and affidavits, but was merely meant to elaborate on

a general allegation made earlier. Rothenberg v. Seifrled, 322

111. App. 701. We shall therefore treat the original and

amended motions and accompanying affidavits as one motion.

The statements relied upon for the defense of fraud

are set forth in the affidavits supporting defendant's second

amended motion. The statements are that before the contract

was made Ferguson and Teitelbaum, officers of defendant corpor-

ation", questioned Landsman about the conditions of the goods to

be sold and Landsman said everything Mwas brand new merchandise,
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was not damaged, was not shopworn, was not obsolete and was

marketable t
M and that none of the merchandise had been on plain**

tiff's premises during a resent fire; that thereafter both

Ferguson and Teitelbaum told Landsman that defendant's stock-

holders were "seriously concerned" about the goods and Landsman

stated that everything In the Inventory had been purchased since

the fire and was °° brands new, M "the most recent model,* and in

"perfect, new, marketable condition 80

; that subsequently Landsman's

statements were repeated in a conference in defendant's

attorney's presence; that the goods were packed in "thousands upon

thousands of individual cartons," most of which were sealed,

and to examine each and every article would have been time con-

suming and expensive; and that defendant examined plaintiff's

premises and M the merchandise 1* and thereafter upon the representa-

tions of Landsman made the contract.

Thereafter, according to the affidavits, the goods

were delivered in 6? truekloads in December, 195?» and in tne

latter part of March, April and Mayj, large quantities were shipped

to defendant's customers. The statements are then mad© that

defendant received letters, telegrams, personal and telephone callg

from customers; that defendant was ""forced to make adjustments™

In price on "many invoices'*; that defendant then M caused a closer

inspection" of the goods remaining and found a "great quantity ...

obsolete, damaged, worn and not marketable 1*; that Landsman knew

the condition of the goods and deliberately and falsely misrepre-

sented their condition with intent to deceive affiants into





executing the contract and notes? that affiants relied upon the

misrepresentations and M could not have possibly known of the

condition of th® merchandise 1* until the customers opened the

boxes sent out by defendant? and finally that defendant was

damaged as a result of its reliance sine© the reasonable value

of the goods delivered was considerably less than the contract

price.

Plaintiff argues that the affidavits do not comply

with the rules of the Municipal Court, Under Municipal Court

Rule 2, sees. 15(1), 23(2), affidavits in support of a motion

to vacate should set forth facts admissible in evidence to

which the affiant could testify. We think the affidavits,

except for some hearsay statements, meet these requirements*

Both affiants had personal knowledge of the alleged misrepre-

sentation, the fact that there were customer complaints and that

they had to make adjustments, the inspection and its results,

and the damage allegedly caused by reliance on the misrepresenta-

tion. All of this is admissible as evidence.

We think defendant's affidavits set forth prima facie

a meritorious defense of fraud. The essentials of the defense

are representation of a material fact, falsity, scienter,

deception and injury. Low© Foundation . Northern Trust Co.,

3^2 111. App. 379. Her© th© alleged misrepresentation went to

the condition and quality of th© merchandise to be sold which,

under the circumstances, reflected its valu© and was an induce-

ment for defendant to buy. It was not an opinion or a salesman's

•puffing," Scott v. Wilson, 15 111. App. 2d 456, but an alleged

misrepresentation of an existing fact, known by Landsman, th©
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truth of which ""seriously concerned" the officers of defendant

before the contract was signed,. It was thertfore material,

Thome v. Prentiss, 83 111. 99. See Howe Machine Co. v. Roslne,

8? 111. 105 1 Annotation, 10** A.L.R. 551 (1936} . On the Issue

of damages, the affiants stated that In their opinion the reason-

able value of the goods was $50,000 less than the contract price.

Under the circumstances in this case, we think this is sufficient

to support a meritorious defense of fraud on a motion to open.

Defendant can present further proof of damages at trial and

plaintiff will have the opportunity of rebutting the evidence.

The affidavits allege sufficient facts to meet the other

essentials, about which no questions have been raised.

Plaintiff next contends that the facts stated in the

affidavits merely allege prior oral statements which vary and

contradict the express terms of the written contract and are

therefore inadmissible under the parol evidenc© .rule. The parol

evidence rule is inoperative to a defense of fraud, Lehman v.

Hill, klb 111. 173, and plaintiff's cited cases regarding the

rule are therefore distinguished and inapplicable.

Plaintiff s final contention is that defendant has

waived any claim of fraud by its failure diligently to notify

plaintiff of the alleged fraud. Tke cases cited by plaintiff

to support its contention do not involve motions to open or

vacate Judgment!, The rule in this state is that one who has

been defrauded must us© reasonable diligence to disaffirm the
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contracU Richter v. Sehuett, 31^ 111. 127. In the ease before

us, however, we think this Is a matter of rebutting the evidence

of fraud. We cannot decide as a matter of law on the affidavits

that defendant has waived the fraud.

We need decide no other points. The order is reversed

and the cause remanded for further proceedings consistent with

this opinion.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

MURPHY, P.J. CONCURS.

BURMAN, J. , NOT PARTICIPATING.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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ON REHEARING.

MR. JUSTICE KILEY DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an appeal from an order denying defendant's

motion to open a Judgment entered by confession on a promissory

note.

Plaintiff and defendant are corporations engaged in

the wholesale sporting goods business. The note in issue was

the fifth of six promissory notes, authorizing confession of

Judgment, made by defendant payable to plaintiff under a con-

tract for the sale of plaintiff's complete inventory to defendant.

Defendant paid the first four notes, and Judgment on this fifth

note, due June 10, 1958, was entered August 26, 1958, for its

$14,000 face value and $782.50 costs.

The question is whether defendant's motion to open set

forth a meritorious defense to the whole or part of payment of

the note. Municipal Court Rule 2, sec. 23(2); Lietz v. Ankrom,

350 111. App. 43?.
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Defendant moved, under Municipal Court Rule 2, sec. 23,

to open this Judgment September 30, 1958, and, after certain

agreed amendments In the Judgment and motion to open, defendant

was permitted to file an amended affidavit supporting its motion

to open. This motion alleged several "meritorious defenses'* to

the note, among others, fraudulent inducement to enter the

contract. Defendant's subsequent second amended motion to open,

with supporting affidavits, summarized the history of the case

and particularized the "meritorious defense" of fraudulent

representations of Landsman, plaintiff's president, concerning

the state of the Inventory.

The original affidavit filed on defendant's behalf

raised a number of "defenses*, Including fraud; the amended

motion and affidavits merely set forth in detail the facts con-

stltutlng the alleged fraud. It is evident to us that this

amendment was not Intended totally to supersede the earlier

motions and affidavits, but was merely meant to elaborate on

a general allegation made earlier. Rothenberg v. Seifrled, 322

111. App. 701. We shall therefore treat the original and

amended motions and accompanying affidavits as one motion.

Defendant lists five alleged "meritorious defenses"

to the note. The first Is that plaintiff refused to supply the

necessary Invoices so that an inventory evaluation could be

made to ascertain the contract. He alleges that this was a con-

dition precedent to full payment and plaintiff's failure to per-

form violated the terms of the contract. We agree that the
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inventory will have to be completed prior to full payment. This

was the contemplation of the parties manifested by the written

memorandum on the sixth and last note: "Subject to the final

accounting of Inventory. " However, this does not make delivery

of the invoices a condition precedent to payment of the fifth

note. The parties stipulated in the contract that the installment

notes be paid on a certain date. The only divergence from this

agreement was the notation on the sixth note, making it, and it

only, conditionally delivered.

In United Manufacturing Co. v. Mitchell Novelty Co.,

342 111. App. 201, the court opened a Judgment by confession

because the petition presented a defense of accord and satis-

faction to the notes. There is no such allegation here. In

Albany v. Phillips, 318 111. App. 642, none of the consideration

for the note had passed prior to Judgment by confession, and the

court held the defendant was not obligated to pay until the con-

sideration had passed, thus construing the consideration as an

implied condition. There is no such condition here. In Great

Northern Store Fixtures Mfg. Co. v. Lamm, 324 111. App. 587 f

the note Involved was security for the contract which expressly

stipulated the note was not to be "confessed upon except upon

full ... performance of the terms of the contract." The court

held that the note was delivered conditionally and since the

condition, complete performance of the contract, had not been

performed, the Judgment would be opened. There is no such stipu-

lation in the Instant contract. None of the defenses in these

cases are applicable to this case.
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The second defense Is that plaintiff fraudulently

represented the goods transferred by the contract, resulting

In damage to plaintiff. However, the only allegation of damages

in the affidavits accompanying the petition is the affiants'

opinion that the reasonable value of the goods transferred does

not exceed $70,000 and therefore defendants were damaged in

the sura of $50,000. There is no statement supporting this claim

other than the verified "opinion" of the affiants, officers of

defendant corporation. This does not meet the specifications of

the Supreme Court rules or Municipal Court Rule 2, sees. 23 and

15, which require affidavits supporting petitions to open Judg-

ments by confession to be of such particularity as to warrant

the entry of a summary Judgment. Chapin v. Raven, 23 111.

App. 2d 512. The instant affidavits lack a specific allegation

of damages to support the defense of fraud.

Plaintiff's third alleged defense is that he violated

clause 5(b) of the contract which contains an explicit condition

to furnish defendant with a certified list of liabilities prior

to payment and that "no additional payments are to be made"

under the agreement until "said liabilities shall be less than

the unpaid balance due hereunder. M But by express terms of the

clause the only condition to payment is that the liabilities be

less than the unpaid balance. The certified list would have

assured defendant of this conclusion, but is not a condition for

payment until defendant is informed by creditors of the amount

of the liability. Defendant has not alleged that the liabilities

exceed the unpaid balance. Consequently, the defense fails.
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The fourth and fifth defenses allege breaches of a

restrictive covenant within the contract and breach of an employ-

ment agreement alleged to be part of the consideration of the

sales contract. The restrictive covenant requires plaintiff and

Landsman, officer and principal stockholder of plaintiff, to

refrain from conducting business similar to plaintiff's for three

years within a radius of two hundred miles of Chicago, Illinois.

The employment agreement requires Landsman to devote all his

time and energy to the service of plaintiff as a salesman.

But neither of these breaches is a failure of con-

sideration for the sales contract since the promise of Landsman

to perform or refrain from performing an act in the future IB

the consideration. The consideration does not fail from the non-

performance of the act. Vella v. Pour, 329 111. App. 355;

Smysor v. Glasscock, 256 111. App. 29; Gage v. Lewis, 68 111. 604,

The breaches of both promises could form a valid counter-

claim. Although under the Supreme Court Rules, this is insuffic-

ient to open a Judgment by confession, 111. Rev. Stat., ch. 110,

sec. 101.23 (1959), the Municipal Court Rules applicable to this

case differ somewhat. Under Rule 2, sec. 23(3), if the affidavit

conforms in specificity with section 15 and does not disclose

a defense, but discloses a counterclaim against the plaintiff,

the court may permit the filing of the counterclaim and stay

all proceedings on the Judgment by confession until the counter-

claim is disposed of. The language of the rule makes the stay

permissive and therefore discretionary with the trial court.
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In its decision here the trial court apparently was not disposed

to accept the breaches of both agreements as counterclaims to

stay the Judgment. We see no reason to disturb his decision.

For the reasons given the order is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

MURPHY, P. J. CONCURS.

BURMAN, J. NOT PARTICIPATING.

ABSTRACT ONLY.
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This i» an appeal fey the plaintiff-appellant, Lllbern

W. Ledbetter, from an order of the Circuit Court of Lee County

denying hia petition for modification of a decree for divorce

so as to award him the sole custody of his minor child, Robert,

age 7 years. The plaintiff-appellant aftd defendant-appellee,

Mary B. Ledbetter, had been divorced July 3, 1956, in that

Court, the husband obtaining t&e divorce on the grounds of

extreme and repeated cruelty, with the decree awarding the

custody of their son, : obert tf. Ledbetter, then age 5 years,

to the defendant, and the plaintiff was therein ordered to

pay S30.00 per month to the defendant for the support of the

or child. On July 21, 195£ the plaintiff father filed a veri-

fied petition seeking sole custody of the child, alleging, in

substance, so far as material, that both parties had been re-

married, the defendant mother was an unfit person to have the
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care and custody of the gslnor child, for several reasons alleged-

ly occurring since the decree of divorce, he and his present

wife desired to have the child, and they have a proper and suit-

able home for rearing the child. On the same day, July 21,

195^, the defendant mother, Fsary B. Ledbetter, filed a verified

petition for a rule on the plaintiff to show cause why he should

not be held in contempt of court for failure tc pay the sura of

$540,00 alleged past due support saoney for the minor child, and

for a judgment for the unpaid child support money, and for a

writ of habeas corpus, because he has detained and unlawfully

restrained the child of his liberty, without authority of Court.

There were no answers to either petition, tfei two petitions

were consolidated for trial and after a hearing, at which evi-

dence was taken, an order was entered July 23, 195$ in effect

modifying the previous decree for divorce, so as to £rant the

custody of the child to a Mr. §*4 rs. John Serley, of West

Frankfort, Illinois, | ive certain qualified visitation rights

t© both the plaintiff and defendant, and direct the plaintiff

to pay 125.00 per month child support to Mr. and «rs. Kerley.

Ihe plaintiff father appeals therefrom. There is no cross appeal

by the defendant aother.

The order of July 2$, 19 5^ of modification of the decree

is as follows:

* h H - -

•jow this scatter havine come on to be heard upon

the petitions of the plaintiff and the defendant,

and the Court bavin? heard the testimony and be-

inp fully advised in the premises, finds

I

1. The Court has jurisdiction of the subject

natter arid of the parties.

- 2 -





"2. That it Is for the best Interest of Robert w".

Ledbetter, minor child of the parties that he con-
tinue residing in the horae of Mr. and Mrs* John
Kerley with whom he has been residing since Novem-
ber, 1957

.

IfHBKEFOKS it is ordered, adjudged and decreed:

1. That Robert W. Ledbetter, minor child of the
parties, be and he is hereby placed in the custody
of Mr, and ?irs. John Kerley of West Frankfort,
Illinois.

2. That both parties shall have the right to vis-
it said child at such times, places and for such
periods of time as shall be agreeable to the said
Mr. and Mrs. John Kerley.

3. The plaintiff is directed to pay the sust of
Twenty-five Dollars (125.00) per month to the said
r. and -Trs. John Kerley for the support of the
said Eobert W. Ledbetter; first payment to be niad©
August 1, 1958, of $12.50 and semi-monthly there-
after.

4. That the temporary injunction heretofore enter-
ed be and the same is hereby dissolved.

5. The Court retains jurisdiction of the subject
atter arid of the parties.*

From the date of the divorce decree of July 3, 1956

until Thanksgiving Day of 1957# the Rdnor child of the parties

lived with the defendant mother. On or about Thanksgiving Day,

1957» the defendant took the child to West Frankfort, Illinois

for him to live with her sister, Mrs. John Kerley, and the

sister *s husband, Kr. Kerley. That was done without the knowledge

of the plaintiff and when he learned thereof he objected and re-

quested the defendant give hiss the child and he»d send him to

school. On July 15, 1953, the child was returned to Dixon by

the defendant to visit the plaintiff. Later the plaintiff re-

fused to return the child to the defendant and the forego!

petitions were filed shortly afterwards. There was some evi-

- 3 -
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dence reflecting on the fitness of the defendant mother to have

custody of the child, which aeed not at present, under the cir-

cumstances, be set forth in detail. She evidently resided in

or near Dixon during the aaaterial times. The plaintiff resided

in Dixon at the material tines, was remarried shortly after the

divorce, had one child by the second wife, was expecting another,

lived in a rented house, and was gainfully employed. Kr. and

:

r

rs. John Kerley were not parties to this cause, nor witnesses,

nor were they physically present at the hearing. The witnesses

for the defendant were herself, Cordon L. Smith, her employer,

Maxine Troy, a friend who sometimes took care of the child here

concerned, and the plaintiff as an adverse witness. The wit-

nesses for the plaintiff were himself, KMT A. Ledbetter, his

second wife, Floyd Green, the defendant's second husband, Louise

Welty, the defendants former superior at Dixon State School,

where she formerly worked, John Boward, the plaintiff's em-

ployer, the defendant as an adverse witness, and Jaraes Owens,

Captain of the Sterling Police Department.

In a separate statement of "Reasons for Order", filed by

the trial court contemporaneously with the entry of the order of

July 2£, 195$ froa which this appeal Is taken, there are, among

others, the following comments J

» * * * There is more than meets the eye in this
case, which is so often the fact with warrlnf
parents over the custody of a child. * * * * »

"The Court personally talked with the child, l obert
Ledbftter with the consent of both counsel and as a
result of the conversation ascertained that the child
had been well treated mid carefully looked after by
his aunt and her husband during all of the tine that
he was with them at

yWest Frankfort, Illinois. He

attended school and told the Court that his aunt and
uncle were kind to his <*nd that he was tsore than
reasonably satisfied with his hone except that up

«» A. •»
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hers in Dixon where he had been with his father for

a short time, he found siore children to play with

and he liked that. He further told the Court he

would have so objection to eoing back with his aunt.

The Court also talked with Wayne Ledbetter and ex-

plained to him that in view of all of the circura-

stances the Court was of the opinion that it thought

<he child would be better off with his aunt. Dur-

ing that conversation Wayne Ledbetter told the Court

that his wa^es had been increased, as the wourt re-

calls it, $15.00 a month and during the conversation

the Court told M% Ledbetter that it, the Court, was

of the opinion that it would sena the child back with

the aunt, for it believed he would be better off there

than here in view of the fact that he had one enild

a little over a year old and his wife was BOing to

have another child within a short titae, and tc add a

third child for his wife to look after would not add

Much to her peace of nind. The Court told .r. Led-

better it was going to direct hira to W *he aunt

t25.00 a month "and that owiru to the fact his wafes

had been raised 115.00 a month, it wa« only f.°}nr *•<>

cost hiu C10.00 a nionth <aor« and the child would have

a food home. Ihe Court further explained to the fath-

er, tiovini the custody into the aunt was not necessar-

Uv forever, but that if and when conditions raifht

chanre it would talk about it again, :ir. Ledbetter

agreed to this and said as near as the Court, can re-

sSraber, '1 £uess that will be all rifht.»

The Court talked with Mr, and Mrs. John Kerley and

from its conversation with them was thoroufhly sat-

isfied that the child would -<od care and would

have proper supervision with his aunt. * * * * "

•• * * * The vnoBt redeeming feature about the child's

mother is, that she appeared to be conscious that her

sol about five years old was not fottir.r proper care an

her possession and that is the reason she took hira tt

her sister. The Court was of the opinion, she was very

unstable and should not have the custody.
r

i here was

considerable talk about her use of intoxicatlnf liquor

and her association with various men. ****** *

•After talking to the child, hearing the mother and

father testify, talking to the father and talking

to the mother and Mr*• John Kerley, the Court has

not the sli£hts©t doubt but that the best interest

of the child is served by placing; the custody in

Mm. John Kerley, the niother** sister, until the fur-

ther order of this court."

There is practically no competent evidence in the rec-

ord as to Mr. and to** John Kerley except that Mrs. Kerley is

- 5
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the defendant's sister, they live at west Frankfort, they have

no children of their own, the child here concerned had been liv-

ing with them and going to school, during the time above indica-

ted, they took him to the dentist, paid his doctor bills, and

gave him polio shots , There is nothing in the record to indicate

any consent by counsel for the plaintiff and defendant to the

Court's personally talking with the child here concerned, \Tor

is there anything in the record as to what the child or Court

said in that talk, There is nothing in the record to indicate

any talk by the Court with the plaintiff, or any consent by

counsel for the parties to the Court's personally talkinf fith

the plaintiff, or what the plaintiff or Court said in that talk,

or that the plaintiff agreed to the awarding: of custody to Xr.

and r:rs. Kerley. There is nothing in the record to indicate any

talk by the Court with Mr. and Kr*. Kerley, or any consent by

counsel for the parties to the Court's talkinf with Mr. and rs,

Kerley, or what they or the Court said la that talk. There is

.othing to indicate any talk by the Court with the defendant

aether, or any consent by counsel for the parties to the Court's

talking with the defendant, or what the defendant or Court said

in that talk.

The plaintiff in his post trial suction, which was de-

led, la addition to other points, asserted that the order is

erroneous because it is based in whole or in part upon matters

not presented in open court. We agree.

The Divorce Act, Zh. 10. IlL. .
.... . jgAflUi 1959, par,

^2, provides, U part, so far as now isaterial, that?

- 6 -
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•When a divorce shall be decreed, the court may
make auch order touchinc the aliaony and nala-
tenance of the wife or husband, the care, custody

and support of the children, or any of them, as,

frora the circumstances of the parties and the
nature of the case, shall be fit, reasonable and

just. *********************
Irrespective of whether the court has or has not

in its decree made an order for the payment of

alimony or support, it nay at any time after
the entry of a* decree for divorce, upon obtain-

ing Jurisdiction of the person of the defendant

by service of summons or proper notice, stake

such order for alimony and saaintenance of the

spouse and the care and support of the children

as, from the evidence and .nature of the case,

shall be fit, reasonable and Just, ******
* * * # The court ?my, on application, from
time to time, make such alterations in the allow-

ance of aliraony and maintenance, and the care,

custody and support of the children, as shall
appear' reasonable and proper."

The Civil Practice Act, gH- XlQ t
ILL. KbV. STATS.. 1959.

car. 50 . provides, in part, so far as now material, that:

"(1) The court shall determine the rights of

the parties and to any party any affirma-
tive relief to which he may toe entitled on the

pleadings and proofs. *************
Alterations in the custody of a child in a divorce case

raay be made, frora aim to ti?ae, if new, material facts, circum-

stances, and conditions affecting the welfare of the child have

arisen since the decree or last prior order which make it nec-

essary for the welfare of the child that the custody be changed,

the welfare of the child boinf preeminently the thing to be con-

sidered, together with all other relevant facts and circumstances

including the relative positions of those contending for custody,

their rights, if any, to custody, their fitness to have custody,

their circumstances as to ability to provide the necessities

and administer to the requirements of the charge, whether they

have forfeited any rights, if a; y, to custody they may have,
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whether the welfare of the child demands that en* otherwie*

having a right to custody should be deprived of it, any legal

presumptions there my be as to fitness and ri£ht to custody,

and th* burdens of proof as to fitness or forfeiture of rifht:

7R.Ar.L v. IS. -AH. (1955) 111. App. (2) 234; COK:mCK y f

^ .SHALL (1904) 211 111. 519; SULLIVAN v. fcPTL* e>: relt (1906)

224 111. 466; piW ^ v - ^
,

:AFF0i.J (1921) I 11. 43^5 S!3£

*F rel. v. H0XI8 (1912) 175 Hi. App. 563? KS' v. ^^.. (1942)

315 111. App. 2&»; - ... .
: v. ^^fcYK (1943) 320 III. App.

562; m v. jg flg et *1» (195C) 342 111. App. 33;

v. bush '1950) 342 111. App. 36; HOP: v. K0- r (1955) 5 111. App.

(2) 346; 'jDKLFGr:D v. ; jjj 3T *t al. (1906) 141 111. App. 321.

* ouch my only bo done "on application*, *•*!&« t

some k fef pleadi.-- |PMH the raatter to the Co-art, and

only such alterations "as shall appear reasonable and proper*

nay be made, neanint as shall so appear, la the norrml course

of Judicial proceedings, fron the evidence. The order •* such

application for an alteration ir. custody, by analogy to the prior

parts of the above paragraph of the Divorce Act, trust be such

as frora th© circumstances of the parties, the nature of the

case, and the evidence shall be fit, reasonable, and Just;

CH. 10. ILL. PU P.-i^.
f
10 5V. rar. 19. And that order, as

any Judgment or decree, should determine the rights of the

parti** and flPalft to any party any affirmative r*lief to which

he nay be entitled oi the pJLeadinss aid proofs; ffjS t U0| IfrEt

3V. 3TAZB -r 1^Q - mr * *>»

la matters of this nature the trial court is clothed

with a wide discretion, but that discretion is a sound Judic-

ial discretion and raay be reviewed; as to questions of fact,

- i *
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we will not substitute our findings of fact for those of the

trial court based upou the statements of witnesses whom the

trial court saw and heard testify, the trial court being aided

by its normal opportunity to view the witnesses as they testi-

fied, unless the order is clearly against the manifest weight

of the evidence: FOUKTAIl-iE v. POliiliAPiE (1956) 9 111. App.

(2) 4S2 ; KKKV v. W2 (1942) 315 111. App. 2^4; SCOTT v.

ASHCLAFT et al. (1950) 342 111, App. 33. But that necessarily

assumes that the order and the trial court's exercise of its

sound judicial discretion are based on evidence. Our review is

necessarily limited to the record and if natters extraneous the

record could properly be considered by the trial court there

could be no effective appellate review of the exercise of the

trial court's discretion,

In a proceeding for the alteration of the custody of a

child in a divorce case it is error for the Court to determine

the matter not only by the evidence heard in open court but by

an independent investigation made or caused to be made by the

Court of the mother's second husband, even if by agreement of

counsel for the parties; we can determine the issues only by

the evidence produced in open court ; no agreement of counsel for

the parties can bind the minor child, whose interest is the

main question to be considered; the judicial discretion of the

trial court is subject to review on the evidence heard in open

court: SCOTT v. CQHM (1907) 134 111. App. 195, affirmed (1907)

231 111, 556. In a similar proceeding, it is error for the

trial court to consider and base its finding and order in part

on a "confidential report from the Social Service Department":

- 9 -
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DKS CHATSLgTS V3> PES CHATELKIB (1937) 292 111. App. 357.

In a divorce ease it is error for the trial court to inter-

rogate a ainor child of the parties in chambers, out of the

presence of the parties ftjut their counsel, and not u:\der oath

as a witness, and to permit the filing in the record of AS

affidavit of the chain purporting to state the proceedings in

chambers; the affidavit is i-operly a part of the tr:

prece-' I and will be riven no * ration, by the Appell-

ate Court; except for raatters of judicial notice the deliber-

ations of the trial court are United he record, taade be-

fore it; that such inter ,J have been done by agree-

ment of counsel does not. overcome Its f. .
-A- Section-

able features; what occurred in charters, and what effect, if

such say have hat". fehe court's d»t«i i ion cannot be

ascertained: al;„-_ v. au- ::..' (19J0) 340 111. App. *&« la

a proceedia? for the alteration of the custody of a child

a divorce case it is error tt evidence the report of

a pro* I officer, as the adverse party had no way of ques-

tl the probation officer; CALLAK v. 0U,. 1955) 5 111.

App. (2) '3C. In a similar case, it feU feWM held to be z-ever-

sible error for the trial court to refer the natter to the

Cook County Bureau of Public Welfare for investigation of the

respective hoa*es of the M and to consider the confiden-

tial report of that fcureau la ants-ring its order; the practice

is clearly tn violation of the declared policy of the law of

Illinois; the report was not available to counsel for either

party; the sources of Information therein were not identifiable;

the
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anonymous author of the report was net sworn as a witness nor

available for cross examination; the use of outside i ivesti.

tions and confidential reports in such cases contravenes the

American ideal of due process of law; and the cause was reversed

solely for that reaoc : V&LL. i^S (1955) & ill.

App. (2) 1»

Accordingly, though u^ioubtedly well intentioned, the

•art's personally talking with the child here concerned,

with the plaintiff, with fcr. « . John Kerley, and with

the defc t
- matters extraneous the record, not presented

in open court, o appearing in the noraal course of judicial

proceedings from the evidence, a..a not; in the proofs, - upon

which in part, perhaps ir. subst 1 part, the order is based,

was erroneous, whether there was or was not consent to one or

more features thereof by counsel for the plaintiff and defend-

ant (and there is nothing in the record to iadlcate any such

consent), - no sueh consent, even if there was any, could bind

rhe minor child here concerned, - and the order is error.

he only matter before us being the plaintiff's appeal

from the order of July M, 1953, which order, notwithstanding

its recitals, is actually only on and actually only disposes

of the plaintiff's petition, and there being no cross appeal

therefroa by the defendant mother, the order of July 2#, 195#

is, therefore, reversed and the cause remanded, with instruc-

tions to vacate the sane and to enter such order on the plain-

tiff's petition as 3hall appear on rehearing frore the proofs,

and law to bo reasonable and proper.

Jj/{y I
REVOKED and UEMANDED,

/ / with instructions,
solfisburg, p.j. and wright, j. concur.
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AbstrMt

c?a t No, Ug2y

IK THB

APPKLLAVE COURT OF ILLINOIS

3EC6WD DISTRICT - S.

FEBRUARY T« , A.D, i960.

160

2nd DIVISIOf

PfiOftIA CUT LIKS3, IKC.. a corpora-
tion, and JOHN 0.

Pl&i a t i ffs-Appellaata •

•v»*

WILLIA . LGtfJS and BO^i) LO&i CO.,
a ccrpcrat ic; .,

DeJ ts-Appellees. *<

Appeal fror-i the

Circuit Court of

Peoria County,

Illinois,

25I.A^512
J, J*

This action was brought in the Oireuit Court of Peoria

County by the plaintiffs, Peoria City Lines, Inc., to recover

for the property dame* sustained tc its bus, and John 0,

Gorcian, its bus driver, to recover dashes for personal in-

juries. The action arose by reason of a collision between a

bus owned by Peoria City Lines, Inc. ai-d operated by John 0.

Gornan, and a motor vehicle owned by the defendant Bond Loan

Co. and operated by the defer | t'illia ... Lowe. The defend-

ant I c i Loan Co. filed a counterclaim aJalM* Peoria City

Lines, Inc. for property damage sustained to Its automobile.

Potior £ of the defendants for directed verdict at the close of

the plaitiffs* evidence and at the close of all the evidence

were denied. A motion of the plaintiff-.cou:a.erdefendant Peoria

City Lines, Inc. for directed verdict he counterclaim at

the close of all the e ;e was denied. The jury returned a

verdict flat!*! the defendants not fuilty as to the conplai
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finding the eeunterdefendant not ruilty as to tiie counter-

claim. Fi.-al judgment! were entered on the verdict. The plai -

tiffs' notion for new trial was denisd. The plaintiffs appeal*

There is no cross appeal by the counterclaisant. it questions

are raised on the pleadings.

The plai-.. tiffs' theory If that the Court erred in g£*J

the defendants' instruction Hi* 15, ll not .-ranting, the plain-

tiffs' motion for a new trial on the i of newly discovered

evidence which they urre would have totally discredited the tes-

| twimi of Thooas Edwards, a Material witness for the defendants,

and in adnittinf over the pin Pffc* objection certain testimony

of the plaintiffs' witness Stem field at the time of her cross ex-

amination. There is nothinr in the plaintiffs' points and author-

ities on the last claimed error, the raatter is noi. argued in their

brief, aati it is therefore considered as waived and we have not

considered it.

The collision occurred October 9, 19 56, between 9S0O a»a*

and 10:C€ a.r,., at the intersection of State ifth Streets in

a residential section of Peoria. The plaintiff John 0. BMWH was

driving a thirty-two passenger bus owned by the plaintiff Peoria

City Lines, Inc. in an easterly direction along- Fifth Street, &
east-west street. The defendant William R# Lew® was driving an

automobile owned by the defendant feptg Loan Co., a corporation,

in a northerly direction along; State Street, a north-south street.

It was a clear day and t,he parenevt was dry. There were no traffic

cortrol signals of any kind at the intersection . State Street

South of Fifth is a short block about 130 feet Ion;, State House

Square interrupt!? ig State Street the short block south of Fifth

— 2 —
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Street, Fifth Street is about 35 to 40 feet wide, Stat® Street

is also about 35 to 40 feet wide, aid both are paved with brick.

Just prior to ttfttf at the time of the collision there were cars

parked aloiu the south curb of fifth Street, west of the inter-

sec - tha closest of which was parked sone 20 feet from the

taatereeetic::* There were also cars parked on the west side of

ate Street south of Fifth Street, - the closest of which was

sore 1C feet south of the south curb line of Fifth Street. The

bus measured 26* # in leagthj 7 f 11s l» width, had an empty weight

of 14,000 lbs., and a loaded weight of approximately 19*000 lbs.

The car being driver: by Low© aas a 1955 ttttittl 2 Door Ford. The

collision occurred is the southeast quadrant ©f the intersection.

At the time of impact the front of the bus was within a foot or

two of the east curb line of State Street. After the collision

the bus continued easterly §tim :
;'ifth Street about ?5 feet, went

up over the uorth curb of '

. Street, and struck a tree about 9

feet- north if .ha north curb line. The plaintiff Gorssan was .jarred

from his seat by the collision with the d&fendanta* car. There

were north-south skid saarfca la the iatarsactien from a point near

the south curb line of Fifth Street and extending into the inter-

sect ion 10 cr 12 feet.

The fort facts were essentially undisputed. The evi-

dence is ia conflict, however, as to the raanner of the occurrence.

T-te testimony as to speed, distances, point of impact, etc., was

conflict in, . flfca plaintiff Goraan testified that he was .lust a

few feet west of State Street whe.^ he first saw the defendant; at

that 11: ss tho ear was about >0* south of the intersection: vhe bus

continued on into the intersection; the speed of the bus as he en-

*" 3 "*"*
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tared the intersection was somethinr less than 20 rs.p.h,; he

estimated Lowe's speed at this point as approximately 35 m.p.h.;

the car struck the bus or, or behind the ri.^ht front wheel ; Ml

part if the car struck forward cf the right front wheel; he ob-

served Ml traffic approueiii.it. the intersection froia any direc-

tion •- ,
; til the I of the bus was about to enter the intersec-

tion; he had his foot on the power brake pedal &uri*g the last 20

or 30 feet before en tori-.- the intersection arid he had his foot on

the brake psdal whe- he saw the defendant's oar 50* south flm State

Street travelling north; he- I . ..od the bus slightly to the left;

there is no evidence that immediately prior to entering the inter-

section or immediately prior to the collision he pressed down on

the bran© pedal; the bus was loaded with all seats occupied, and

one or two people were standi*.
\

.

The defendant Millie- '-, Lowe testified that as he approach-

ed the intersection he took his foot- off the fas pedal about 40

to ft feet from the intersection he was travelli I | 20 ;n.p.h., a

looked to his rifht, or east, for traffic «a Fifth Street and saw

that fifth Street to the east was clear; he cc -;cd travelli

about 20 m.p.h. and looked Ml his left, bein, about 20* froa

Fifth Street; he first observed the white top of the bus over the

parked cars travellin. t» easterly direction alon-;: Fifth Street

at an estisaated speed of 40 u.p.h. about 40* from the intersection.

Ou first observir-; the bus, he applied the brakes; his speed then

was less thai- 20 ;..p*h.; his wheels locked and his car skidded into

the intersection, the left front of the car and the right frc

corner of the bus colliding; and his car spun around after the

collision so that it cane to rest headed ia a southeasterly direc-

tion toward tha corner of the southeast curb.

- | -





Ofei this oonflic .*.
. testimony corroborating:; evidence was

offered by both the plaintiffs and the defendants. To corroborate

the point of iwpact and the speed of the defendanns* car, the

plaintiffs introduced the testimony of three witnesses* To corrob-

orate the defendants 1 version as to the speed of the bus, the de-

fendants offered the testimony of two witnesses, incl Thenas

Edwards as the last witness* Idwar&s testified that he was in his

car, stopped at Fisher Street, th& next intersecting street west

of State Street, as the bus went by c 3 >-h Street, and he turn-

ed into Fifth Street and followed the bus to the point of colli-

sion, and ta his ©pinion the bus was going 35 to 40 rs.p.h. fhe

plaintiff Peoria City Lines, Inc. sustained damages to '. tg

In the amount of $1,023.10. The plaintiff Senas suffered severe

personal injuries.

In fili.i<;: their Motion for new trial the plaintiffs includ-

ed certain affidavits and other documents to the effect that after

the jury had returned its verdict the plaintiffs la&med that the

defendants* witness- ta ;?&rda b&d been convicted of a felony,

had served a sentence, had once been on parole, had violated par-

ole, and parole had been revoked, and that at the time of the acci-

dent that witness was indebted to the defendant Bond Loa- Co., and

that in January, 1957, nhree no the aftor the collision, the Bond

Loan vo, forgave the debt then owinn to it. The defe I filed a

potior, in resistance to the motion for new trial, supported by a

affidavit of an official ©.. I Loan Co., to the effect that the

Thojsias Edwards debt h&d no-, been forgive
, I i was still ',ed to

Bond Loan Co., and the defend*. Go. had MMftl no promise

or agreement to for^nive any part of the obligation owed it by

Thomas Edwards.
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The plaintiffs corsplain ox the defendants* riven instruc-

tion ?io« 15* That instruction was as follows!

"The Sourl instructs the fttf that if you find fror. the
evidence, I , that the motor bus drive?': by John #

Corraan and the car driven by Gillian K. Lowe, which were
involves he collisio -his case, were approaching

ersecMcn of State and Fifth Streets At appropriate-
ly the c ime, and if you fur ner that the car be-
ing drive: by #ili' - • Lowe was being driven at a reason-
able rate of speed m circn . ces, and t<<

car driven by will , Lowe was in the intersection or
so close to the

'
intersection that the bus being driv-.

John if u.: could not enter safe!" cross said in-*
tersectio.. .sithout coll: the oar be: ; /iven by
i/illlasi E. Lowe, then the law is that the car driven by
Ulliaa R. Lowe bad the rirht-of-way at the intersection
of State and Fifth Streets.

»

The statute applicable was Jec* 61 of the Ifrtlltani Act :-;©:-

ul*tia fc Traffic or. Hirhways, -M. ?$: ILL. u i;v. svaTO.. 1955, Par.

165, arid, as ad in 1953, it read as follows, so far as raatsr-

ial:

"(a) I'he driver of a vehicle approach m intersecv . .

shall yield the ri^ht-of-way to a vehicle which has
entered tht ,.rseetion from & different highway.

"(b) When two vehicles enter .. I ..rsection f2 ,

ferent hifiiways at approxixmtely the same tin;e,
the driver of the vehicle on the 1 hall yield
the ri*'ht-of-way to the vehicle on the rirht."

The defendants assert- their £ ive .ruetic *o. 15 was

proper, but that the plaintiffs* nstructic . 4 State**

substance, the same thin^ as does the de i.oa

I#« 15, mi til a plaintiffs, under the circumstances, should

not be permitted to coinplaia about the instruction tendered by the

defendants when the plai ~ered and had an instruc-

tion on the same esatti o the saa© or like criticit

if any.

Ihe plaintiffs 11
' x-uctio. -o. 4 was as follows:

-
.
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-The Court i,struct the Jury that the £{£ °{/*Jt
HSL to vehicles approach. intersectio.. II
1 ,Ll\Jl -irht. The law that gives the right of

^v to a vehicle approachin.- an latere* Jrjffl

751 Srht of Mother vehicle does act coat capiat e

™ - u~ mi^* •> « or far ! rota the inters o» a*

S2T*u3 ?£. «r frta'th. left mtv upon It. th.

!>, £«• ™-,«i^; within recc -t» o£ »Pae
with oot.t r^,..%<t «at if- ^ g u t BroM ,.«_

ftl^tU tVJfo rUwSS roach the iMNMt^

tedoubt.dly. a <Ut *» t*. 3«ry of »bo ««t* the

circuit..™., had th. rirht of way hars «u •* HWMU1 **•»

for th. jury's oo,3ider«i; . » ** »Ui»*l«. M. W -

fandar.ta Mr. entitled to autait a proper proposed rifht tf way

instruction baaed on th. law than wllortl- under their respec-

tive th«>ri.B of th. MM to th. light of all th. Ait. and **»

etuastanees la evidence.

The only cases cited, however, by either the plaintiffs or

defendants on these instruction are t -g^^lI^^^^J^l

(1956) 11 IU. App. (2) 432 ** . StJft , fk ttJ - "
ifc

m eo. et al. (1959) 22 111. App. (2) 116. We do not believe

either case is 1* point here, neither one of thou Involved an in-

struction the sane as or similar to either of the instruction here

concerned. The MB* ^se ******** occurred at • ***• prior

to the 1953 Wm*m* * the rifht of way statute and the inetruo-

tien particularly involved was based on the statute in its then

different form. - it is helpful wl? generally i M observation

that the instruction tftitt* 4 I the li || of the then statute,

was incomplete because it did M contain qualifications as to

speed and distance. The -J^A -J ; case accident did occur at a

time when the 1953 amendment of the statute was in effect, but

- 7 -





the instruct particularly involved were erroneously baaed on

the statute Is Its earlier fens parley to the 1953 amendment* -

and it is helpful only as to the comment that the provisions of

a prior statute respecting the rifjat of way at the intersection

involved were not applicable ©r saterial ee the trial of that

cause. We have been referred to no ease approving the firing of

either defendants* instruction 15 or plaintiffs' instruction k

under circumstances similar fee those involved here and under the

1953 amendment to the rijAt of way statute.

Beth cf those instructions $xpr®&3 about the same idea,

though inversely and in different U >« Both purport to be

right of way instruct icr.?s» but neither cf them refers in any way

to the basic applicable statute on the subject of rlrht of way as

amended in 1953. The. set forth the statute or summarise

its terms. Tfcii ll M say they, ©r either, would have nec-

essarily been proper had they set forth the statute or summarised

its terns, - they ssay be otherwise objectionable cr incomplete, *

but they are objectionable for that reason* They both are confus-

- and possi . isleading to the jury* The defendants 1 instruc-

tion 15 has some Itmgttftffffl in it at variance with the statute or

laired i- the statute. The plaintiffs 1 instruction 4 g-ivee

the appearance of relating mere to the statute as it existed prior

the 1953 a» than as it is as so MM We do

approve of either instructi^:.

.

ler the clrr I ;ces, the plaintiffs may not complain

about the defendants* instruction or; rlrht of way when the plain*

tiffs nave tendered a similarly erroneous instruction on the same

subject which has also bees civeu; a party has no right to com-

plain of error i instruction when the same or like error ap-
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pear© in an instruct! vex: at his own reqxiest: fLKKLKC ct ,4.t

„
r F.

t lT f
a..d £. fa CO, (1910 275 111. MM IBSBSSBL <* «CL*

v. t?::i;:mc£ so, or ?;. a. {1910} 24a 111. 92.

The other error urned involves the defendants • witness

Edwards • ie pi* • *»« •****•* newly discovered evidence as

hiri. It appears to us that the claimed newly discovered evi-

dev.ee as to the witness Edwards, ever* if it were aU true (and it

is III part dented by the • -5 wan mi .'aterial to the issues

of the case in 4ny event, but rela'. ly to the possible discred-

iting or impeach that witness ftftd the wet -o be attached

his tft)tfirr« The eiairieu newly discovered evidence does net

controvert the substantive testimony of that witness. It does not

appear to be of such a conclusive character that it would probably

Ofrllgn the result if a new trial had been granted. In BffifeS vA

, et al. [%mn 165 111. 347, the Court said? "The rule is

well settled that when the new evidence tends merely to discredit

or iape- other -fitness I Utf* the requirements

ef the law for a new tr.u.J.." motions for new trial on this par-

ticular ground are not locked upon with favor and are to be sub-

jected to close scrutiny. The disposition of asotions of that na-

ture based on that {.rounds is largely discretionary with the trial

court and the exercise of its discretion will not be disturbed

..ess %M a case of ranifest abuse thereof. Seer STOCKS! - v
ft

na . et ai. [\m\ 1 in- < 2 > ^°5? wm . i .m» v *

stay,... ... ) 10 111. App. (2) 475; po*2:.s et al. v.. b 1

(1954) 2 111. App. (2) 479? lAYLOn v. A. T. an; vAl^TA F£ uy f CO,

(1537) 292 111. *pp. 4:"7. Hi have read ,.I^::.J v. V1LLA :

Tnffl^ at al- (1941) 30£ 111* App. 531, I *•* by the plain-

- 9 -
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at do . slieve Uiat the facts are at all siuilai

those of the iuetast ease, and the determination of the

case ua& primarily on entirely different grenade. There was

error fca de . !
the motion for new trial so far as the grounds

of newly discovered evidence is eowcorried.

;er the state of the record and the claimed errors ur-red,

we believe the judrsent should he, W&& it is affirmed.

a f f i a n s d.

77Solfisburg, P. Jo and Wright, J. Concur.
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U ia ait to roreoloaa mi all«g«d mortgH*'© on real

estste U Rtaaato aaAty. A dsoree of for«olo«ur •

, aa«a*a4,

fl " ; •«*< **• tne plaintiffs, riaiAfl th . m of

•fttatMyt fees faa k&< lattff*' attorneys , aa<3 <iiresU<-j t

pvaalaaa fco N sold ta aat£**y the debt, wa*wi pail »i*Mi
M in * ' *a*r, one of tbe deferents, filed a

•** l«im, -;a.ieh *aa deal ad, aad she Is tfca

MM pt*l | an apye-l. %m> plaJntiffs-

?!tr? r-^aer, *, iun^y a«t John L. ;,u fc;er, d/b/s Mindy,

-ur»'Jy, attorn*?*, of ii-ldora, lows.

fka clef© -ApjMUaAt, laaal ~. -eaaar, ar*aa that tha

trl counted a*raf ia fcu« following . - (jj

the court Ma without Jurisdiotiou of the pereoa of a neceaaary





party plaintiff, Edward H. Lundy, and of the subject natter of

the suit} (2) the complaint does not allege a cause of actio*;

(3) the defendant-appellant had a right to trial by Jury and the

court arbitrarily abused its discretion in refusing- to direct

the issues to be tried by a jury? (4) the instrument dated Octob-

er 9, 1951 (hereinafter referred to) was not intended to create

a M**#MPf (5) the free and voluntary assent of the parties is

essential to the validity of a mortgage; (6) the certificate of

acknowledgment thereon was not in proper fona; (?) the court

erred in the admission of evidence; {$) there is no evidence

showing that the attorneys fees allowed the plaintiffs 1 attorneys

in this foreclosure suit were reasonable; (9) the evidence is

insufficient to support the decree; {10) the decree is void, and

(11) the defendant-appellant did not have a fair trial.

The complaint alleges, substantially the follow! if ? that

the plaintiffs Lyaaa k. Lundy and John L. Butler, attorneys, of

Udora, Iowa, are copartners under the name of Lundy, Butler and

Luridy* On October 15, 1951, Masai R. Messer was indebted to the

plaintiffs Is the principal sum of $4600.00, and to evidence and

secure said indebtedness she isade and delivered her proaissory

note payable to Lundy, Butler % Lundy, in that amount, bearing

srest at the rate of % -per annum from maturity, the prin-

cipal to be paid on the 15th day of April, 1952, a copy of the

note being attached to the eoaplaint. She and her husband ex-

ecuted and delivered to the plaintiffs their instrument dated

October 9, 1951 to secure that £4600.00 note and whatever attorneys

- 1 •





fees *** *"« du« for ^St °r fUtUre ******** And *x*erSeS

the pUintiffs-appellees *M* *** or *** !**§*«§ the real

estate concerned, which instrument was acknowledged, and record-

ed, and a copy of the instruct being attached to the complaint.

On May 27, 1955 &h« executed aaother instrument, directing the

plaintiffs-appellees to take title to eom other real estate *»

Viasebagc County, Illinois as additional security for all her **»

debtedness, on the same terms as the previously referred to

mm*mm ^ • d®ed was so ^d* to theSi pur8Uant th*reu>
»
*"*

copies of that further instrument and that deed were attached to

the complaint. She has mAe default under the H600.00 note, a

certain suts is due the plaintiffs thereunder, and the note, mort-

gage arid additional security instruments are the property of the

plaintiffs. Comencing about October 1?, 1951, to about iMftH

30, 1956, the defendant, Basel IU Kesser, orally employed the

plaintiffs, Lundy, Butler h Lundy, attorneys, to represent her H

gaining the control and rental of her Iowa farm, Ift connection with

her marital difficulties, in connection with the refinane

-

an indebtedness on her ilockford, Illinois property, and in con-

nection with the finance of her Waterloo property. Pursuant tc

such employment, the plaintiffs proceeded to represent her Inter-

ests in all of those otters? the plaintiffs prepared and insti-

tuted a suit for her separate win ienar.ee in a Court in Iowa, pro-

cured the appointment of * receiver for the management of proper-

ties jointly held by her and her husband, conducted hearings upo

temporary support; represented her in connection with her certain

financial difficulties with her xcckford, Illinois property, and

represented her in connection with her HwmMmI of her Waterloo

- 3 -
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apartment house. "Hi© fair ar>d reasonable value of those services

was $900*00 on which |^MI had been paid, leaving a |1$0*QO

balance, and the plaintiffs are the owners of the claims • On lovea-

ber 2#, 1951 she was Indebted to the plair.tl.ffs |a60»0G for cer~

tain expense* am* in evidence thereof she sad© another not© to

Edward H, uundy, John L. Butler, an! Ly,-u.\ &.« Luridy in that aaount

on certain terms* a certain %m 1* due ©a that aote, ana it Is

the property of the plaintiffs* Tbm plaintiffs in connection with

all those matters ;iade advancements to the defendaivt-appeilant

totalling $2537*17, which are due the plaintiffs. Coraneneinf about

I'ay 29 » 1953* the defendant~appolla»t employed the plaintiff• to

represent her in connection with her elaia for damages to, a;..-

destruction of, her Waterloo apartment house and for personal in-

juries? the plaintiffs investigatad the claims, negotiated, a

proposed settlement thereof, and upon her failure to approve the

proposed settlement they prepared the case for trial and tried the

case to a Jury is a Court in Iowa, the Jury's verdict being against

her claims | the fair and reasonable value of the plaintiffs* ser-

vices for that was not less than $7,000*00, &n£ the plaintiffs

are still the owners of the claisu The complaint alleged that by

virtue of the terras of the nor p&$ -otes, defaults, and elections

of the plaintiffs there was due the plaintiffs $15,669»97* There

were additional allegations concerning advancements by the plain-

tiffs of certain general real ©state taxes, and in.surmi.ee premiums,

that the defer dant«appellaut lias defaulted in the payment of the

' :00.00 note of October 15, 19$1 and in the payment of all addi-

tional due the plaintiffs under the terms of the alleged

Mortgage of October 9, 1951, MM it the plaintiffs have been

• 4 *»
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compelled to employ counsel to prosecute this foreclosure suit.

The coKplaiut, briefly, prays for an MM»»«nttag of the amounts

due the plaintiffs, a <tO%OWlaati»« aa to the parties personally

liable thereon, the $m&6&>% due be decreed a Ilea, la default of

payment &he premises fee sold to pay the sarae, a certificate ©f

sale etc. iaay issue, a deficiency decree be entered for any de-

ficiency, a receiver be appointed, and for general relief*

The copy of the f46Q0.00 note of October 15, 1951* attach-

ed to the complaint, reads, so far as material, " * ** * On the

15th day of April, 19 52, we promise to pay to Lundy, JJutlor, |

Lundy or order ****», The copy of the instrument of October

ll 19 ?1 sought tc be foreclosed, attached to the complaint, reads,

so far as Esaiari&X, -

"tfhereaa. Hazel I. '-lessor of the County ©f Black
Hawk, State of Iowa* has an actio?* now ponding
in the Courts of the State of lew* and

"gfoereas, She expects to have additional litiga-
tion finally pending arid

"Whereas, Edward H. Lundy, John L* Butler and
Lymn R» Lundy, d/h/a Luudy, Butler and Lundy,
have been h&r attorneys In such litigation and
are expected to continue in the conduct of the
litigation of the said %&«el &« lesser in the
futures ^d
*Whereas, A separate contract has been ssade in.
reference to the paysaeat of t-uch fees;

^taWn Therefore, To secure; &$ payaont of whatever
attorney fee becoae due or payable for past
litigation or for future litigation and for what-
ever expenses as they my incur or saay pay said
Haml ':. : lesser doe© hereby plodro the following
described real property for the payner-t of «ay
tt&d all suras which saay at a^y tiat be due from
her to the said Lundy, Butler and Lundy, to-witj

"hereby reiaa.d a I waiviit? all rights under «ft|
by virtue of the Homestead Bxomption Laws of the
State of lili.-iois and .all right to retain possess-
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ion of said premises after any default in payment
or breach of any of the covenants or agreements
herein contained.

"And It la Expressly Provided and kir&ed, That if
default be made In the payment of the said fees
and expenses or of any part thereof when the saiae
have become due and in the manner above specified
for the payment thereof, or in case of waste or
non-paytaent of taxes or assessments oa said preta-
ises, or of a breach of any of the covenants or
agreements herein contained, then and in such case
the whole of said principal sum and interest secur-
ed thereby in this mortgage aoationed shall there-
upon, at the option of the said mortgagee, their
heirs, executors, administrators, attorneys or
assigns become issaediately due and payable; and
this mortgage isay be ijaasdiately foreclosed to pay
the same by said ssert^agee, their heirs, executors,
administrators, attorneys or assigns. And it shall
be lawful for the said raortf&gee, their heirs, ex-
ecutors, administrators, attorneys or assigns to en-
ter into and upon the premises hereby granted or any
part thereof, and to receive and collect all rents,
issues and profits thereof.

•Upon the Filing of Any Dill to foreclose this
esertgage in any Court having jurisdiction thereof,
such Court may appoint any proper person receiver,
with power to collect the rents, issues and profits
arising out of said premises during the pendency of
such foreclosure suit, and until the tirae to redeem
the same froia my sale that may be ra&de under any
decree foreclosing this jaort^a^e shall expire; a
such rents, issues and profits when collected may be
applied toward the payment of the indebtedness and
costs herein mentioned and described. And upon the
foreclosure and sale of said presilses there shall be
first paid out of the proceeds of such sale all ex-
penses of advertisement, selling and conveying said

F
remises and reasonable attorneys' or solicitors'
ees to be included in the decree and all caoneya ad-

vanced for taxes, assessments and other liens; then there
shall be paid the principal of said indebtedness whether
due and payable by the terras thereof or not, and the in-
terest thereon,

"And Adam Cesser, husband of the said Basel R. ilesser
hereby relinquishes all his right in and to the fore-
jroirig described real property as to the payiaent of any
such sutas and shall not become personally liable for
any sums secured by this siortgare.*
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It appears to have bean acknowledged before Dorothy Palmer, Dep-

uty Clerk of the District. Court of Grundy County, Iowa* The copy

of the instrument of May 27, 1955, attached to the complaint,

directed the plaintiffs-appellees to pay certain items from the

nioneys they were advancing the defendant-appellant, and directed

thera to take title to certain other real estate "as additional

security for all indebtedness owed by me unto you, such security

to be held under the saxae terms and provisions as the mortgage

whiah you >*ow have," A copy of a deed of June 2, 1955 to the plain-

tiffs-appellees for such other real ©state was attached to the coej-

plaiat. A copy of the defendant-appellant's note of November 23,

1951 for $160 .00, payable to Edward H. Lundy, John L. Butler,

I Lyman . Lundy or order was attached to the complaint. All

of the foregoing Instruments are in evidence. A copy of the plain-

tiffs-appellees' statement of account to the defendant-appellant

of August 24, 1956 for $853?«U net advancements was attached to

the complaint. That statement of account is not in evidence but

the plaintiffs' ledger cards indicating the advancements are in

evidence.

The defendant-appellant sioved to dismiss the coraplalnt on

the grounds, among others, that Edward H. Lundy is a necessary

party plaintiff, and that it does not allege a cause of action,

which notion was denied. She filed a demand for jury. Her a —

swer denied all the allegations except the execution and delivery

of the $4600.00 note of October 15, 1951, the instrument of

October 9, 1951, the instrument of May 27, 1955, and the #160.00

note of November 26, 1951, and alleged that all of the instruments

cc cerned were saade without any good and valuable consideration
,

and alleged that she did not authorise the advancements in the
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plaintiffs-appellees * statement of account of August 24, 1956,

A receiver was appointed. She moved that certain issues be tried

by a jury, which was denied and the desaand for jury stricken.

The cause was heard before the Court, without a reference

to a faster in Chancery, The witnesses for the plaintiffs-

appellees were the defendant-appellant under Section 60 of the

Civil Practice Act, John L« Butler, on^ of the plaintiffs, Wirt

Hoxie, a Waterloo attorney associated with the plaintiffs-appellees

in representing- the defendant-appellant in her Batters there, Ed-

ward H. Jones, a Bes Koines attorney and Secretary of the Iowa

State Bar Association, Cral£ ft« Kennedy, a Waterloo attorney and

nereber of the Board of Governors of the Iowa State Bar Associa-

tion, and Donald C. Wilson, presently a member of the plaintiffs 1

fins, The defendant-appellant was the only witness for the de-

fenant-appellant

•

la addition to th© exhibits In evidence heretofore referred

to, these exhibits also were in evidences a settlement stipula-

tion between the defendant-appellant and her husband, a deed from

her husband to her, an Agreement dated August 26*, 1951 signed by

Hasel :

. asser and LUB0T, BUTLER and UKgff, by John L. Butler,

to the effect that they are to represent her in pending and poss-

ible future litigation, and she shall pay the attorneys the fair

and reasonable value of their services, together with their reason-

able expenses, as hereinbefore and hereinafter may be incurred, a

petition in equity by her arainst her husband in an Iowa Court,

a series of 151 tirae slips of the attorneys beginning April 29,

1950, another series of 225 tiae slips In .rch 13, 1952,

another series of 574 tims slips beginning May 29, 1953, certain
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ledger cards of LUNDY, BUTLSR & LUNDY showing the Hazel ;;. Mes-

ser account of receipt© and expenditures, certain ledger sheets

of Wirt Boxie showing the Masel E. Messer account, and a r@-

ceipt of October 15, 1951 of the plaintiffs-appellees acknowledg-

ing receipt of the heretofore referred to #4600,00 note in full

settlement of services and expenses in connection with the de-

fendant-appellant's matters with her husband.

In addition to the admissions in the pleadings, and the

exhibits in evidence, it appears, so far as saaterial, that Edward

H. Lundy was a member of the firsa of Lundy, Butler fe Lundy from

1933 until April, 1953; froci then until April, 1958, Lyraan E.

Lundy and John L. Butler, were the only partners; they purchased

the interest of Sdward H. Lundy, who retired, - there was a

final settlement with his, - they took over all the assets, the

accounts receivable, - and Mr. Butler said he and Lyaan E„ Lundy

own the assets. On April 29, 1950 the defendant-appellant Hasel

. Messer came to their office and first talked with Edward H.

Lundy and John L. Butler. They represented her in a divorce suit

and a quiet title suit instituted by her husband, which the hus-

band later dismissed before trial. They also represented her in

a suit she instituted to quiet title, which was terminated by

stipulation about a year later. Sh© said Kr. Butler told her

the instrument of October 9, 1951, heretofore referred to, was

to secure his wages, - whatever fees he night charge; she said

she did not read it, but signed it, havinf no idea it was a raort-

gage, and did not sifn it before Dorothy Palmer, Deputy Clerk,

but she said it was signed la or about the Court room. Mr. Butler

said the Clerk was present when the instrument was signed, and
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Dorothy Palmer, a Deputy Clerk, took the acknowledgment, and the

defendant-appellant acknowledged it in the chambers adjoin

i

the Court rcon. Sach of the members of Lundy, Butler, fc Lundy

kept dally time slips for each item, and according to those ::r.

Butler devoted about 12,000 Minutes to the defendant-appellant's

scatters from April 29, 1950 to October 15, 1951? the turn slip®

are filed in files under the name of each client? whoever performed

the services dictated the slips; they are kept in the usual and

daily course of business. Edward H* Lundy did not raake a specific

written endorsement or assignment of his interest in the I46OG.GO

note of October 15, 1951 or the instruuent of October 9, 1951 to

Lynan E. Lundy and John L. Butler, d/b/a Lundy, Butler ft Lundy,

either on the note or instrument, or by separate document, Kr, But-

ler said the #4600.00 note, by agreement, covered fees and expenses

from the tisse she originally caiue to them to that date. Shortly

after October 15, 1951 Lundy, Butler k Lundy a£aia represented Basel

If .\esser in a separate maintenance suit by her which is still pend-

ing, as to the control of a fam, as to refinancing of her Eockford

property, and as to a mortgajre on a Waterloo property. Tiae slips

were kept for that work, the charge was *900.00, which y 'r. ; utler

said was less thai; reasonable, and #750.00 was paid m account.

Beginning in May, 1953, Lundy, Butler ft Luudy represented her again

concer-drn damges to her Waterloo property, suit was instituted,

settlement negotiations failed, trial was had for 14 days, Wirt

Hoxie of Waterloo was associated in representing her, and the verdict

was adverse to her. On that the «A*t slips indicate Lundy, Butler

& Lundy had 975 hours in addition to the 14 days trial, and they

charged her ^5000.00, plus 12000.00 for ::r. Hoxie, which Kr. Hoxie

said was less than the fair and usual charge for such in Waterloo.

4
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Mr, Jones and Mr. Kennedy testified to the minimum fee schedule

charges in Waterloo, - &1G0.00 per day la Court, and |15 to $20

per hour otherwise • Some payments on fees, expenses, and advance-

ments were made by her, and applied on various of the accounts,

and from the account ledger cards as to her account, which were

posted from a daily journal, there were #2537*13 net advancementa.

She said she did not author! ase certain expenses, though she was

aware the plaintiffs were att-v to her matters* Mr. Hoxie iden-

tified the ledger sheets of her account in his office, kept under

his supervision in the usual course of business.

The decree, generally, finds the rsattrial allegations of

the complaint to be true, a default under the terras cf the raertfage

instrument of October 9, 1951, and the equity of the cause to be

with the plaintiffs? that the plaintiffs have succeeded to the

interest of Edward K. Lundy in the partnership of Lundy, Butler &

Lundy and are the owners of the #4600.00 note of October 15, 1951

and mortgage of October 9, 1951, by assignment from Edward H.

Lundy, the plaintiffs are obligated for the reasonable fees of

their counsel herein of 11256.79, which is additional indebtedness

due under the mortgage, that the following susis are now due and

owing to the plaintiffs Lymn K. Lundy and John L. Butler, d/b/a

Lundy, Butler & Lundy

J

a. Promissory note dated October 15, 1951
ft al | 3117.57
Interest at H froia April 15, 1952
to December 26, 19 1710.19

b. Attorneys » fees of 1900.00 incurred
by defendant Hasel R. Cesser fro:a
October 17, 1951 to l.ovenber 30,
1957 less credit of 7?0.00 150.00

- 11 -
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c. Promissory •*• dated Nov. 2S, 1951

Principal ^ „,_ * Q7
#S

Interest to Dec. 26, 1953 ^
d . Advanc ©snouts 2799 . 79

e. Attorneys' fees incurred by l&asel «

Meseer from May 29, 1953 to date in

correction with daoage to apartment

house and for personal injuries 7UOO,uu

f # General taxes, ponaltie© QoA inter-

set on Lex a 52, 53 and 6? School

Street, Subdivision Wmm

gm Attorneys* fees (prosocutlo: of this

suit) 14,0. /v

h. Insurance 2P»00 „

Total Amount Due ••••••••••••••••• •••#16,369 #9

and court costs, for which m the Mortgage t* question (the iastru-

tnt of October 9, 1951) is a valid lie . upon the real estate con-

cemed, and for which the defendant-appellant is personally liable,

and the decree orders the sale thereof unless the indebtedness be

paid within a certaia time.

The defendant-appellant first urt'OS that the Court was with-

out jurisdiction of the person of a necessary party plaintiff, Ed-

ward H. Lundy, and of the subject matter of the suit. The rule H

chancer/ pleading and practice is that all persons who are legally

or equitably interested in the subject matter and result of the suit

must be aade parties, - the interest referred to, ho^evsr, Sftftt be

a present, substantial interest ; QCLBSEY et al. v. BM CF&M
-A 1 ct al« (1944) m IU. 414. If the local title to a

iote secured by a mortgage passes to a transferee the transferee

thereby beeoiies the equitable assign©® of th« mortgage, - the

aortgare being a nere incident to the debt, whatever is sufficit
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to transfer the title to the debt will ©Is© transfer feU* interest

of the MTiaataai rouw ' H et al. BQ3KST*T&ft et el, ) HI

111. 46I. It may be a matter of no oansequtfttt whether • note

secured by a aortga^e be specifically endorsed or sot, - If de-

livered to the mortgage© that is en equitable t&l ;, or the

note -oivl VtQiklii enable Hat M&*$$*$t* to (HNMMt&a* taut proses©ate a

suit to .foreclose fc^e securing the §«&• la hie own names

I et el. ?. f(M m et al. (18S3J 10? Hi. 385. *« tranafar-
i n wwii rw ii -m —»~—»»i-d i« ». 1 1 j.»x- hh« n 11— <!! , . .

.
» .

i^w 1'ww i nwio.riii i iimMiapiw

ee of & note secured by a. mortgage, even though the m*$$*#e Hay

aot be f •. iy assigned, has *sa evUiUitaie right It enforce the

aeeuricy tai even to use ta® original mortgagee's must ffr* that

purpose, If necessary* £2ia&;i, v. ^£X~* (190$) 95 2.11 . -H}P» 3.5 •

The v.r..,aafer of a note or obli-^.tioa e*i4<Mt*l»8 a debt secored by

a aort^-;?,-© apWftfcMI as fen usslgnaeat or the afctVtga&t seeurlu^r the

debt aaA it Is aot entirely neeassofy that the mortgage itself be

specifically transferred La writing or • specific v.rittea &sslgn-

atai thereof be «&di: fJ3KL®8 ?. C, .:.. .w. '

ITJU63! SO •»

al
l T (1937) 283 111. &pi), IAS* Yht attigmaeiit of a aote

carries witi it an suitable asaigttsaeat of the las trust at by which

it la secured, * If the title to the aot© passes, than, as an la-

oideat thereto, (MM** passes an e^uit^ble asslgiuaent of the seoar-

Ity lastrojaent i .vili-Dlft v. Zi^ ..•..•- -'
j §£4 (1950) U5 UX*

591. '''here the note or notes or other obligation secured by a

MJTttJjji and the ftMrfegtgt or security iagtwattftt Itself &re la

the possession of the plaintiff and he j/rodot ta taaa la the suit

It foreclose Ufcet Is piriM facie evidence of ov-ierahip tdMJTttf in

the plaintiff: ,<U.3:;k. : v. d;u.>^l. et el. (1940) 307 -HI. Ap»« 470;
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Of. ^l ^IM «t al. | i ^ «t ai, <*•**> 141 HI. 461. Under

tne circumstances, fr*« til* evidence ^nci- the reasonable intend-

ments and inferences thsrefnMa, I does not I ' that ***§• *.

Lundy Is legally or e-uitabl® .interested in the subject Htt«

and result of the suit, - ne has no present, .substantial interest.

The plaintiffs-*^ ,^Ii^ par cussed his interest, had a fin^l settle-

ment ith hia, soois oyer and ovrn all the assets of hundy, Butler

and i*undy, including account receivable, re new the only

partners. It was not necessary that -dwa.rd K, Umdy aafce a specif-

ic written endorsement or fcssiga^ant of his interest U the

*46QG.0G note or tne instrument of October 9, W|l or tns other ob-

ligations secured by the alleged Bd*tg»§§ if he in fact transferred

his iaterest therein to the uiair.'tiffs-appeiiaes, us h© evidently

did, - the. » is no evidence otherwise. ^11 of the various instru-

ments involved were in the possession of the plaintiffs-appellees

and were produced by them in this a it, and Ifeftt itself is priaa

facie evidence of ownership thereof la them, - the cefesdant-

appellaat offered no evidence to the contrary, it do not believe

Edward «. i-undy was a necessary .arty plaintiff- T^YLOH v. C;UM-

,.-AlG« COUgCT *B->T;u£T 00. at &1. U937> 2B$ 111. ^pp. 443. '*'*•

only Illinois case the defendant-appellant cites on this, MY&hr

v. WEIffihT (1864) 33 Hi- 284, is not contrary to cur views or

tae principles of the other oases to which we ftave referred. The

defend nt-appellant iasies no urguissnt and cites no authority to

the effect the Court has no jurisdiction of the subject aaatter

of the suit.

i>ne next ur^es the complaint does not allege a cause of

action, art the argument on that is that the complaint aust allege

- 14 -
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the pleistiffs are hht ••*»*• I I *** of *t &•»! «t *»l

.

uo ^ loft
. .... ib, *>te »» ta» iiiui-

*.at M : **»*«** ***** ' - »*•*•*****« ** ** ^U °a

or tne MM* • * I******* fcsM 1 **«»•?• fM* ^t be

§#t t. ,«U,i ,1 lew, Mleft reMdy U ***** «*

complete, ana it Is i*pro?*r H determine the amount thereof in

this suit In equity to foreclose - • '^ fl to •""** ^ 8

MM. There *• *&P^ MMMlMMl U the complaint, particularly

ifl MM«ilf*l 2, 3, 5, 6, i, 9, 10. 11. IS, 13, 19. 20. 21. 22,

and 23, to UN effot, li ****%•**** **** tne pleintiffs-app.llees

are MM MMM *»<i hol-iere of the debt and mortgage. M*M need be

no .Uewttofl of a specific written MmWMM* or assign^nt by

MM* fc, UuAy of his interest in the note or *JW*t«1 ^rtgage

to the plaint tffa-eppellew. if he M f*et transferred such iater-

.at. 'Xo the substantive U* on ft** we We already alluded, The

complaint pleads the ultimate facta of ft* plaintiffs' ownership

and hotting of the debt and mortage, and that is all it need do In

this resect, it MS not necessary, sad would have ?robubly been

improper pleading, to M on and plead in det.il hftM MiAMtft*** f«*»

as to the niatory of the partnership .rowings, - Ml ettSgMsM*

amply informs* he defendant-appellant of the claims and were a

sufficient basis for the decrees Cf
. MmMMJ&JI fal

*
v

* *Mfe

B.aa et el. (191«) 210 ^1. *•** 271. **» - •*• of 6iUity h*8

Jurisdiction of 1 oauss for one purpose, such as I MMM a

mortgage, it .ill retain such for ,11 related purpo.es, - it will

proceed to ******** »U otters at issue and do collets justice,

- and U .ioing so it *ay establish whet ftftgM »ft*»*«»* be purely

legal rights which might otherwise be beyond its MM»< MB fa

- 15 -
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dTfiii&'l, (1937' 3&? ^u. 21. *e do not perceive that U)m_ v.

GOfflMAK (1924) 231 *UU >^?P* 265, the only case the defend eat-

appellant cites on this, haa any bearing.

'ins defendant «-a r>fj©llaat next urges that aha had & right to

trial by Jury, -ana the Court arbitrarily abused Its discretion

in refusing to direct the issues to be tried by a jury. The pro-

vision of tit® QCSiaTl-gOTIoa Off ,1870. ^'ICiC 11, gjS, 5 . aso far

as material, la t.fi&t **'£he rlgni of trial by jury as heretofore en-

joyed., shall fiwata inviolate; *•
4

" • *
?*. $$*}#§ was no r'.ght of

trial by Jury heretofore enjoyed before uie Ooas-rltufeioa of 1870

in a mortgage foreclosure ease in chancery such a® nls. lathe

absence of ggyar— statutory or constitutional provisions, a jury

is so p«rt of the chancery ssyslMNBj It* guaranty of the rl^ht to a

jury trial does not extend 6$ cusea of equity jurisdiction, such

as a suit to foreclose a mortgage j the provision of the Consti-

tution doss not extend i o oases in equity but is oonf inad to oases

•* iawI i&iffi v *

,

Vt'si:}*, ,

k *$...*£& < 1^37 J 36? Hi. 21. un.ier OK
n * iV

' the Court aa&y in its

discretion direct an issue or Issues to b© tried by a Jury, when-

ever it Is judged necessary in -miy case la. equity * * * • la all

other oases In equity, the mode of trial shall be the %&m as has

been heretofore .practiced in Courts of chancery. * '

w
. There

was no abuse of <3iaeretioa here la the Court's not directizig an

issue or issues to be tried bj? a jury, - it ami Mil required to do

so, ftJMhJfflH it h&tve don© so in its discretion. The mode of

tri&l, ttafta* the elreuias traces, was, therefore, required to be the

ease as heretofore practiced la Courts of cnancery, - v*hioh does

not include a trial by Jury. To the extent there amy have been

- 16 -
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q.uestlona of fact as to Uie «ttploy».»flt of t?.:s plaintiffs I* repre-

sent the defend&nt , the legal services rundered, DM f&ir and

reasonable value thereof, tttfl UN expenses, 3U0h had to be tried

in the MM way any other fact luestions have to he tried, ia a

aortgage foreclosure ease la chancery, « without a jury, - simply

as a part of deteraialag MsfteJtt* the plalu tiffs are ©at! tied to

any relief, ft** if so, what, **nd to what extent. The defendant-

appells at cites no oases on this.

M aefeodaat-appeilaot's next point in that the instrument

of October 9, 1951 w&& not intended to ceate a mortgage, ^^ argu-

MN** being that it attempts to pledge oertaih real eswta as secur-

ity; it does not use the tajtfjnatfs sell
t

so,nv ay ?
and uffrtgago ; if

it was an eqaleaeli mortgage it cannot be aade to aeeure future

debts; and MM Intention to oreate an • -piitable aMgtfflftge must be

olearly established. The statute in effect at that time, OH. )Q t

XL f.. ..^v. ..: fti... ,1.9.51, ajgij 10 and >7a provided (par. 10 J for

asort.$u«eft of land as to form and effect, that saortgages MB? be In

MM form, substantially, set forth in the statute, and (par. 3?a)

the tlae shea the mortgage lien attaches, pure<
:

\ra;*h 3?a reusing, so

far Ml iassteriaU

"37a. $&fl SStfAMUt SM A$fa£8£8.) i>ee. 39. *very
mortgage or trust deed ia the nature of a mortgage shall,
as to lends not registered under the provisions of an sot

•lit it led *M A»« eoneerniiig l*a& 'i'itlee," approved and in

force Mear 1, 1897, Ml subsequently aaie&ded, from the tlae
it is filed of record, « >

-

' •

be a lien upon the real est-.te thereby conveyed situated
in the county ia weigh such Instrument is recorded • •
for all laonies advanced or applied or whicia may at amy
tiae thereafter he advanced or allied thereuader on ac-
count of the principal indebtedness *&lefe such MNFtfege
or trust deed shall purport to secure and including auch

otheSP monies which M&J at *ny tlae be advanced or Applied
as are authorized by the provisions of such saort or
trust deed or as ar-, authorized by law; provided, tfeet as
to subsequent purchasers SMS fn&£9»&fe creditors, *-vsry

- 17 -
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such Mortgage oi- trust deed shell, as to the monies *»
?<moed or' applied thereunder oa account of the princi-
pal Indebtedness evidenced toy the aotes, bonda or ofcaer

instruments therein leaciibed and thereby secured, be a

lien Wily from the tii&e such aooies are cvlv.aoed or
applied," anises snob taonies in atvafteai or .applied

Mthin eighteen months after the date of such record-

ing * * * '* * »** unless the JMTt I is by contract
obligated to amk* B»*3t advances or amplications,

«

A debt ar Mortgage ebllgafclea of &q&b etoa$fc6*e* is &£ es-

sential sl«MOfe in 8 transection to create* the relation of awpt-

gagor as* MV*%g*ie*i rl-i^^i; v, TyChg (1900) 1S6 Hi. U3. Ml

a aortguig© ay properly be Mfcie to secure future debts, iAdVk.no as,

or responsibilities: CQ.LL.ui..:- et al. v. G^.'JL^ et^ ^1« USJl) 13

111. 254. fthen given to .,eeure I at are e$teaw*i It eatM only ta&o

effect as a Ilea froa the feise aosm debt or liability secured by

it is creates, - the lien begins orii/ Mfce* aoney is advuiaed or

the contemplated debt cos.es la t.o axisteas a in the course it deal-

ing between the e&rtles, - the lien Is jse&sured by the exteat of

the advances end DBS su&ouat of the debt; ff^-U-^X v. 3C*i^l?^ (if21)

299 111. 3i0. It is act eeaeatlal that UK Instrument of convey-

ance shouM follow any ©x&ct or p*«ee*lfee4 form cf words, provided

MM intention to convey ii expressed; to eiafce I conveyance vclid it

is sufficient, la general, that there be parties able to coatract

and be contracted v.-ifch, a proper subject. Matte* s„ffid*:\tly de-

scribed, e v«lid consideration, apt v.ords of oeaveyaae e, 1 Ml ia-

strusaent duly executed and delivered; courts idll so construe a con-

veyance as to give effect to the intention of tbe partiss rather

fhnr defsat such an Intention by & strict teoh&ic^l construction

of MM Coisi or convey ano f />tsd, - courts UNI liberal in constra-

in.; instrusic.it s of eewejreMte so as to give thea effects C^iiLJLt

OqamiaolOS OO. etO. (I89i») 153 -11. **», eMM Ml instrument

- 18 -
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M L> a oil s Id t-.s a proper real est- <-t: £* on ohstt*-;! yaa.1 ^y©g

though (a/ gjsde on a printed blsnK ajfeettvl ttasrtgag* form, (b/ the

prop- - r%y was not definitely assorib^d as ffftftl estate bat. gnu referr-

ed to as goodi* &ac chefct^is, and (o) It waf aeitisovtfi edged M a chat-

tel mortgage, la toe instrument of October 9, 1951 SsjmI &\, **essar

is not specifically called %W*4NMg9ff*, though it Is obvious sae is

such ia fact; ftfeMtiN I. i*uady, Joan i>. Sutler, and LysK&a ii. Miady,

d/b/a huady, Sutler 4 Luady are not specifically called "mortgages*

,

though again it is obvious thay are suoh ia fsefc; it says she "does

usreby jJUMJgi the following described real property", instead of

"Kptfpgt** such, but that saams unimportant when it appears clear

the parties were referring only 6a real estate, not jWTWSaml proper-

ty 5
it does not say naad warrants* but fcfeat U not neeessary if ao

•questions of fail covenants of vnizin. etc. sjpt involved; it specif-

ic, ily says it is "to secure the .jayjaant of etc., reciting the

nature of the ifldabtedna^a; it apaeifie^iiy refers to "the follow-

deseribed real property* by legal description; it ia dated, and

signed by her and her husband; it purports specifically to release

and waive all rights under and by virtue of the feoj&eatoad exemption

laws of Illinois; and it purports to be acknowledged. It was to

secure, ia part, monies txiea or theretofore advanced or applied,

and, in part, aonles thereafter to be advanced or applied, it

waives the rigr-t to possession after deft-alt, provides that in such

event the whole. Bmn muy becoi&e due, it ttay be foreclosed, the cred-

itors nay eat®r into possession, a receiver WK0 be appointed, etc.,

.; visions n tm •'.. 'ly expected to be found in a HipIfS.gj , The

parties specifically refer It *fea UuMttrancat itself to "this &ort-

e*, "said ftertgagea*, "this aort nay be iomadiately fore-

closed", etc, ^ad in the later iastruuaat of ^ay 27, 19155 referring

- 19 -
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to some other real estate, W* ****** described it «M additional

aeeurity ft* all indebtedness «M* by me unto you, such security

to be neld under the MM t.r.-» and provisions ae th. *»***

which you. now ***** M«» the ftiroui»-w»es IM n-llw tl* instru-

ct of Oetober 9, *W wnn in **• form, t***ifttt*l*r, Indicted in

the »****•, that it wa* intend to create I **«#*•«, *** P otherwise

properly tKt4«*«i it should bi ft*** A* **** «<"* «* sufficient

mortgage In lit fe« it**** the ?ay»»nt of the aoaey* therein Sj?aotftod.

* to the d«fendaut-W8liant
f
3 a*** pft&ttft - **** Us free

and voluntary u»«at of M* ^niPftJb»« is KM****** N •• *****4*f *?

e WW***** tt» points mM *$**&* in the »*»***«» **** «** *•»»•

in th«t *•»»•*, anu she **:-. «t. nothing in the *»*««**• **&#* to

mm tlievn was no ***« Sftl Toluntnry tt*t*A* of MM parties uere.

The defewUat-appelUnt next WgM tfti MftttflMitl of *«*<**

tHp«| en the inatruaent of 3*«*ftt* 9, 1951 was not i» P**»«*M
The ^fftirUMrtff*, so far M aaterial, as to Hazel ** »*••*. *•**<

"ktate of Iowa,
brandy County - sa*

be it Hi itpMN*, »M ^^ P* 9th da^ of • to J£V
A S. l'-*51, before the uafitraignnd gftyetaj ^»«i
Deputy '-ierfc in Mi f«* **** county, partMMiaXly ap-

pel^d fettii ». -denser to Aft personally Jcnown to oe

tne identiaal .jersoa «M»« n*jaa i« uffixefl^o tun

tne execution of the suae to be aer voluntary act

end deed. ^. , ,
*>orotay *'alaer

Deputy Cleric la una for
Grundy Oaunty, i-owa

l-'ia riot Court eal) B

*nder r^JQ, IU., JEe.V. /" >., WmU Wfc l% *>***W i^y be ac-

knowledged without this btate and «iUiin the Waited states before,

oaoag others, a -deputy clerk • • of KM ' 31 strict " • court

of any of IM IftMMI ' * * n
i M ••*« **#•*• « deputy clerk it

- 20 -
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shall be certified "under the seal of his court"; sad "an &oi£n©w~

IlitflHi iTi or proof of execution eg any Iristruwe^t ftf»**SftS4 eay fee

a&de 1ft conformity with the ImN »f WWi State '" ,; • st&ftJNi it is

^ade * s •« Hm officer taking this aekoov»lei&;i sat weft properly

authorised to do so feB&## fehfti fcttttttte, the ewtifieaie is StJtdftf

the seal of that S#W» Court, a*& there is nothing to Indies** it is

wet Itt WMUf«rml*S with tti« lews of the i'tbte of Io<v»a «&»*« it -«as

don®, 'ihe certificate of 30&R3wXodg<«*nt is aiao iE^.£^iiiiSiiX ^a

the forai indie*, ted by our statute, Cg>_.^0|.„ ^^^fr'^'^,.-^:,^^* », -^fti*

£ar. ,

M. *»ad, further , &8|«&ewl«4«Sieat goes only, or primarily, to

tbe proof, perslttlag ths lastrtti&ent , if properly acknowledged, to

be offered in evid*?nee vdthout farther shoeing ifl *>« lis gtamljMMMNtoU

Z-Ii-YITI:7
_ t. §gSZgPfr.O f

. st, al. (l951i 40y Hi. 252, end her© there was

co real question of proof anyway, - the deffsdint-appellant's plead-

ing admitted bhe exeeution arid &l&t*«JEf of &i inttruuierifc.

%M defendant-appellant aext a^,uss that the Court erred in

the admission of cvidsaee, - that 11$ tim flips and ledger oer&s

of LuMy, butler, * handy, as to the hazel ft* Cesser eocQant, were

not admissible, f that there *e& iosuf f icioi.it foundation proof,

trey were rot pfUMIilWit or original records, the t£@e slips contain-

ed opinions nisi conclusions, and the day beolc or journal should nave

been iutrodfeed . If fcfei ledger »**$»« DM abstract indicates

an offer, towards the SJt« of the plaintiffs* oese, of a large rumber

of plaint if fa' exhibits, mm 35 or so in number, including the

fi&tta slips and i»d§#* --,rds, and mm or the exhibits, psjrtlmtliejrly

the time slips end ledger card®, consist of I large number of doc-

uments; counsel fcr the Aftf r;t~.'.:upellant then s«id : '•ell, we

object to the ict induction of ell the exhibits, Your ttftOttr*] thsre-
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after the exhibits were admitted In e?id<*nee, iaoittdiag the time

•up* *oa **m w**** ***•» * •**•« Ui<ufi **• Batier
'
mm *

the PUlatiff»-*PPai..*a aftt Uttttftiifl ** *• »* **»* •**•" and

ladder o.ra« Mil **§ inform Uioii contained therein the ft******* i*>

ili lea no tffcjaattawa at s.n by the Mtoiltt**«lipftU*»ft *« t£i« *«-

»!*»«?* It has saaft *** .lad b/ I loi* U«* ** •*»•* **** • purty

objecting *• *****••• «mt §**** out the objections iittatliaUF so

M to afford %»« aftfigM ***** ad ^pftVttMdftf to ooireet it, if

584; a party tit* «•©<» M axolude piec«s of evldeafle Ghoul* be

•StyU*l«, Mi «*«*X«*« to ebe trial ©oort all 01*1*94 derate in

|Ha ;r »*0t«« ***** ft**** he mm*** ** ar§® U*'0Q tois 6***1 i& ***

a**** of aa m**&, - m objection iff »«a*l****, to b§ a**tt*4 **

|l this --curt, aaatt tee raised i:a the trial court la *$• •!• and ia

a proper way, aaa* lbs tvftitt** is a******* ^..-fo^ .
i ,a^^.£'A.5iig:

.IC* stc. t. LsJL. -:-T», gX^ (1944) 3*?S Ul. U6; a general

objection will not ****! **« 1* i* 1*1 beea specific, tue t«*

|«abl«« (if sound) aigbl have scwi *%fiftt*d* &^^2^-li&LJ^-I

p*̂ et al. r fjjfff ft f%T **••*' ^30 Ul. 199. ®* d«f*ad«nt-

afftUajfti'i objection «« the offer of the exUlblt* »*b, *1 best,

general aaly. **«• in ***» ** ** * **• ^ ** «*J* e "i0UB t0 •"•

^rior taaiiaWttf a« M such, this point tettf not be t9*Uftl •* here.

rrue uxt yoint ftggal If *** *aJ"aaia«a-«|»«Uftat la Mail

tfeeve is no ******** m**i*M «M aiai%lt*Mi •! *M ^tU.r.eys T

feea aianaA ta» UM fe«« WT the uttor.ie^s Tor the plaittiffs

whloh the decree finds to be the »aa*«lfl**a feea tW .rooee.

The *fJ«lU*a« «1. , WaA* N «H WW «• «P»clfle evidence there-

M fcr no te^tl^oay It ut^tr.ot^ on th.t. «M c.t 9r«d;ie4
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the attorneys fee at the ajaoant Indicated, but we are unable to see

on vrhot evidentary basis fefeat bj &&&«« 5&8i s^pasliaea In -heir

briaf ft***?! £fe«fe the fe-16 uilosred «sa &&« ftlfttaaiai ffcg for an average

default foreclosure .-.erstLssible tinder the oc'atiulc or ruits 0$ the

j. .,<•;..} County &ar ^eivoci-tion, but :uch ss&ft&ttl* or rales W*S4 not

in 9?lta&*», fcafl m to ft©
1! «y*t«.ri*tar.'A tr.u rUr#r we or the trial,

o-ourt o&n ta&e Judicial notice thereof. *e ar© of the opinion that

proof should have been *»&*» filing &&e f$&H of the Rtl$s»*igr» fees

of tJM ettor:;e^s for tne pi&lntiffs &jrt£agees herein with tne other

•9&&MHMI In 0&l$f to eappart the co^ylcint; T^v ]!!.;
?:v a;:-:;, ,..M y.

I
- Tm % "..- tifl ij ilg (tf9|J 204 ^11- 595, Mi tee amount

to b^ a&tarti should ha*e been &«t«.28lJUMMt frosa suan cvi-itno© 8*1

the Gourt's ovsn Juio«led*ie of Hi s«yv&0<|i wwittwt &*8 MD -'•: - ;a~

abis v> iu» thereof: jg| v, .,;
:

::.:;... ;! gt si. tifgfj 3f€ 111, *#f,

44.G. Hfct ieoree Is In error $s that extent

,

Last three joints of the dfcfr,rid&r.t~&sov;liuiit, - that the

evidence i& insur lie lent to support tnc clacree s tip &WBMW la void,

hoI she did net h&ve a fair triel , are act ^rvu^a, no -authorities ere

referred to in support thereof, Bttf &&#f need not fee .further &«£#3jt»

red •

^or the reason lndisv.ted s the 3©e?ee of foreclosure must be

and is reversed and *.he e&use pwaiStfgftafl with t&r«#tl :o fin! «n& de-

ter^iao S&t MMDiJit due and suriUtg the pInir,Vurs Oft*! tlW UtfNUI of

KM Laefcruajenfcs ooneer.ied axelttAiiM ...- lien Sf ^i/e. -a *:«». .s f«i in the

sua if #1^56.79* .0 i&fcer ra ujyOjjrUts roroolii-re detre#«

ffifufffT/'
&**"^

!
«! -ED

ft1th hireetlons.

Solfisburg, P. J. and Wright, J. Concur.
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General No. 113^8

Abstract

(Abstract only) Agenda 6

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT
(First Division)

FEBRUARY TERM, A.D. i960

EVELYN dAL^ASS!,

POL I®
MAY 1 6 1960

n * it 1 V. W U N D ER

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

HAROLD E. REAM,

Defendant-Appellant

.

to Ap^-" °"Jl
•

m i " n
'

1

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

LaSalle County

25 I.A^30

SPIVEY—J

.

This is an action for damages for personal injuries

brought by a guest passenger in an automobile against the driver.

The incident in which the plaintiff was allegedly injured occurred

in the State of Iowa. The .jury returned a verdict for the plain-

tiff in the sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred Dollars, upon which

the court entered judgment from which this appeal is taken.

The case involved the application of the Iowa Guest

Statute, which permits recovery for recklessness on the part of

• driver.

The only issue raised on appeal is whether tie court

under the evidence erred in denying defendant's motion for a

directed verdict, or, in the alternative, denying defendant's

motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict. The same tests

apply to either motion and are not at all unlike the established

law in Illinois.
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The statute under consideration is Section 321.494 e*

the Motor Vehicle Law of the State of Iowa which provides,

"The owner or operator of a motor vehicle shall not be

liable for any damage to any passenger or person riding in said

motor vetdcle as a guest or by invitation or not for hire, unless

damage is caused as a result of the driver of said motor vehicle

being under the influence of intoxicating liquor, or because of

the reckless operation by him of such motor vehicle."

There is no dispute tnat the relationship of the parties

at the time of the occurrence was one contemplated by the provisions

of Section 321. 494 as it applies to reckless operation.

The evidence in so far as it is germane to this appeal

presents very little conflict.

The parties, together with the defendant's wife and

*** son, were returning from a trip to South Dakota. The

defendant ^*as driving east on U. S. Route 30 with his wife seated

beside him in the front seat, his son in the left hand rear seat,

and the plaintiff in the right hand rear seat. It was getting

dark at the time of the occurrence, and vehicles on the hignway

had their lights on.

It had been prearranged that they would stop at a

certain motel with a restaurant in connection located on the

north side of the highway. There were two entrances to the motel

and restaurant. As they approached their destination, the de-

fendant passed thewesternmost entrance due to the heavy traffic

conditions and continued slowly eastward to the east entrance

where he made an appropriate left hand signal and turned left to

enter the driveway. At that time there was no visible traffic

from the east. About a half *ft mile east of this entrance there

was the crest of a slight hill.

The defendant, in making his left turn, misjudged the

-2-
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width of the driveway and found that if he proceeded any further

into the driveway, the right hand side of his car would go into

a slight drop-off. He stopped his car with the rear two-thirds

extending into the westbound lane of the highway.

The defendant testified that after he stopped his car

lie looked to the east and observed no traffic coming, but very

shortly, the exact time he did not know, he saw a car coming

from the east over the crest- of the hill at approximately sixty

miles per hour. He remained in this position, neither moving

forward nor backward, until the impact. He did not back up be-

cause eastbound traffic was passing behind him. As the westbound

car got closer he knew it was going to hit them because it did

not seem to slow down. His car was grey in color.

The defendant's wife testified that upon stopping her

husband requested her to look for traffic from the east, and that

§ha saw none. She looked to the west and saw oncoming traffic

and upon again looking to the east she saw headlights bearing

down on them at a terrific speed, easily eighty miles per hour.

That thirty or forty seconds elapsed from her first look to the

east until she looked back and saw the headlights. She further

stated that her husband put the car in reverse but she did not

recall him backing up. C
Plaintiff, Evelyn Gaiiassi, testified that after the

car stopped, defendant backed up further on the highway, and

then did not move forward but just sat there. No traffic was

coming from the west. She first saw the eastbound car a block

and a half or two blocks away coming at a terrific rate.

The test we must apply, in order that we may as a

matter of law say that the defendant was not guilty of a reck-

less operation of his motor vehicle, is well stated in Herbert

v « Allen et al . t 41 N.W. 2d. 240 (Iowa) wherein it was said^

-3-
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"On a motion for directed verdict the evidence must

be viewed in the light most favorable to the one against whom the

motion is directed. Odegard v, Gregerson , 234 Iowa 325, 12 N.W.

2d. 559. Plaintiff was entitled to every legitimate inference

from the facts shown. Pegs law v. Wight , 114 Iowa 52, 86 N.W. 36.

He was entitled to have taken as established every fact which hi'.

evidence fairly tended to prove. Hartman v. Chicago G. W. Ry. Co .,

132 Iowa 582, 110 N.W. 10. The evidence should have been given

•the strongest interpretation in his favor.' Baker v. Langan , 165

Iowa 346, 145 N.W. 513, 518. He was entitled 'to the benefit of

all the facts which the evidence offered by him tends to prove,

giving them the most favorable construction of which they are

fairly susceptible In support of his claim.' Thompson v. Cudahy

Packing Co ., 171 Iowa 579, 151 N.W. 470, 471.

"In one of our recent decisions we said; 'The estab-

lished rule is that before a court is warranted in directing a

verdict, every fact favorable to the party against whom the ver-

dict is asked* and which the evidence tends to prove , must be

conceded.' (Italics supplied.) Comfort v. Continental Casualty

Co., 239 Iowa 1206, 34 N.W. 2d. 588,589.

"•Even where evidence is undisputed, if different

inferences may reasonably by (sic) drawn from it, It is for the

jury to say what Inferences shall be drawn, and they may be

guided to their conclusion by the rule as to the burden of proof.'

Ft. Dodge Hotel Co . v. Bartelt , 8 Cir., 1941, 119 P. 2d. 253, 259.

"'The court, however, is not at liberty to select one

of various inferences that may be drawn from the evidence, and

upon that determine the case as upon a question of law. It is for

the jury, and not the court, to determine what inference is to be

deduced from the facts proven,' Olson v. Southern Surety Co .,

201 Iowa 1334, 1343, 208 N.W. 213, 217.

-4-
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!' 'The plaintiff is, of course, entitled to have the

benefit of all favorable inferences which reasonably may be

drawn from the evidence. 8 Russell v. Turner, 8 Cir., 19*5,

143 P. 2d. 562, 563."

The lone question to be decided is whether or not c

defendant was guilty of a reckless operation of his motor vehicle.

This question must be answered by the wording of Section |ftl,4^

the interpretation of that section by the reviewing courts of

Iowa and within the scope of the limitations placed on reviewing

courts in questions of directed verdicts,

A number of cases construing the meaning of "reckless

operation" in that section have been cited by both the plaintiff

and defendant and as to the meaning they are in harmony.

In Siessenger v. Puth , 248 N.W. 352 (Iowa.) it was said

quoting from a former opinion involving the same parties, "In

light of the circumstances under which said chapter 119 was passed

/Soda 1931, § 5026-bi7 it is apparent, we think, that the Legis-

lature intended the word » reckless' therein to mean 'proceeding

without heed of or concern for consequences.' To be 'reckless',

one must be more than 'negligent'. Recklessness may include

'willfulness' or 'wantonness', but if the conduct is more than

negligent, it may be 'reckless' without being 'willful' or

'wanton', but to be reckless in contemplation of the statute

under consideration, one must be more than negligent. Reckless-

ness implies 'no care, coupled with disregard for consequences.'"

The Supreme Court of Iowa in Mescher v. Brogan, 2?2

N.W. 645, adopted the quoted portion of the Siessenger v. Puth

case. The court further had this to say. "'Recklessness' is

said to be conduct amounting to more than negligence. The sur-

rounding circumstances in each particular case enter and must

-5-
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considered in determining the question. As the danger "becomes

more manifest and apparent, the degree of care and caution must

likewise increase.' 1

The court continued again quoting from the Siessenger

case, "Recklessness is an inferenoe of fact to be drawn from the

evidence offered, and is a matter for the determination of the

jury, firing casesjj7 The same rule of law as to the sufficienc:

of the evidence in negligence cases should also apply to eases in-

volving recklessness. It is the well settled law in negligence

cases that if there is any evidence tending to show negligence,

that question should be submitted to the Jury. So likewise, in

recklessness cases it should also be the rule that if there is

any evidence tending to establish the charge of recklessness,

that question should also be submitted to the jury. To hold

otherwise in this case would invade the province of the jury."

To like effect, Peter v. Thomas, 2 M.w". 2d. 643.

The court went on to say quoting from Wright v. What

Cheer Clay Products Co ., 267 N.W. 92 (Iowa), "It is not suffic-

ient to show negligence, but the plaintiff must go further than

t.u.s and show a rash, heedless, disregard for danger that would

be apparent to or reasonably anticipated by a person exercising

ordinary prudence and caution under existing circumstances .

(Emphasis supplied) Continuing the court said one does not need

to act willfully or wantonly or with Intent to injure in order

to be reckless within the meaning of the statute.

Again continuing, the court said, "It is the actio

and conduct, and not the mental attitude of the actor, that

measure the degree of care and determines whether or not one

is proceeding without heed of, or concern for, consequences, and

with heedless disregard for, or indifference to, the rights of

others/'

-6-
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In Crowe 11 v. Demo, 1 N.W. 2d. 93 (Iowa), the court

stated, "It was not a case of driving into a possible danger as

in Roberts v. Koons, supra, or Wlon v. Hayes.,, 220 Iowa 156, 2oi

N.W. 531. We said in Mescher v. Brogan , 223 Iowa 5,3, 2?"2 N.W.

645, that one driving into a danger reasonably to be anticipated

might be guilty of recklessness. In the case at bar the danger

was not only probable. It was visible and apparent. (Siting

cases). And the jury was not required to accept appellant's

excuse that he thought he could pass the object or could stop.

It was for the jury to say whether or not, under all the circum-

stances shown in evidence, appellant was guilty of recklessness

which was the proximate cause of the collision."

In Nesci v. Willey, 75 N.W. 2d. 257 (Iowa), it was

said, "There must be an awareness, actual or constructive, of

the unusual danger presented by the circumstances, and also a

manifestation of «no care'. Schneider v. Parish , supra. We have

frequently and consistently held that conduct arising from mere

inadvertance, thoughtlessness or error in Judgment, is not reck-

less. (Citing cases)"

In Peter v. Thomas , 2 II. W, 2d. 643 (Iowa), the court

in quoting from Roberts v. Koons , 296 N.W. Sl'4 (Iowa), "To

constitute recklessness under the Guest Statute, conduct must

be more than negligent and must be such as to manifest a heed-

less disregard for, or indifference to, the rights of others or

an indifference to or heedless disregard for consequences. It

need not involve moral turpitude nor wanton and wilful conduct.

The test is the acts and omissions of the driver. See Eraser v.

Brannegan, /228 Iowa 5727, 293 N.W, 50, and other authorities

there discussed/' (Emphasis supplied).

The court went on to say, "We conclude from the entire

record, there was nothing in defendant Willey's operation of the

7-
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car which indicated he or anyone else was aware of immediate

danger under the existing circumstances . Danger on the highway

is a relative terra, of course, for we must recognize today there

is danger for anyone to operate a car upon any highway, but by

danger we mean here a sense of impending; injury or damage to

one's person or property generated by existing circumstances."

Again we quote from the Mesc;;sr v . Brogan case which

states, "No amount of explanation can add much to the meaning

to be implied from the use of the word 'reckless' . The diff-

iculty comes in applying the rule to the facts in any particular

case."

Briefly, we glean from the rules laid down by the Iowa

courts that recklessness consists of something more than negligence,

whether it be an overt act or an omission to act, when confronted

with a known danger or an apparent danger which could be reason-

ably anticipated by a person exercising ordinary care under exist-

ing circumstances and when faced with such danger the driver acts

without care and regard for consequences. If there i3 any evidence

fairly tending to establish these conditions, the question is one

of fact for the ,iury.

Defendant -appellant cites as authority for the prop-

osition that the court erred in not directing a verdict. Peter-

son v. Detwiller , 255 N.W. 529 (Iowa); Russell v. Turner , 56 Fed.

Supp. 455; Harvey v. Clark , 6 N.W. 2d. 144 (Iowa); Peter v.

Thomas , 2 N.W. 2d. 643 (Iowa); Ghristensen v. Schsldon , 63 N.W.

2d. 892 (Iowa); and Nesci v. Willey, 75 N.W. 2d. 257 (Iowa).

We have examined each of these cases and find that in

affirming the trial court's allowance of a directed verdict or

the Jury's verdict for the defendant, that there was an absence

of a suitable showing by the plaintiff that the defendant was

aware of the known danger or an apparent danger which could have
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been anticipated by a driver exercising ordinary care under the

circumstances

.

Returning now to the facts in the instant case, we find

that they fairly tend to establish recklessness on the part of

the defendant, and being such, it was a question of fact for the

jury which they answered in the affirmative. We cannot say that

all reasonable aiinds would conclude to the contrary.

The evidence viewed in the light most favorable to the

plaintiff establishes that the defendant permitted two-thirds of

his car to remain crosswise to the westbound lane of traffic on

wnat had been a moment before a heavily travelled highway in both

directions; no cars were coming from the west to prevent him from

backing up, and that ho did in fact back up so as to gain entrance

to the driveway; defendant did not again pull forward but re-

mained crosswise of the westbound lane; all occupants with the

probable exception of defendant's young son were aware of a car

approaching at a high rate of speed from the east for a half :xsxft

mile; defendant knew that they were going to be hit broadside;

and that only a slight ditcn lay before him.

Defendant's omission to remove his car from a known

danger apparent to him under the conditions in our opinion shows

a lack of care without regard to consequences for his guest pas-

senger.

The trial court properly denied defendant's motions

for directed verdict and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict.

The judgment of the Circuit Court is affirmed.

Affirmed.

McNeal, P. J., and Dove, J., concur.
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General Ho. 11372 .(Abstract only)

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT
(First Division)

FEBRUARY TERM, A. D. i960

IF 00,1J)

MAY 1 6 I960

PAUL V.WUNDER
Clerk Appellate Court Second District

HARRIET SMITH and HARRY E. SMITH,

Plaintiffs-Appellants

,

vs.

DOROTHY PARKER and JAKES POOLE,

Defendants-Appellees

.

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

Grundy County.

I.AT530

3PIVEY--J.

This is an action by Doctor Harry Smith and his ".dLfe,

Harriet Smith, seeking ju-l^-uents for damages for porsonal in-

juries against the defendants, James Poole and Dorothy Parker,

Jointly and severally. Plaintiffs sustained injuries in tog

automobile collision which occurred on June 1, 1D57. In the

trial herein, the jury returned verdicts for each Plaintiff against

the Defendant Poole, only, and found the Defendant Parker not

Guilty, By their post trial motion, both Plaintiffs sought to

have the trial court enter a judgment Bgft&ZtSt both Defendants

Jointly, notwithstanding the Jury's verdict in favor of the De-

fendant Parker. This motion was denied arid Plaintiffs appeal

from the order of the Circuit Court of Gruii'Iy County denying t:^sir

post trial motion. The only error all
1 la this Court Is that

the trial court erred in faili::-; to -rant thou a Judgment notwith-

standing the verdict in favor of the Defendant Parker.
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Doctor Smith, one of the Plaintiffs, was operating his

car in a northerly direction on Route 47, and was accompanied

by his wife, Harriet, the other Plaintiff. They were meeting

vehicles being driven by the Defendants, with the car driven by

Parker ahead of the car operated by Poole. Parker desired to

turn left from Route fc? onto an intersecting gravel road which

formed a M
T" intersection with Route 47. About one hundred feet

north of the Intersection, on Route 47* there was a bridge over

a creek. When the Defendant Parker was on this bridge she applied

her brakes, decreased the speed of her car and her brake lights

were observed. She did not signal for a left turn but rather

pulled her car to the right and was on the right edge of the pave-

ment or slightly off. Poole had been following Parker and turned

out to pass Parker when Parker was sixty to seventy-five feet

north of the intersection. Poole and Smith collided in Smith's

lane of traffic. The collision occurred about thirty feet behind

the Parker car when Parker's car was stopped, off or slightly on

the right edge of the twenty-four foot highway opposite the gravel

road. Poole was intoxicated at the time of the collision. In the

trial court he defaulted and he has made no appearance 1ft this

court

.

It is the contention of the plaintiffs that Defendant

Parker was negligent as a matter of law in failing to signal a

left .hand turn, in failing to ascertain the movement of other

traffic before changing from a direct course on the highway,

stopping or suddenly decreasing her speed, arid in failing to

approach an intersection for a left hand turn near the center

line of her lane. Plaintiffs reason that inasmuch as the jury re-

turned a verdict for the Plaintiffs against Poole, they were found

to be In the exercise of due ear© and so, if the Defendant Parker

is negligent, they should recover against Parker also.
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This argument overlooks the fact that Poole was de-

faulted and Plaintiffs right to recover against Poole was admitted

by the default. Only the amount of damages remained to be de-

termined ao far as Poole was concerned. However, Parker is not

bound by the default of Poole and she is entitled to have a jury

determine, in addition to damages, the questions of due care.,

noglicence and proximate cause. In Chamblin v. Chamhlin , 362

111. 383, 393, 1 N.E. 2d. 73, the court said, ;t The default of

one defendant is not an admission by the others, and does not

relieve the complainant from the necessity of establishing his

case against those who appear and plead. One defendant cannot

admit a oaus© of action against his co-defendants who defend

against it. (Olos v. Swans on, 227 111. 179). If the complain-

ant must prove the issues as to the answering defendants, it

follows that such defendants may meet and overcome, if they can,

the evidence of the complainant. A judgment or decree against

one defendant for want of a plea or answer dees not prevent any

other defendant from contesting, so far as respects himself, the

very fact which is admitted by the other part;/.'*

Plaintiffs are entitled to prevail, as against Parker,

only if there is no evidence taken with its intendments most

favorable to the Defendant Parker, which terns to support the

verdict of the jury finding Parker uov guilty. The only question

is whether or not the court erred in denying plaintiff 1
;; po3t

trial notion seeking Judgment notwithstanding the verdict.

"A motion for directed verdict or for judgment notvrith-

stanning the verdict presents the single question whether there

is in the record any evidence, which, standing: alone *nd taken

with all its intendments most favorable to fch4 party resisting

the motion, tends to prove the materi-." -nenta of his case.

Gorcsynski Nugent , 402 111 . i<V, j Woinsteiu v , Hetropolltan Life

Ins. Co ., 339 111. 571." Llndroth v. walgroen Go ., 407 111. 121,

-3-
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verdict in favof the Defendant Parker a finding by the Jury

that one or alsf these conditions did exist. Reviewing the

evidence., vq hi eve that such findings would have been supported

by evidence arthe trin 1 court would have erred had the post

trial notion bn granted. Under these circumstances., this court

must rffim t? ja^gaswit of the trial court denying plaintiffs'

post trial inot>n.

Judgment affirmed.

McNeal, P. J, and Dove, J., concur.
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